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State Payrolls Note
Increase Greater

Curve Near Fennville

Than National

^

ZT

Fennville, Sept. 23 (Special)—
A 29-year-old transient fruit picker ^rom Arkansas was killed early

*

Clyde Tennyson Caruther, said to
be an ex-GI with no immediate
relatives.He is bflieved to have

to

of

Caruther was dead on the arrival of a physician and ambulance. Coroner William Ten Brink
of Hamilton pronounced death
due )p a broken neck.
The car was demolished. The
other two men were not believed
injured.

than the national jump of 130 par
cent
With brickwork half completed on the now Immanuel church, the congregation hopee to worehip in
the new building by March. Property on 22nd St.
just weit of MichiganAve. wae acquired eome

year* ago but constructionwar delayed by the war.
When completed, the brick church with Bedford
tone trim will be in Dutch deelgn In keeping with
the traditions of the city.

Work Is Progressing
On Immanuel Church
Brick work

Illness Fatal (or

hope

Mrs. A.

Construction Well

Way

Fennville Apples
Fennville. Sopt.

23 (Special)— Work

for

Hospital

is progressing on

had sprayed his fruit with a
chemical w’hich covered the stems
to prevent shrinking ard early
winfalls. He said the preventative was ineffectivethis year, Although it was successfullast year
The Fennville Fruit Exchange
aaid most of the peach crop had
been harvested before the storm.

Egbert Gerritsen
Dies Unexpectedly

Wing

the ad-

Local fruitgrowers suffered heavy ;dition to Holland hospital, and the
losses in apples, especially the
new wing is expected to be ready
Macintosh variety, in a heavy
windstorm at 3::30 a.m. Monday. fo/ occupancy some time after
One fruit grower reported he the first of the year, John F. Don!

Under

Banquet Planned By
Allegan CE Union

At a meeting of the officersof
nely, chairman of the hospital
the Allegan County Christian Enboard, said today.
The addition is a part of a pro- deavor Union, held /it the home of

posed expansion program which Elaine Van Doornik on Monday
eventually,is expectedto provide
evening, Sept. 20, plans were made
facilities for 130 beds, compared
for a banquet to be hed in the
with the capacity for 48 beds ard
Hamilton Community Hall on
10 bassinets originallyestablished
Sept. 27 at 6:45 p:m.
when the hospital was built in
Included in the program, fol1927. During the last few years,
lowing the dinner, will be the
occupancy at times was up^Ao 60
showing of the film “Beyond Our
bed patients and 25 babies.
Own,” and special vocal selec-

her daughter,

Kaashoek

lingering illness. She was born in
Scherpenissein the province of

In Hoffer’s Court
Grand Haven. Sept. 23 (Special)
following were arraignedin
Justice George Hoffer s court during the week-end:
FrederickHenry Eirman. 39,
W'hitehall, charged with drunk
driving, was sentenced to pay
$100 fine, $10.60 costs and serve
five days in the county jail. The
arrest was by state police Sept.
17 in Spring Lake village follow*

The

ir.g

an

intersection accident.

Erwin Kuntz, 47, route 1, Hudsonville, was charged with setting
a brush fire that endangered the
property of others

on

Sept.

4

in

was by ConservationOfficer
the present arrangements.The
Egbert Gerritsen, Sr., 66, died
Harold Bowditch.
nursery will be enlarged . The
unexpectedly Wednesday at 5
Robert Clark, 31, and Marsha
maternityward will be segregatp.m. at his home,' 662 Hillcrest
Edwards, 32, both of Muskegon
ed from the surgical ward and
Dr. He had been ill with a heart
Heights, charged by Mr. Bowditch
there will be two children'swards
condition about a year and a half.
with fishing in Grand river withinstead of one large ward. The
He served as an instructor in
out a license Sunday, each paid
men's ward will be on the first
the Veterans on-the-job training
$15 fine and $7 costs.
floor of the new addition.
program. He came from the NethLyle E. Franke, 23. Muskegon
Total cost of the present exerlands in 1913 and settled in
charged by sheriffs officerswith
pansion program has been estiA refrigerator,a dresser which
Grand Rapids where he was emmated at $288,527.A federalgrant belongedto a bedroom suite and petty larceny, alleging he took
ployed by the Stickley Brothers
of $82,429 has been approved by an electric vacuum cleaner were some junk from the Tom Johnston
Furniture Co., until 1919 when
estate, paid $25 fine, $5.35 costs
ho came to Holland. He was -em- the Office of Surgeon General un- taken from two summer homes on
and oidered to make restitutionof
der terms of the 19-17 Hill-Burton LakeshoreRd. this week.
ployed by the Charles P Limbert
Sheriff's officers are seeking $12.30.
act providing assistance for hospiCo. here for 13 years and later
clues to the enterings vVhich were
Leonard Johnson. 33. route 2.
was employed as a cabinet maker tal construction.The federalgrant gained by prying open screens on
West Olive, w as charged by the
represents one half the cost of the
at Baker Furniture Co. He retired
\y>o of the places entered and Sheriff'sdepartment with driving
about a year ard a half ago be- uncompletedportion of work.
breaking a window on a third while his license was suspended
The
federal grant provides funds
cause of ill health.
home.
for installingan elevator in the
A refrigeratorand dresser were Sept. 10 in Robinson township. He
Surviving are the wife, Jaconew
addition as well as replacing taken from the summer home of paid $25 fine and $5 costs and
mina; four sons. Gerrit and Althe entire heating system.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Leonard of sentenced to sene five days in the
bert of Grand Rapids. Egbert. Jr.,
Donnelly said the remainderof Grand Rapids. A vacuum cleaner county jail.
and William of Holland; three
the proposed wing probablywill was taken from the home of Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. Bert Woldring of
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Lloyd Steg- lx? built in two future projects. Louie Hohmann of Holland and Camp Fire Board Hears
the home of Mrs. Bernard Dongerda and Mrs. Earl Schipper, The next construction is expected
nelly of Holland, was entered but
both of Holland; 14 grandchild- to complete the bottom two stor- nothing was taken. Mrs. Leonard Report on Day Camp
ren; also three brothers and one ies, and the last project the top and Mrs. Hohmann are sisters.
two stories. The new wing is beA detailed report was given by
•ister in the Netherlands.
Their maiden name was Donnelly.
Funeral services will be held ing built on a slope to the north of
As
officerscontinued their Mrs. James K. Ward on the sumSaturday at 2 p.m. from the Nib- the present hospital, and when probe for clues, they asked per- mer day camping project at the
belink-Notier Funeral chapel The completed it will have foUr stor- sons living near resort areas to regular meeting of the Holland
notify the sheriff'sdeputies at Camp Fire board held Monday in
Rev. H. Rosenberg will officiate ies and basement.
^either Holland or Grand Haven the home of Mrs. Francis Drake.
and burial will be in Resflawn
when they see any tiling unusual Mrs. Ralph Eash. who presided at
cenietery.
Body of Local Soldier'
around resorts or if they see any tfie business meeting, thanked
Friends may call at the funeral
suspicious cars in these areas.
Mrs. Ward for the time and efhome Friday from 3 to 5 and 7 Aboard Funeral Ship
Officers arc working on finger- fort spent in making the day camp
to 9 p.m.
prints taken at the cottages in an
a success.
The body of Sgt. Chester H.
effort to find some clue to the
Reports w^re -given by all standArnold, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alva
entries.
Mrs. Esther R. Bolt
ing committees.Mrs. Albert TimE. Arnold of 88 West 10th St., is
mer, Camp Fire executive, rebeing 'returned to the United
Dies at Grand Haven
ported on the many activities
States aboard the Army transport Mother of Twins Dies
Granfi Haven, Sept. 23 (Special)
planned for the year, many of
Grand Rapids. Sept. 23
—Mrs. Esther R. Bolt, 53, of 904 Sgt. Morris E. Grain.
The bodies of 113 Michigan war Mrs. Thedford Dirkse. wife of a which are already underway. A
Pennoyer Ave., died early Monday in Municipal hospital where dead are aboard the funeral ship. Calvin college professor,died last supper is planned for all leaders,
The bodies were originally night in Butterworth hospital to be given by the board on Oct.
she had been for more than two
buried
in temporarymilitary cem- where she had given birth to twin 1 at the home of Mr. and Mrs
weeks. She became criticallyill
C. C. Wood.
boys Monday. She was 34.
with a heart condition about three eteries in Manila and Saipan.
The hostess w'as assisted by
weeks ago.
ess.

rv

<p

•

•

Road

Homes Entered

She was born in Grand Rapids
on April 27, 1895, where she had
lived and attended school until
her marriage to Jacob Bolt on
June 18, 1918: Since that time she
lived in Grand Haven. She was a

Mrs. L.

Chet Now Says He Blew

$8

in

Vote Campaign

Essenburg.
Dinner

came

to the United States 62 years

ago and had lived in Holland since
that time. She was a member of
Central Avenue Christian Reformed church and the Ladies Aid society.

Old Shoe Drive

Plans Announced

Detailed plans for Holland’s
part in the “shoes for the needy”

campaign were announced this
morning. The drive opens next
Monday and continues until Oct.
23.

.

St. Patrick’s Catholic

church and the, Altar society.
• Besides the husband, who is
employed as a money order clerk
at the U. S. post office in Grand
Haven, are two daughters, Mrs.
Robert D. Storm of Grand Haven
and Dolores A., at home; her 81year-old mother, Mrs. Alice Goodrich, and one brother, Emmett,
both of Grand Rapids; also one

worship in the 52 by 100by next March,

church leaders said today.
When completed, the brick
church with Bedford stone trim
in traditional Dutch design will
accommodate 700 persons. It will
seat 500 <>n the main floor and
200 more in the balcony.
The full basement will have
several Sunday school rooms and
a dow nstairs auditorium to accommodate a large part of the Sunday
school which ha* an enrollment of
more than 300.
Steel trusses, purchased before
the war, tall be put up soon.
Plumbing supplies also were purchaaed before the war.
The churcn is being built on a
fixed contract and is expectedto
cost between $75,000 and $80,000.

At County

Meet

state.
In

'

,

Mexico had
Grand Haven. Sept. 23 (Special) Vjie lowest income payments in
-Resolution* endorsingthe Tru- 1929 ($161 million).But the payadministration, favoring ments Increased 256 per cent

contrast, New

man

early repeal of the Taft-Hartley over the last 22 years— the greatest increase reported.
law and commendingAtty. Gen.

The New York and New Mexico

Eugene Black “in his efforts to
have clean government in Michigan” were endorsed by Ottawa
county Democrats at their convention Wednesdaynight in the
court house.
Resolutions, prepared by Charles E. Misner and Jacob Ponsteln,
called attention to Truman's successful abilitiesIn coping with
"the most complex problems ever
facing any country, or the world.”
Resolutions also “deplored the use
of money by Republicans obtained by them through assessments
of all used car dealers.”
Nine delegates and nine alternates were named to the state
convenUon in Flint Saturday. Delegates are Roy Hierholzer, Charles E. Misner, William Swartz of
Grand Haven, Earnest C. Brooks,

increases and similar small and
larger increasesin those areas are
indicative of a pronounced relativd shift of income from the New

England and Middle Eastern regions to the South and West, *e-|
fleeting the industrial, commercial
and population growth of the
newer and less developed party of

country, Commerce offidali
pointed out.
The share of the nation’! total
income payments to Individuals
received by the New England and
Middle Eastern regions declined
from 42 per cfnt in 1929 to 35 per
cent in 1947. The proportion of all
income received by Jhe Southeast,
Southwest, Northwest- and Far
West increased from 29 per cent
to 37 per cent The share of the
large Central region— taking in
Robert Veeder and Betty Veeder Michigan—changed little,from 29
of Holland, Lawrence P. Smith of per cent to Ji8 pat cent

the

Michigan per capita income
payments increased from $745 in
1929 to $1,424 in 1947. That'* up
91 per cent— not as great an increase as the national per capita
income, 95 per cent. But the per
capita income in Michigan last
Ave. The property allows ample Zwemer, Gabriel Kuite and year was $101 higher than the
national average.
parking space cast of the new George Smith, Jr., of Holland, and
Harold Berghorstof Zeeland.
building.
Jacob Ponsteln of Grand Haven
The church also owns its own
was elected permanent chairman
parsonage at 65 West 14th St.
Is
and Roy Hierholzer was elected
secretary.Lawrence Botbyl of
Mrs. Bijmoer Dies
Grand Haven gave the Invocation.

Hearing

Ix)cal retail shoe merchants met
in the Chamber of Commerce office this morning and named Jim At Holland Hospital
Borr to head the local drive. The
Grand Haven Summer
Mrs. WilhelminaBijmoer, 64. of
statewide drive Is being sponsored by the Michigan Retail Shoe 15 East 12th St.,, died at 4 p.m. Resident Succumbs
Wednesday in Holland hospital
Dealers association.
Grand Haven, Sept. 23 (Special)
Purpose Is to collect any and all where she had undergone surgery
types ol old shoes. They will be seven weeks before.She had beer —Irving L. Vogelsang57. Chicago
manager fot the Grand Rapids
sent to Detroit and from there in poor health for some time.
She was the widow of John G. £tore Equipment Co., died unexshipped to a war devastated country. Officialspointed out that any Bijmoer who died four years ago. pectedly in Municipal hospital at
old shoe will be accepted and in- She came from the Netherlands 2:45 p.m. Sunday shortly after bedicated they will Jx* fixed up be- 27 years ago and lived hery since ing admittedfollowing a heart at
that time.
tack. He was stricken in his cotfore they are sent.
There will be red. white, and Surviving are a sister. Mrs. Ar- tage Just .south of Grand Haven
blue painted barrels in front of ie J. Koppenaal of Holland; a city where he was spending the
each local retail shoe store where brother, William Goede and a week-end.
Survivingare the wife, Helen;
persons may put the old shoes. sister, Mrs. Anna De Hoop, both
The barrels will he marked SOS of the Netherlands;also several a daughter. Mrs. Jean Derringer,
nieces and nephews.
and a son, John, both of Chicago.
meaning "Share Our Shoes."
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. from the
Rev. and Mrs. Van Baak Nibbelink-NotierFuneral chapel. Youth Treated
The Rev D. Veltman will offici- Alter Collision
Arrive Safely in China
ate and burial will be in Pilgrim
Eugene Gillette, 16. of 194 West
Word was received Wednes- Home cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral 16th St., was treated at Holland
day by the Rev. William Va.1
chapel Friday afternoon and eve- haspital Saturday night for
Peursem, pastor of Fourteenth
ning.
bruises and a chin cut received
Street Christian Reformed church,
when his motorbike and a car
that the Rev. and Mrs. , Edward
collided on Rivci Ave. near the
A. Van Baak have arrived in Three Pay Fines
16th St. crossing.
China, where they will be engaged
Nelson Warren. 44 of Fennville. George Bonlekoe of 194 West
in missionary work as representa- paid fine and costs of $10 in muni16th St., was driving the car.
tives from the local church.
cipal court Wednesday after pleadGillette told police there was no
Rev. Van Peursem received the ing guilty to a speedingcount.
signal or indication that Bontenotice from ' Dr. John C. Do Parking fines of $1 each were paid
koi1 was going to turn and BonteKorne of Grand Rapids, secretary by Lawrence A. Ericksonof Chikoo said he did not see the motorcago
and
James
Brower
of
West
of missions in the Christian Rebike until they collided.
Uth St.

formed church, who receiveda
cablegram from the Van Baaks
They leff San Francisco by
plane Friday night.

^

Conunend Black

This is one of the findingi of
an article on long-termtrendt. in
income payments appearing in the
September Issue of “Survey of
Curret Business.” an official publication of the Department of
Commerce.
In 1929. Michigan payrolls totaled $3,543,000,000.By last year
they had jumped to $8,641,000,000.
New York state Incomes were
the highest in both 1929 ($14 billion) and 1947 ($25 billion.) But
the increase was only 77 per cent,
the lowest reported from any

two daughters.
Slikkers and Mrs.
William Pott, both of Holland:
three sons. Gerrit and Peter of
Holland and John of Grand Rap- New pews have been ordered.
ids; 21 grandchildren and nine There also will be new pulpit furgroat grandchildren; also three niture.
Tlie church was organized in
brothers living in the province of
1929
and met almost continuousZeeland,the Netherlands.
ly in the Armory until World War
II when the meeting place was
shifted to the Woman's Literary Park township, Simon Borr of
club. Tlie Rev. C. M. Beerthuis be- Holland township and George
came pastor nearly 11 years ago. Caball of Zeeland.
Alternates are Lewis Lehman,
The new church is being erected on the corner of a three-lot Marion Moor and Pat Harrison of
plot purchased for the puiposc Grand Haven, Henry Tula of Hoi
bordered by 22nd St. and Pine land township, Ralph Doktcr, Ed
Surviving are

Mrs. George

this morning.

»

Entertain Employes
At Chicken

Zeeland, the Netherlands. She

Spanish-American Story
Treasured by Veteran

Set

For Paving Rolls
The Board of Assessors submitted a special assessmentroll covering the cost of paving West 20th
St., from Central to Michigan
Aves., to a special Common Council meeting Wednesday at 5 pun.
A public hearing to hear any
objections to the assessment rolls
was set for Friday Oct 8 at 5
p.m. in the Council chamber. At
that hearing, the rolls will be confirmed if there are no objectioni.
Estimatedcost of paving is $5,731.07.

Council also appointed the following electioninspectors for th»
Nov. 2 general election:First
ward — John Woltman; second
ward— George Lokers; third ward
- A1 Van Faasen; fourth ward—
Ed Lam; fifth ward — Wilson
Diekema; sixth ward— E. A. Stegink.

The Inspectorswill attend a
special election inspector'sschool
Oct. 7 at Grand Haven, conducted by the county clerk.
Sen. William C Vandenberg
was a guest at the meeting to advise Council on how to draw up
two resolutionsto the state highway department.
One resolutionpassed is a Council request )o the highway department to resurface East Eighth St.
from the C&O tracks to Fairbanks Ave. Mayor De Pree was
authorizedto sign the proper
resolution covering cost and city

participation after state action.
Council will send another request to the state highway deSven Benson of Ganges
partment to prepare a resolution
Harry Nies. route 4. treasures College students cheered as Will and estimate of cost to widDies After Long Illness
a copy of The Sentinel dated Sept. Damson of the Class of 1901 step- en Michigan Ave. from 28th to
Ganges. Sept. 23 (Special)
28, 1898, which contains a leading ped upon- the platform He was 32nd Sts. The state resolution
Funeral services for Sven Benson, story on the return of the Hol- lifted to the shoulders of his class- will be sent back to Council lor
approval.
88. will be held at the family land men from the Spanish-Ameri-mates.
residence here at 3 pm. Friday. can war.
One returnee said he had gained
The Rev. D. E. Robison of the
Nies was a member of Co. G. 10 pounds, but most of the others

Mr. and Mrs. Gunard Bjork en“4. Box dyspepsia tablets, 25 tertained their employes at a
Chet Shafer, the Three Rivers
sage who was defeated in a race cents.
chicken dinner at Grand Rapids
“5. Roll Scotch tape for patch- YWCA Wednesday night. The
against Rep. Clare E. Hoffman of
Allegan in the primaries last ing 15-year-oldcampaign hat toss- group made the trip in a charterweek, admittedtoday he erred In ed into ring damaged in whirlwind ed bus.
accounting his election expenses. which accompanied returning
Following a reading by Miss
In, a letter to the House ser- mandate of the electorate, 10 Wilma Topp the group was enter- Ganges Baptist church will oftained by a program of readings, ficiate and burial will be in Taygeant-at-armsyesterday,Shafer cents.
“6 Cleaning seat of pants of piano solos, vocal selections, a lor cemetery. He died Tuesday
listed his expenses as -one 25-cent
white summer suits soiled sitting song and dance routine and a clar- night in his home following a long
fountain pen to secure signatures
on post office steps. <1.50,
illness.
granddaughter.
inet solo. . „
on petitions.
An original poem, ‘Tray. Ser- Born in Blekinge, Swedeft, July
Now he finds he has exceeded “7. Bottle aspirin tablets taken
day after primary, 25 cents.
vice" by Miss Lola Haight and a 15. 1860, he came to Chicago in
that figure and* squandered $8.35
‘Total expense, $8.35.”
play directed by Miss Lorraine. 1883. He married Louisa Bergthusly:
Shafer also pointed out he de- Rowell concluded the program.- land in 1892. They lived at Pier
"L One fountain pen used in rived a great deal of Satisfaction Those taking part In the pro- Cove for io years and moved
• Discharged from Holland hospital Wednesday were Carter securingsignaturesto petitions, in leading Hoffman in one depart- gram were the Misses Wilma to the present home in Ganges in
Beukema, son of Mr. and Mrs. 25 cents.
ment at least. The Democrats Topp, Marlene Le Jeune, Marjorie 1902. He was a member of the
"2. Bologna and crackers pur- gave Shafer three votes, to one
Robert Reukertia, 328 West 18tb
Bjork, Lorraine Rowell, Kathy Baptist church.
St.J Arthur Dirkse, son of Mr. chased for lunches on historic for Hoffman. 'Tf I knew who they Yskes, Agnes Beagle, LucilleRowSurviving are his wife, three
and Mhs. Herman Dirkse of 645 whirlwind Kklay swing around were, I’d send ’em cards of ell, Aleatha Seme and Lola sons, Edward of Nevada, O., Glion
Michigan Ave.; Norma Jean Ter the six counties of the district thanks,” Shafer said.
of La Junta, Oolo., and Roger at
Haight.
Haar, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. prior to the historicswing I took • Shafer's strong point in elecGuests beside those on the pro- home; two daughters, Mrs. Julia
Almon Ter Haar, of 639 136th on the chin from Rep. Hoffman tioneering was his promise to set gram were Mrs. Bargery Topp, Trull of Grass Lake and Mrs.
Ave.; Denny Kinny, son of Mr. •ftiesday,
,
politics back a hundred years, if
Donna Van Dyke, Val- Emily Dailey of Wyandotte; nine
And Mrs. Lloyd Kinny of 103 “3. Loss playing pinochle while elected..He got 7,600 votes to eria Mosher, Joyce Overkamp and grandchildren and two great
Central Ave- Zeeland.
sewing up voting promises, $3.
grandchildren.
Arlene Nivi.^n.
Hoffman’s19,600.

member of

—

Hospital Notes

\

George Slikkeis

486 Washington- Ave., following a

Allendale township, destroying
his own home with about $3,000
With facilities available in the tions.
damage, and. through the efforts
addition now under constructior,
The group also discussed other of the Allendale fire department
the hospital will be officially listbusiness, after which they were saved an adpoining home. He paid
ed at 74 beds and 20 bassinets
served refreshmentsby the host- $50 fine and $4 easts. The arrest
Several changes will be made in

Lakeshore

rs.

to

Dem Resolutions

the new Im-

foot structure

at 8 a.m. Tuesday at the home of

Several Appear

on

manucl 'church on 22nd St. just
west of Michigan Ave. is more
than half completedand members

Mrs. Adrian Kaashoek. 89. died

Windstorm FeUs

of Incomt
Michigan worker*

1929 to 1947— an Increase greater

more

distant relatives in Jonesboro, Ark.
Caruther and his two companions were employed on the Richard Wade farm southwest of
Fennville.They were believed returning home to their bunk house
when the accident occurred.

to

has increased 144 per cent from

The accident occurred on Hutchins lake road two miles south of

on what is known as
Judy corner. The victim was

1

dollar volume

payments

twice.

Fennville

'

Washington, Sept. 23 (Special)

—The

the car in which he

Jump

From Our Washington Bureau

ts

was a oassenger failed to make a
right turn and rolled over at leist

Comtructlonon the new wing at Holland hospital • expansion program with the planned wing built
is well under way and the addition is expected
on an angle to the north of the present building,
be ready for occupancy sometime after the first
The temporary tile wall on the left will be painted
the year. The new addition is part of a proposed to blend with the brick.

Are

In Michigan

I

Injured as Car Fails

Monday when

Papeuts

Income

In Car Accident
Arkansas

Town Whoro PoQn

$3.

'

the

Driver Assessed Fine

Grand Rapids, along with William were somewhat emaciated and
Wood, Anthony Self, John A yellow after their stay in the After Twq Can Collide
Roost and Charles Mulder. In Co. southern climate.
F, Grand Haven, were Jlerman
James De Free of Co. F did Cars driven by William D. BarWoltman, Thomas Eastman. Hen- not return with the boys, having ense of 642 Michigan Ave. and
ry Van Lente. Gerrit' Van Houte, gone to Detroit to visit his broth- C R. Trueblood of 91 West 15th
James De Boo. Ernest De Feyter er. Teanis Vande Water and Lou- St., collided at the crossing ot
and Gerrit Klaasen. Hans Dyk- "is Hadden aso were left behind. Pine Ave. and 10th St Wedneshuis was a member of Co. E, Teanis is ill in the divisionhospi- day at 12:20 pm.
Bare ns c was issued a summons
Grand Rapids, and Marine Dan- tal at Huntsville, while Louis is
iels, Will Damson and John Roos at Fort McPhersonin Atlanta. for failing to yield the right of
way and paid $3 >n municipal
were members of Co. H, Grand Both are quite ill.
Rapids.
No public receptionwill be plan- court this morning after pleading
guilty to hte charge.
Word was receivedat 8 a.m. ned. the paper said.
Witnesses were Paul Muplder
that the men wefre returning in a • The 50-year-old four-page paper
half hour. In that time the city also oont&ined a brief, item from 343 Washington Blvd. and
was decoratedwith flags and a Washington stating the President othy Boot' of
large crowd gathered at the de- had intimatedthat he will post- to the Truebloodcar wj
pot. Factories closed for an hour pone occupationof Cuba until ed at $300 ‘ '
and Hope' college eloeed until 10 winter sets in and all danger of Barense
yellow fever has d
nitrito
i

||

\
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New Teachers

Lowry Statement

Consider Feed

Erroneous, Says

Supplies

Red Cross Head

supplies will be like this winter

in

Public Schools

Now

Play

Checking up on what your feed

Answer to

Charf es

Accusation* leveled at the

Am-

Grain

L A K E)

grain is

fed

to

cows

now

that

more abundant will pay

W. Lowry of Holland are erroneous and

off in terms of keeping cows in

misleading, according to a state-

produce effectively,
he believes. A grain mixture of

erican Red Cross by 0.

MICHIGAN

ment released today by the Rev.
William C. Wartier, chairman, and
the executive committee of the

Appro

Ottawa county chapter of the Red

thanntl, first aicavoted by tht

Ooss.
Lowry is a member of the state
board of the United Health and
Welfare Fund of Michigan, Inc.
The derogatory statements to
which the chapter referred was
issued after the Red Cross had
declined to take part in a joint
fund raising arrangement sponsored by the United Health and

city of Holland about Mb r

Welfare Fund. Three

condition

>i

mat*

location of prcirnt

LOUISE RUNQUI8T

EDITH HERLEIN

Instrumental Music

Froebel Elementary

It’s also very important to store

moan

lako stage for

165$ *Q9 58/ S foot
abcvt moan tido at Ncnfork

Hov.

charges

an abundant supply of roughage
in the forms of hay and silage.
Additional silage may be stored in
temporary or pit silos.
Baltzer says that farmers who

dealt with the handling of Red
Cross fundi. A fourth was concerned with its service to veterans
and the fifth questioned value of
the Red Cross Blood Program.

filted the silo with grass or molas-

Allegationwas to the effect
that the Red Cross "demands quotas far out of proportion to its
needs and that it builds excessive reserves".According to the
chapter leaders here, the Red
Cross program has required more
money than has been received
from the public every year since
the end of World War II. They

Fortifying the feed situationby
having grass silage fed during the
early fall pays off. It is expected
that more and more farmers will
plan to fill silos in 1949 with grass
and molasses grass silage to maintain higher levels of milk produc-

pointed out that a sound businesslike plan for using up wartime
surplus was adopted in 1945 and
ft is anticipated that these sur•phia funds will be nearly depleted
by 1951.
Michigan residents last year
subscribed the total amount this
state’s 84 Red Crou chapters
•ought Program requirements,
however, the chapter's statement
reveals cost over 8500,000 more

hits.

to

400 pounds of oats, 200 pounds of
wheat, 200 pounds of com and
from 100 to 150 pounds of protein
concentrate is recommended. Such
a mixture fed at the rate of at
least one pound for each three
and one-half pounds of milk produced is suggested for cows milking over 20 pounds of milk daily.

(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Mrs. Jake Hop received a double fracture of the right arm at
the wrist from a fall in the kitchen of her home last Thursday evening. She was taken to St. Mary's
hospital in Grand Rapids where
it was set.

ing dairymen at the moment.

Hotos;

MICHIGAN
,4»

This map, knoatn as Cot. Graham's

MOM

SURVCr NOV

tion.

mop, shoots the location of the
bridqo-pitr built m l853'/855 from
the *8,000 appropriated by act of I85Z,

US

Tht

Nortmban It, tSJS

ttork

tt

as destroyed by storms.

Coffee Metiers will talk about other topics now
since the dispute on the originallocationof the
local channel has boon settled. This War department map shows tho original channel, at top, the

MM

Office,

Milwaukee, Wis,

RLE 49-Z-24- A

RotariansHear.
4

present channel end the propoeed channel which
wae never cut The drawing was obtained by M.G.
Minting, eonaldered ae an authorityon early
Holland history.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gemmen
and son of Overisel spent Friday
evening with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Veldman.
John Posma and Jake Hop. with
Harvey Hop and Bill Kok of Grand
Rapids were in Detroit Thursday
to see a ball game.

fe
mp:

9f fttf

Southern ' Barbecue girls of
Grand Rapids won the Girl's softball crown in the tournament by
defeating Grant, 2-0.
The winners had alx hits and •
limited Grant to two safeties.
Nordln was the winning hurler
and Vander Kolk was the loser.
The games Thursday night were
the finals In the tourpey play.
Both games were originallyscheduled for tonight but due to the
"very good" weather,tournament
officials, decided to go ahead
Thursday night

Beaverdam

ses grass silage in June have a
splendid source of feed which is
adaptable to meet conditions fac-

HOLLAND HARBOR

Completed

and tournament championshipin
class B Thursday night Vanderveens defeated Bermans, 6-2.
Shortstop Holwerda and Catch>
ed Sterkenburg each connected
for home runs for the winning
team. Johnson allowed four hits
while his mates banged out nine

commended by A. C. Baltzer, extension dairyman at Michigan
State college.

Make Point-by-Point

Is

Ben Johnson, a 48-year-oldsoftball hurler, pitched the.Vanderveena softball team to the Zeel-

is

good farm business.A little extra
thought to feeding problemsIs re-

MICHIGAN

Chapter Executives

Zeeland Tourney

BPh*: W*
••

MARNA KUEMMERLEIN

PETREA ANDERSEN

10th Grade History

8th Grade History

Radio Pregramist

Jerry Dyke from Allendale
spent the week-endwith his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Veldman.

Mrs. Henry Hall from Grand
Rapids spent this week-end with
For success in radio, or any
her children. Mr. and Mrs. Robother venture, Mrs. Jean Hill, orert Barnes and sons.
iginator of the WHTC daily featMrs. Ed Veldman entertained
But the e wasn’t a trace of ’sour ure, "Howdy Missus," advised
By Arnold Mulder at her home on Wednesday aftermembers of the Rotary club to
apes” when he said it
noon, her aunt, Mrs. C. Bekim
"believewhat you say or tell
WHAT IS THE queerest great the fact that the classifiersdo also Marne Johnson and Mrs. Les
than Michigan's citizens were
book in American literature? not know what else to call it. Bekins. It was in celebration of
CREDIT FAN CorneliusVan someone."
asked to contribute.
Mrs. Hill told Rotarianssome Some enterprisingpublisher might Public libraries, for the same rea- the birthdaysof Mrs. Veldman
Loo with being about as interestAnother claim was that World
ed a sports spectator as you will of that which goes on “behind the make a killingproposing that as son, place it on the fictiqn shelf. and Mrs. Johnson, who are cousWar n veterans had unfortunate
Then, as an element in the ins, and are the same age, with
The original channel between
find in Holland. Van Loo, who scenes,” in a radio broadcast sta a subject for discussion.
experiences with the Red Crou
My own guess would lie “Moby- strangeness of "Moby-Dick" there birthdays on the 16th.
was
72 years old Sept. 14, never tion, and then explained how she
Black
Lake
(now
Lake
Macatawa)
during service and, therefore,do
London was a sedan in the comnot wish to contribute to it
and Lake Michigan definitelylay pany’s least expensive line. It missed a baseball game the Fly- formulated her program each day, Dick.” I say this on the basis of is the question, "What does it
Mrs. Lawrence De Vries had
north
of
the
present
channel,
this
ing Dutchmen played at home this explainingthe features included a recent rereading of Herman mean?" Any number of commen- as visitorsat her home, ThursRed Oou leaders here were
sells at 81.803.70 in South Bend
in “Howdy Misses.”
Melville’s celebratedclassic. It tators, from Lewis Mumford years day afternoon.Mrs. Anna Knap of
quick to agree that the organi- officialmap of the chief engi- with certain specified equipment season.
The Rev. William C. Warner, is almost exactly a hundred years ago to Ellery Sedgwick within re- Zeeland. Mrs. Andrew Schut, Mrs.
sation has made mistakes. They neer’s office of the War DepartNow
Com*
has
purchased
a
and accessories. Wells actually
season ticket to the Holland Hur- president, presided at the meet- ago now that Melville began work cent years, have hazarded an- Henry Ohlman and Mrs. Gerrit
reminded their critic that no or- ment shows.
paid 81,817.70,the extra 814 covganization was infallible but for
Arguments on the location of ered charges in export sales trans- ricane games. He started follow ing, which was held in the Warm on his book: "Moby-Dick”was swers. But again, Somerset Maug- Huyser of Beaverdam.
every mistake made, Red Crou the original channel have liven- actions.
ing football two years ago and Friend Tavern, and urged Holland published in 1851. But a century ham, in his recent re-appraisal, Mrs. Martin Tubergen spent
Rotarians to participate in the has not been long enough time to suggested that he learned next
workers have/ performed many ed coffee kletz sessions for a long
Thursday in Holland with her sisThe 82,387 was the price for a now he ranks the game high in Saugatuck Rotary club’s charter
take away the sense of strange- to nothing from all those guesses; ter. Mrs. George Tubergen.
helpful deeds and services. In time, but now M. G. Wanting, a
his list of interests.
convertible in a more expensive
Michigan alone the Red Croaa now local historianamong other things,
Perhaps some signal recogni- night, Oct. 8. He also announced ness from his more talked about he felt that an intelligentreader
Thelma Zoet entertainedthe
line with stipulatedequipment and
might much better approach the girls in her Sunday school class at
holds over 25,000 powers -of-at- submits definite proof of his state- accessories.
tion should be accorded by man- that the District Governor would than read opus.
Not least strange Ls the fact book without such Interpretations a birthday party Saturday,Sept.
tomey granted by veterans in ments on original channel location The pilot gave a London hotel agers of the teams Van Loo fol- be in Holland on Oct. 6 and 7.
If "Moby-Dick" is a novel, it ia
suggested in that phrase, “more
their claims for government bene- in an article in the Sentinel’s1947
lows so closely.
18.
as his address in placing the order
talked about than read." -For that so thin in plot that the whole of
fits. Each month in Michigan, 250 Centennial edition.
A daughter, Kay Ellen, was
there and the English dealer acis literally true. Almost any lit- the action could be summarized
additional veterans turn to the
This reproductionof the War cepted it with the provision that
born Wednesday at Holland hospiPolk ton township (Coopersville
erate person will make a casual in a few printed lines. Captain
Rad Crou for such aid and guid- department map shows the orig- the car would be brought to Eng- area) is the most progressive
tal to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zoet
(From Tnesdsy’s Sentinel)
reference to "Moby-Dick,"but ask Ahab has his leg bitten off by a
ance in their claims. Michigan’s inal channel considerablynorth land. Shipping agents estimate township in the county. It is the
Little Anne Laura is staying with
T/SgL Richard Mulder, who any group of college graduates white whale called Moby-Dick. her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
84 Red Cou chapters helped more of the present channel,creasing
that would involve a little item of only precinct that has voting
than 70,000 servicemenand vet- what ia now Holland State park about 8600 including ocean ship- machines.What’s more, the peo- spent a two-months furloughat how many have actually read the He organizesa whaling expedi- Bert Zoet.
erans in personal and family at Ottawa beach. The map also ping charges, boxing and marine ple there think they’re grand. the home of his parents, Mr. and book and you will frequently not tion for the express purpose of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen
Mrs. Cyrus Mulder, Central Ave get a single hand, or at the most finding- fend killing Moby-Dick.
problems during the last year. shows the present channel and the insurance.
Instructions are given on a small
attended the sepices at the South
Thto, the chapter pointed out, is propoeed channel. No cut was
working model before the voter left for the air base tt Tampa, one or two. "Moby-Dick” is a very After a search of a year or two Blendon church Sunday evening
famous book— by reputation. In he does find the whale, engages
Fla., last week.
10 times the amount of service ever made in the propoeed chan
and spent the rest of the evening
The Amb usher is indebted to enters the booth.
The North Street Chrstian Re- that it differs from “Huckleberry him in combat, but is destroyed
requestedof the Red Cross by nel.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Althe
Rev.
C.
A.
Stoppes
for
the
by
him.
And
the
whale
destroys
Finn”
and
“The
Scarlet
Letter”
formed
church
Girls'
society
met
Lt. Gen. R. A. Wheeler, chief
Jthia group before World War n.
bert Nyhuis.
Political wags spent part of the
following story, illustrative of the
the whole vessel and all its crew,
for their first fall meeting. They and other books of that type.
Another allegation stated that of engineers, says: "In 1860 local
The Gospel Four, a quartet from
morning
trying
to
link
Tom
with
Another ingredient in the with a single exception— the man
enjoyed a supper and a social
“many people agree with the citizens financedand dredged a time of year. In the fall, ministhe First Christian Reformed
ters of the Reformed churches us- Jerries for a November slogan.
evening.New offeers chosen in- strangeness of ' "Moby-Dick” is who tells the story.
American Medical association channel from Black Lake to Lake
ually schedule their house visits Tom, of course, is presidential
That is all— hardly enough for church of Zeeland, presented the
cluded: Janet Koning, president; the fact that nolxxiy knows how
that the Red Oou blood program Michigan, maintaining ft until
for the winter season. And in the CandidateThomas E. Dewey. The Harriet Ballast, vice-president;to classifyit. Is it a novel? Is it a short story. But the book is a music at the Reformed churcn
it contrary to public policy”.
1867 when the federal governSunday evening service
Stoppels’ householdseveral years Jerries are Vanderbeek and Ford,
Anna Aardema, secretary; Her- a handbook on the whaling indus- long one of some 600 pages. The Communionservice will be held
The chapter here stated that ment took over the improvement
ago
such
a
program
was
being both successful in Tuesday'spribulk
of
the
volume
is
taken
up
try?
Is
It
a
disguised
autobiomina Lucas, treasurer; Lorraine
the American Medical asocial ion of the harbor. This new channel
mary in Ottawa county. Best Machiela, assistantsecretary-trea-graphy? It Is an allegory, like with descriptionsof whaling op- in the local Reformed church Sundrawn up.
has twice endorsed this program was about 1,800 feet south of the
day.
And at school ,the teachers were headline advanced was "GOP Will surer.
the "Book of Job," as Lewis Mum- erations: how whales are harand as recently as last June natural outlet from the lake, and
Marvin Huyser wjll be the leadGet Tom and Jerries in Novemplanning
for
PTA
meetings
and
Henry Pyle was leader at s ford suggests? There is no an- pooned, how their blubber is tried er in the Christian Endeavor
voted to enlarge its committee about 1,400 feet north of the proone
teacher told her children they ber.”
out.
what
weapons
are
used
to
swer.
When
recently
Somerset
because "in a program of such posed channel where no channel
meeting of the First Reformed
meeting Wednesday evening, usshould urge their parents to atchurch Senior C. E. society on Maugham chose it as the single capture them, how they are lashnational importance, even greater was ever cut Relative locations
ing the topic, "When Is One Edutend. As an added inducement the
The
Sooutera'
hoe-down
r'
Aled
to
a
vessel
while
their
oil
American
representative
in
the
Sunday evening. Jack J. Nieboer,
effort and co-operation is need- of the channels are shown on the
cated?"
teacher told her class the parents legan las* week-end brought some
is
being
removed,
and
a
thoused in the future to attain desired accompanying map.”
sponsor of the Intermediate C. E. list of 10 great world novels he
Catechism classes will begin
would "probably welcome a chance unusual demonstrations, in food
objectives”.
Wanting says this proves his
meeting was in charge of that admittedthat there is no answer, and, rather ten thousand,other
next Saturday morning at 9 t.m.
to go out in the evening.” Where- preparation. These included prefacts.
Melville
leaves
nothing
although
by
including
it
in
the
organization.
Finally the criticism involved contentionthat when the Hoi
upon one of the Stoppels children paration of turtles, beans cooked
at the chapel of the Reformed
Red Oou leadership everywhere landers came here in 1847 the
Members of the First Reform- list he seemed to say that it is a about whaling unsaid.
church.
volunteered
his parents probably in a hole. preparat >n oi dehyPerhaps
it
is
the
strangest
novel.
by implying that "unwillingness only connection between Black
ed church were given book marks
wouldn’t. "We’re glad when daddy drated foods, charcoal cooking
Mrs. Willis Zwagerman was
But like all others who have book in American literature.Also
last Sunday containingthe picto take part in joint fund raising lake and Lake Michigan was the
has a chance to be at home one and jackknife cooking. There was
moved
from St. Mary’s hospital
one
of
the
greatest
It
frequently
faced
the
question,
he
simply
raises doubts as to the proper ad- one shown on the map.
ture of the Rev. and Mrs. Harvey
evening a month.”
even apple pie baked in a tin T. Hoekstra and sons, Jimmy sidestepped the issue. "Moby- finds a place among the "six to the home of her brother and
ministration of Red Crou funds”.
can oven supervised by Bill Fil- and Dennis, wlio recently arrived Dick" is usually classifiedas a greatest books produced on this sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. John
Thousands of leaders of the Red
And the story reminded the kins. That ought to
Balder in Zeeland after several
handy
novel for no better reason than continent."
Oou are, also, community leadAmbusher of another he heard little trick in case the oven in the at the Akobs Post American Mispainful operations on her jaw.
ers, the chapter here reminded the
sion, Anglo-EgyptianSudan, Afsometime ago.
She is now in an improved condikitchen
breaks
down
organizations criUc. The board of
rica. They are supportedby the
A congregationwas making
TTon.
governors in which Congress has
local church in this work of the
heavy demands on the time of a
Mr. and Mrs. William Morren
invested the powers of its direcReformed church in Africa.
Rumor has a way of getting young minister anJ his popular
of Zealand were Sunday evening
tion and management is composed around, and one of the functions
The Ladies Aid society of the
wife, finally an influentis’memvisitorsat the home of Mr. and
of 50 outstanding men and wo- a newspaper performs is to kill off
Second Reformed church will holtL
From Friday’s Sentinel
ber of the church asked tht minMrs. John Schutte.
men, 30ofwhomarechosenby
the rumors by printing the truth. For ister's wife how long it had been
The Girls League for Service its- first meeting this season at*
A parents’ and Teachers’ meetPersons concerned with the sewer program.
chapters, 12 by the board itself instance,there is a current rumor
since they had spent an evening met In the church parlors Mon- 2:30 p.m. Thursday afternoon in
ing will be held Friday evening
All
checks
were
signed
by
James
and eight by the President of the that an American flier had purthe church parlors.Mrs. J. Boon- high cost of living (and who isn’t)
together. Shocked at the reply,
day night, Sept. 13. The vice- stra, president,will open the
De Young as mayor and George in the Christian school and the
United States. The board is com- chased a car in England for sevmight appreciate a look into inthe parishioner got togetht with
H. Sipp as city clerk. All were Rev. D. Drost of Allendale will
posed of community,state and eral hundred dollarsleas than the
president,Mrs. Thelma Rowhorst, meeting after which the devocomes in Holland more than 50
another man in th« church and
be the guest speaker.
drawn on ‘Treasurerof the City
national leaders from various same car would have cost in the the two demanded kmt the min president and Anoa Raak led in tional service will be conducted years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bohl, Mr.
parts of the nation having varied United States. The Sentinel asked
A collectionof city clerk's re- of Holland” rather than on a and Mrs, Reuben Bohl and Barister and his wife appear at a devotions. Plans for the annual by Mrs. Lena Janssen. A business
bank
but
they
were
cashed
by
pursuits but similar records of for an explanation and from F. J.
certain obscure function together. play were discussed and Mrs. session will be held and group cords in July, 1896, contains canbara Bohl spent Sunday in DeHolland City State bank and First
service to the people. Two of these Urquhart, regionalmanager, rev,hen the minister and his wife Cylinda Daiman, Mrs. Frances meetings are scheduled. Hostesses celed checks listing amounts lor
catur with Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
State
bank.
Few
checks
had
enboard members are residents of ceived a reply that the story was arrived,the two conspiratorshand- Bauman and Margery Bauman are Mrs. Gerrit Van Tamelen and services and purchases which toVereeke.
Michigan. These are Mrs. Arthur only partly correct, although an
day would appear ridiculous in dorsements.
ed them a pair of tickets to a were appointedto select a play. Mrs. Henry Dekker.
Vandenberg of Grand Rapids and original story had quoted the play, tickets on the commuters Alaine Daiman and Cylinda DaiMr. and Mrs. Louis Vis, Elm the face of HCL.
Herbert Trix of Detroit
Lingering Illness Fatal
flier’s father.
St., Zeeland are the parents of a
Length of time for services is
train and shoved them aboard, man served refreshments.
It was explained that a finance
Urquhart didn’t take the trou- telling them not to worry about Miss Clara Veldheer who has son, Louis Nelson born at the lo- not always included in the exFor .William Nienhuis
committee of this board recom- ble to deny the story; he just sent their children, because the two been confined to her bed for some cal hosoitalMonday Sept. 13.
planation.One check listed $1 for
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
William Nienhuis, 72, died on
mends the national fund campaigi along a clipping from a newspap- had engaged a reliable baby ait* time is now able to be around in
Services at the Second Reform- Fred Kamferbeek for cleaning the
Clayton Weller son of Mr. and Monday at his home on route 2
of the Red Cross. The com- er that clears up the whole mat- ter.
a wheel-chair.
ed church next Sunday will be city jail and 810.6? for his salary
mittee findings based on careful ter. Following is the story:
Mrs. Jack Weller, who is spend- after a lingering illness.
The gratitude of the minister’s Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink of conducted by Bernard Brunsting, as deputy marshal.
Survivingare three sons. Eilstudy are taken from loqU. chapIf you think you can get a new family was such that the arrange- South Blendon were guests Tues- now studying at Western TheoloTwo checks for the Board of ing three weeks between semestdert of Overisel,John of Holland,
ter budgets and from the amount car cheaper in London or Buenos
ment was continued on a monthly day night at the home of Mr. and gical seminary’. Mr. Brunsting Public Works listed $3.20 for the ers at the home of his parents,
and Martinus of route 2; three
voted by the national organiza- Aires than in your home town, basis for several years before Mrs. Chris Sas.
spent the past summer serving light in the Tower clock and 55 has for a week-end guest an exdaughters, Mrs. Bert Vander
tion to give professional service forget it.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Rus and the First Reformed church at f6r water at the two engine Army friend, Walter Grose of Chianyone else found out about <t.
Zwaag of Crisp, Mrs. Harold Costto its chapters or to carry oiit
This idea got around recently Ashamed of themselves, the con- daughter left this week to spend Grand Haven as temporary pas- houses.
cago. The two spent several ing of Holland and Mrs. Ted
programs of the organization. when a story about an airline gregation now stipulates that the two weeks with relatives and tor.
Several checks are written for months together on the island of
Schreur of Harlem; 13 grandchilQuotas for funds are made up by pilot and his new car came to minister and his family must have friends in South Dakota.
sidewalks. One man receiveda Shemya, in the Aleutians.
dren; three great grandchildren;
Individualchapters like this one, light But the story had some certain days to themselves.
Mr. and Mm. De Boer and famfor 81-50 each for laying sidewalk
The next meeting of the Graaf- three brothers, Harm of Zeeland,
Local
Scouting
Leaders
plus the amount needed by the missing elements— an J they make
This actually happened in a ily have moved into the house
in front of certain lots. Another schap Civic club is* to be held Oct.
Harry and Abel of route 2; two
national organization to meet its the whole thing considerably less New England Episcopal church.
formerly occupied by martin Attending District Meet
check was for $1.92 for nail* for 21 at the home of Mrs. Henry
chapter obligations.
sisters.
Mrs. Etta Werkman o!
rosy for frustrated would-be new
Buursma.
sidewalks.On man received a Menken at 7:45 pjn. All former
Muskegon and Mrs. Harm Broene
The national accounts of the car buyers.
Park SupL Dick Smallenburg
Donald E. Kyger and L. D. Mc- check for 75 cent* for burying a members of the club are invited
of Grand Rapids; and a sister-inRed Cross are subject to three au- This was the first story:
is really feeling good these days.
Millin, Ottawa-AUegan Boy Scout dog. Another check for $5 wa* to attend this meeting.
law, Mrs. Martin Nienhuis of
dits, Including an audit by the • The pilot, Dick Wells of Lake
And it’s all because he bested Lakewood 4-H Club
council executives, are leaving to- written for 14 cords of field
Marjorie Weller spent several route 2.
Department of the Army which Orion, Mich., was reported to have Sipp t utman’s record while * .p
day to attend the annual region 7 stone.
Elects New Officers
days visitingher cousin, Marilyn
files Its report with Congreu.
ordered a Studebaker in this sea fishing m Lake Superior a
scout executive’s training confer- . Special policemen were paid at Weller, in Grand Rapids.
The American Red Cross, the country more than a year ago.
short time ago. During the twoThe Lakewood 4-H club held its ence at Green Lake, Wis.
the rate of 20 cents an hour and
Wednesday and Thursday Har- Cigar Band Collectors
local chapter's statementconcludThen during a stopover in Lon- day, trip Smallenburg caught 10 first regular meeting Friday afThe conference begins with several checks were issued for 83 old Knoll attended a hatchery
ed, is entirelywilling to leave the don, he talked to a dealer there
fiah and Houtman and Bill Win- ternoon in the 4-H clubroom of registrationtonight and ends Sat- apiece for 15 hours’ service. An- meeting and banquet held at Wanted by Dutch Girl
decision of its support in the and was able to make arrangeWanted— a cigar band collector.
strom caught only five between the District No. 3 school in Park urday. It it estimated that 400 other man received 832.50 for 26 Michfgan State college^ East Lanhends of the American people.
ments to get a car, with delivery them.
Miss Theodora Gelok of The
township for election of officers. scout leaders will attend.
days of labor. Another check was sing.
to be made in South Bend, Ind.
Hague, Netherlands,.sent a reWhat’s more, Smallenburg sa!d
Officersfor the coming year
Kyger will lead a clinic on for 856.80 for 26 day* of labor
London— A British imperial gal- The price, so the story went, he bad to tell HMitman on one are president,Herbert Haynie; "planningsenior scout activities” and 12 yards of gravel at 40 cents
quest for names of an} local
lon ia 25 per cent larger in liquid was to be 81.820 as compared with occasionthere wal a fish »n the
Paj Drinking Fines
band collectors. She ‘explained
vice-president,Lawrence Jackson: Wednesday and Thursday at the a yard.
content than a standard Ameri- the 82,387 Ug on the car he had line— not a snag It turned out to secretary, Carol Cramer and
One man was paid 818 for nine
Grand Haven, Sept. 23 (Special) that she would like to corresconference. This is one of six
can gallon measure.
ordered in thia country. He picked be an eight-pound trout which treasurer,Jack Woodall.
linics. The local leader was chos- daya’ service copying first district —Melvin Hardy. 23, Grand Haven, pond with collectors In Holland
up a can after ha returnedto tha Houtman landed with his usual
Plans were made and fall pro- en to demonstrate the Ottawa- assessmentrolls. Another was arrested by city police Friday and maybe exchange and trade
Wanhington— The onlyJlagthat United States.
finesse.
jects were discussed by the group. AUegan senior .scout activities paid 82 for 100 oak stakes.
night for being drunk, paid 810 cigar bands.
ba flown above the Stars and
Here are tha mUilaf detailsas
Houtman admitted the "anaf" Herbert U Vander Ploeg direct*
The largest check was for 8250 fine and 84.95 costs in Justice ’ Any penoni Interestedare askhi the U. &, navy is the supplied by the Studebaker Carp. story snd credited Smallenburg's
4-H handicraftactivitiesat the
McMiUln will take part in a dis- as part payment on contract for Peter Ver Duin’s court Saturday ed to contact the NetherlandsInTba car ^dered by Walk in Me catch to “ beginner's iuck." Lakewood school
trict round table dramatization. map, plans, (etc., for the1 general morning. Carroll Leins, 36* Kala- formation bureau at the city hall
,
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One New House

Zeeland
(From Monday’s Sentinel)

Weds Miss Lois Timmer

WiD Overlap
In Allegan

Area

General State Times
Lansing, Sept. 23— Shotgun and
rifle hunters will get their chance*

at Allegan county deer this year,

The

But the bowmen will get a 45day jump on the gunners in A1
legan, and bows and arrows may
still be used on both buck* and
does for 15 days after the close
cortservation department

out that the Nov. 15-30
buckshot season in southern
points

Michigan counties will also apply
to Allegan, which has had a bow
and arrow season since 1941.
To clear up some doubts about

I-

provideda buckshot season for
Nov. 15-30 for bucks With threeinch antlers, to conform with the
general season.

A bow and arrow season on
deer of either sex from Oct. 1
to Dec. 15 this year in Allegan
was previously provided by the
commission. Archers may also
take either bucks or does from
Oct. 11 to Nov. 15 in 17 other
counties, which were opened to
In a special controlled season
Dec. 1-10, 500 hunters may shoot

Last year, 300 hunters were
allowed on an area of 24,000 acres
in this county. Farmers’ reports
of deer damage, particularly to
celery, have been numerous in the
area specifiedfor the special antlerless season this year.
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Miss Lois Marjorie Timmer and
William Appledorn, Jr., spoke
their marriage vows Saturday at
o’clock in a charming double
ring ceremony performed by the

4

Rev. Marion de Velder in Hope
church. White gladioli, palms,
ferns and candelabradecorated

The bride is the daughter of
Prof, and Mrs. Albert H. Timmer,
697 Maple Ave., and the groom’s
parents are Mr. and Mrs. William
Appledorn, Sr., 267 West 15th
St.

(Du Saar photo)
the parish hall. Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Albers of Grand Rapids
were master and mistress of ceremonies. At the punch bowls were
the Misses Peggy French, Arlene
De Ridder, Jayne and Joyce Baker. Piano selectionswere played
by Miss Prudence Haskin. Assisting in the gift room were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Froelich.
Presiding at the coffee urns
were Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp and
Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers. Others
assistingat the refreshment tables
were Misses Lucille Kardux, Virginia Kooiker, and Julia Koops of
Grand Rapids.
In the receiving line were Mr.

Prof. Robert W. Cavanaugh of
Hope college sang “Because," and
"The Lord’s Prayer," accompanied and Mrs. Chester W. Timmer,
by Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, also of brother and sister-in-lawof the
Hope college, who played the tra- bride, who were married in Aug
ditional marches.

Opening Dinner

ii

Mr. and Mrs. William Appltdorn, Jr.

the chancel.

11.

and

The

who was

ust.

Wash., Idaho and Omaha. Neb.

Will

Face

Catholic Saturday
Holland high school will play

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ten Grand Rapids Catholic Central
Harmsel.North State St. are en- Saturday night at South field in
tertaining their parents, Mr. and the Furniture City.
Mrs. Anthony Ten Harmsel of
Catholic upset Muskegon
Sioux Center, Iowa.
Heights Saturday night, 7-0.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Boer have
Coach Bob Stupka said this

returned to their home in Clevemorning he was satisfied with
included In the land. Ohio, after visiting at the the showing of his team in their
16 applications for building per- home of their parents Mr. and first game against Creston last
Mrs. John P. Vanden Bosch, State
Friday. However, he emphasized
mits totaling $11,245 which were St.
there is a lot of work ahead for
filed this week with Building In
Mayor and Mrs. Nicholas Fran- the local gridders before Saturspoctor George Zuverink and City kena entertained their children,
day's game.
Clerk Clarence Grevengoed.
Mr. and Mrs. August Frankcna Stupka witnessedthe CatholicApplications follow;
and children of Baltimore, Md.
Muskegon Heights game and was
John Van Hekken, 112 East 25th
Mr. and Mrs. B. Wagner of Red- impressed with the size of the
St., 11-itory house, 28 by 32 feet, lands, Calif., are visiting relatives
Catholic team. Although inexperframe construction with asphalt In Zeeland, including Mr. and Mrs.
ienced tfhd riddled with injuries,
roof, $6,500; and garage, 16 by 22 Andrew Wagner, Mr. and Mrs.
he said .they looked very good
feet, $500; self, contractor.
Henry Kouw, and Mr. and Mrs. and said any team that defeats'
Fred H. Veltman, 42 East 21at Dick Huizenga.
Muskegon Heights must be good.
St., reroof house, $185; Meeuwsen
The Rev. and Mrs. Ralph WildsThe Dutchmen came out of
brothers, contractor.
chut of Gxanum Alberta, Canada,
their opener without any injuries.
Holland Implement Co., 55 West are visitingat the home of their
Coach Ted Sowle of Catholic,
Eighth St., tear out partitionand parents Dr. and Mrs. John De
was in the press box for the Hoibeams and build toilet room, $500; Jonge, Maine Ave.
land-Creston game last Friday. He
Ed Holkeboer, contractor.
A brother and sister get to said the Holland team Is big and
Gordon Van Dyke, 718 Michigan gather party was held at the
powerful. However, he said hi*
Ave., temporary permit to move home of Albert Bosch, Route 1,
Catholic eleven is faster than Holbuilding.12 by 12 feet, from 130 Zeeland, the past week. Those preland and indicated he would rely
East Eighth St. to above location sent included Mr. and Mrs. George
on speed against the Dutchmen.
for use as a used car lot office, Bosch of Pearline, Mr. and Mrs.
$100; self, contractor.
Jacob Bosch and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. K. Bosman, 275 West 17th Henry Rozendaal, Route 1 ZeeSt., add six feet to porch and liv- land, Mr. and Mrs. George Pcing room, $450; Henry Beelcn, troelje, Mr. Gerrit Bosch, Mrs.
contractor.
John Raterinkand Mr. and Mrs.
City of Holland, build broad- Peter De Free of Zeeland.
casting booth at Rivcmew park,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Klcinjans
10 by. 8 feet. $475; Gordon Streur, and son Brian who have been
contractor.
spendingthe summer in Ann ArA total of 4,909 men between
George Lokcrs, 280 West 21st bor and have accepted appoint- the ages of 18-25 signed up in
St., erect new garage, 20 by 22 ments as missionaries of the Re- Ottawa county for the first peacefeet, $700; self, contractor.
formed church, have left for their time draft in eight years. Regis-Jr"
Oscar Petersori,108 East 18th new work. They left for New York tration closed Saturday.
St., put in cement at both front where they arrived last WednesHolland registered more than
and back porches, $80; L. J. Man- day, traveled on to New Orleans half of the total county figure.
from where they will sail for the Tlie local office signed up 2,674.
nes, contractor.
P. Fabiano, 21 West Eighth St„ Orient. They will sail through the Hudsonville signed up 473; COqprepair back porch, $150; Jake Panama canal, stop at San Fran- ersviile 476 and Grand Haven 1,Postma, contractor.
cisco and then cross the Pacific to 286.
A. Vander Werf, 18 Cherry, re- China. They will be stationed at
The locaK registrationoffice

One house was

Grounds

ate the Municipal Judge's office
and the City Clerk's office.
Reporting progress on an earMitt Angelin* Van Pyka
lier issue of dumping garbage in
the city dump, the committee on
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van Dyke,
Streets and Crosswalks informed route 5, announce the engageCouncil that signs have been post- ment of their daughter, Angeline,
ed telling persons where to dump to Donald Lemmen, son of Mrs.
refuse.Dumping of garbage is not Bernard Lemmen, 160 Reed Ave.
permittedin the city dump.
An earlierpetitionto open 27th
St. between Columbia Ave. and
State St was referred to the
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
city attorney to work out details
with the Street committee.The
Mr. and Mrs. Thedford Dirk.se
issue of cleaningup city-owned of Grand Rapids announce the
property in the vicinity of Super- birth of twin sons this morning at
ior Ice Co. also was turned over Butterworth hospital.Mr. Dirkse,
to the city attorney.
formerly of Holland, is an inA proposal to pave Third St. structor at Calvin college.
from River Ave. to the railroad Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Brandt,
tracks was tabled since such a 260 East 14th St., left Sunday
program carfftot be taken care ot morning for an indefinitestay in
at present.
A nuisance on Central Ave. between 14th and 15th Sts. whereby
water collects on sidewalks during heavy rains and spring thaws

this type of hunting last year.

antlerlessdeer with firearms in a
35,000-acrearea in the vicinity of
Hamilton in Allegan county. Archers may also hunt at the same
time.
Applicationsto hunt in the special season must be received by
the game division by Oct. 5, and
the drawing of names will be Oct.

Construction Varied

Personals

the Allegan season, the conservation commission has specifically

•4

Buildings

Week

Total Over $11,000;

to advertise for bids to re-decor-

of the regular season.

t

Application! (or

committee was given permission

Ifiv
£, %

tions of their season.

.

Building Permits

winter.

and archers will have to compete
with them in hunting during por-

Mrs. John Faber, Central Ave.
and her sister. Mrs. Ralph Roelofs
of Grand Rapids, left Wednesday
to visit relatives in Spokane,

Included in 16

The Job of erecting a new main
entrance on City Hall was awarded by Common Council on September 15 to Gordon Streur for
his low bid of $867. The new entrance is designed with double
doors to lessen drafts during the

Conform to Regular

The

City Hall

Entrance Bid

Buckshot Season Will

/

New

HoDand

The

Brandts have
been making their homo with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
California.

Brandt.

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Van Put231x1 St., announce
committee.
representative in
the birth of a daughter, Deborah
the audience said the surface beJean, in Holland hospital,Saturtween the sidewalk and the curb day. Mrs. Van Putten is the foris too high and drains water onto
mer Barbara Ann Gordon, daughthe sidewalk instead of the curb.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas GorAid. John Beltman said he felt
don.
this would be the responsibility
Mrs. S. De Boer. 243 West 10th
of the property owners but in
St., left Thursday by plane for
case of city-ownedproperty, the
Quebec. She will be the guest of
city is responsible.
son, T. C. De Boer and famA proposal to resurface the her
ily at the Kenthouse Hotel, manbrick portion of East Eighth St.
aged by the Dc Boers, at Montfrom the railroad tracks to Fairmorency Falls, near Quebec. She
banks Ave. was referred to the
expects to be away several weeks.
Street committee.
Malcolm Gordon, president of
Council approved a Street comJunior high school, has returned
mittee recommendation to repave
from Holland hospital where a
Ninth St. between Columbia and
body cast was applied.He will be
College and between Van Raalte
confined to his home for four
and Maple. The overall cost of
months. Malcolm is the son of Mr.
$9,450 will be taken out of the
and Mrs. Douglas Gordon, 259
gas tax fund.

was referred to the Sidewalk ten, 279 West

A

Harry West

16th St.
On resolutionof Aid.
Mrs. A. E. Sharp and Liz Sharp
Harrington, the city was author
ized to replace street markers of Indianapolisspent the week-end
at their Macatawa Park cottage.
that are down and repair others.
A suggestionof Gerrit Jongs- Word has been received by relma to widen 24th St. between atives of the birth of a son on
Sept. 17 to Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
College and Central was referred
Haan of Denver, Colo. Mrs. Haan
to the Street committee. Jongsma
is the former Mabel Mannes.
said cars often park there for actPfc. Charles W. Orr, son of Mr.
ivities in Longfellow school and
the street is too narrow to allow and Mrs. V. K. Orr of Douglas,
cars to pass between parked cars. is serving on the Island of Guam
A suggestion from John Koop- with the Far East Air Forces. He
man to restore the 6th ward is assigned as an inspectorin suppolling place to the city build ply with 607th Air Materiel
ing at 19th and College was pass- squadron in the Marianas Air Maed from committee to committee teriel area. Orr expects to return
and finally referred to the two to the United States in August,
6th ward aldermen, William 1949.
Meengs and Peter Kromann. Dr. and Mrs. Carl Van Raalte
Koopman said the erection of a of Virginia Park have left on a

Draft Office

Releases Totals

roof house, $180; George Mooi
Roofing Co., contractr.
Lieven.se Bowling Alley, erect
partition to enclose alley pits,
$400; Five Star Lumber C, con-

Changchow, China, and serve as was moved to the Red Cross ofeducational missionariesat Tal- fices at 6 East Eighth St this
madge college. They are supported morning. All men must register
in this work by six churches, at that office upon reaching their
Prairie City, Iowa; First Roseland eighteenth birthday.
Chicago; Gano, Chicago; Phoenix,
tractor.
Saturday’s total of 18-year-olds
Arthur Schaap, 180 East 26th Chicago; Second. Kalamazoo; and was only 107 which lead draft ofSt., re-roof part of house and cut Maplewood, Holland. Maplewood ficials to believe there are several
off eaves, $150; self, contractor. Reformed church held a special 18-year-oldsyet to register.
Bernard Evink, 43 East 27th farewell service for them last
However, officials said enlistSt., re-roof house, $125; Herman Sunday evening. Mr. Kleinjans is ments might have made inroads
the son of Mr. and Mrs. George into the number of 18-year-okl
Seif, contractor.
Rudolph Heineke, 312 West 25th Kleinjans of this city and a fare- men signing
'
St., new garage attached to nouse, well party was held for them at
Draft board officials lauded
14 by 22 feet, $500; Five Star the home of the parents, Taft St. the co-operation of volunteer
last Saturday.
Lumber Co., contractor.
workers at the Holland office.
Jonn Van Wingeren, 640 Cen- Next Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. They issued fianks to the followtral Ave., enlarge garage six feet, members and friends of the First ing: Kay Ribbens, Mrs. Donald
Reformed church will gather at Zwier, Jerry Van Ark, Lela Van$100; self, contractor.
Martin Van Hekken, 166 East the church as a welcome reception denberg, Bob De Vries, Mrs. Dick
26th St., enlarge garage, $150; for their missionaries,Dr. and Volkers, Bernadine Faber, Mrs.
self, contractor.
Mrs. Wells Thoms and family who Peter Borchers, Richard Den Uyl
recently returned to this country and Mrs. Marvin Van Hoef. They
from Arabia, where Dr. Thoms is also thanked members of the Lein charge of Knox Memorial hos- gion and VFW auxiliariesand the
pital of Muscat. They are spend- public affairs committee of the
(From Monday'* Nrntlnel)
ing their furlough in the mission- Women’s Literary club and the
Mrs. Luke Vollink of Rock Val- ary home at 1848 Godfrey Ave., Camp Fire Girls.
ley, la., was a recent guest at the Grand Rapids.
homes of Frank Wierda and The reception will also be for
daughters.
Dr. and Mrs. John Van Peursem
The Christian school donation who recently came from Redlands,
sale Tuesday afternoonand eve- Calif., and plan to live in Zeeland.
ning was a success. Sime Knoper Dr. Van Peursem was pastor of
and Herb Schoul acted as auc- the First Reformed church from
A new Gray Lady training
tioneers.
1922 to 1943 when he took up the
Gerrit Lemmen is confined to pastorate ot the Redlands Re- course will begin in October, it
has been announced by Mrs. Kenhis home with illness.
formed church. A program is in
Many from here attended the preparation for the reception on neth Allen, local Red Cross Gray
Lady chairman, and Miss Beth
Berlin fair this week.
Wednesday and lunch will be servMarcus, executive secretary. They
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Steggerda ed by the Ladies Aid Society.
attended
a meeting at Fort Custof Holland were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel De Prce
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Steggerda. and children Howard and Dorothy er Veterans hospital Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Grooters of South Bend. Ind. and Dennis when plans were made.
Four chapters, Ottawa, Hillaare the parents of a son born Kunce, also of South Bend, Ind.
Monday in a Grand Rapids hospi- were recent visitorsat the Peter dale, Calhoun and Kalamazoo,

up.

given in
Later in the afternoon Mr. and
Holland branch, American Asso- marriage by her father, was at- Mrs. Appledorn- left for Chicago,
tired in a period gown of ivory
ciation of University Women, will
the bride wearing a cherry gabmeet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the slipper satin featuring a net yoke, ardine suit with green accessories,
American Legion Memorial club an off-the-shouldershirred flounce a corsage of gardenias and pearls,
house for the first meeting of the edged with net, long pointed gift of the groom. They will live
current season. Arrangements for sleeves and fitted bodice. The full In Trailer Village, East Lansing,
the dinner are in charge of Mrs. skirt was caught up to reveal where the groom will enter the
Kenneth Allen, vice president and ruffled flounces and extended in- school of engineering at Michito a circular train. Her fingertip gan State college.
program chairman.
Miss Bernice Bishop will preside veil was held in place by a brim of
Both bride and groom are
and Mrs. Harry Harter, the for- starched braid and she carried a graduatesof Holland high school
mer Irene Wade, will give read- colonial bouquet of white roses and attended Hope college. He
ings at the program which will and pompons.
was with the ASTP at the UniverHer sister, Mrs. Bill M. Sea- sity of Maryland for one year.
follow the dinner.
Other meetings, to be held the man, as matron of honor, wore a
The bride was feted at showers
third Thursdays of each month, gown of soft green fashioned like given by Mrs. Robert Froelich,
are being planned. Included will the bride’s and carried a colonial Mrs. John Venner, Miss Arlene
be an art program featuring a talk bouquet of pink roses and pom- De Ridder, Mrs. William Appleand demonstration b. Mrs. Wilma pons. She wore matching flowers dorn, Sr., Mrs. John Sprick, new fire escape over the entrance two-week trip through Canada
Reed, a program on books by Mrs. in her hair.
and the East.
Miss Anne Appledorn, Mrs. Floyd to the pollingplace is a hazard.
Ronald Appledorn was his bro- Albers, Miss Julia Koops and Mrs.
Edward Donivan, a panel discus
Paul Klomparens. son of Mr
sion on internationalrelationsar- ther’s best man. Seating the Bill Seaman.
and” Mrs. Harry Klomparens 80
ranged by Miss Metta Ross. Music guests were Chester W. Timmer
Guests were present from Ev- Calvin Boer Honored
West 14th St., left Sunday for
and drama programs are also be- and Bill M Seaman.
anston, 111., Grand Rapids, KalaEast Lansing where he will enroll
One hundred and seventy-five mazoo, Elgin, 111., Vandalia and On Fourth Birthday
ing planned.
as a junior student. He attended
Chairmen appointedby Miss guests, attended the reception in Flint.
A birthday party honoringCal- Hope college two years.
Bishop for the year are Mrs. RobDr. and Mrs. Edward S. Post
vin Boer on his fourth birthday
ert Notier, arts; Miss Marion
anniversary, was given Saturday of the Veteran's Administration
Shackson,education; Miss Kathafternoon by his mother, Mrs. hospital.Ft. Custer, were Sunday
erine Post, internationalrelations;
will accept applications for trainPeter Boer, 63 West 18th St. guests of Miss Katherine Post, tal.
De Pree home on Central Ave. ing from women 18 to 60 who are
Mrs. Preston Shaffer, legislation;
Room decorationswere in red, South Shore Dr.
Mrs.
Peter
Branderhorst
who
They also visited Mr. and Mrs. in good health and citizensof the
Miss Ruth Blekkink, social studMiss Colombe Yeomans has rewhite and blue. Games were playhas been confined to her home Harold Dc Pree in Holland.
ies; Miss Clara McClellan, mem
United States.
ed and prizes were awarded to turned to Michigan State college with a heart ailment for some
bership; Muss Lavina Cappon, fel
Mrs. Allen reported that the
Tommie Allen, Margaret Knoll, at East Lansing, where she is a time is now in an improved condilowship; Miss Beulah Pepper, staThe attractive homes of Mrs. Mrs. E. Gold, Mrs. A. Visscher and Adrian De Groot and David Hol- sophomore.
local chapter will furnish transDonnamae Brower Is
tion.
tus of women.
Otto van der Velde. Mrs. Ervin Mrs. L. Stallkamp; third, Mrs. lenbach. Refreshments were servElder E. D. Calkins of Reading,
portation to the lectures at Fort
Honored at Shower
Mrs. Stuart Padnos is secretary Schneider, Mrs. Robert Runnells, Nelson Clark.
Pa., former pastor of the local
Custer on Oct. 26 and 28 and Nov.
ed by the hostess.
and Miss Doris Brower is treas- Mrs. Herman Pleasant, Mrs. Peter Class II, Mrs. O. W. Lowry,
2 and 4, Following this orientaGuests were Tommy Bratt, Ad- Seventh-day Advreitlstchurch,
Miss Donamar Brower, who will
urer of the branch.
Van Domelen, Jr., Mrs. William chairman (Come Out of the Kit- rian Slikkers, Margaret Knoll, preached here Saturday morning.
tion course new members will
become the bride of Harold Brink
Tahaney and Mrs. Charles R. chen)— first, Mrs. Taft and Mrs. Ruth Knoll, Adrian De Groot, He and Mrs. Calkins were dniner
join the corps and will serve one
on Sept. 25, was complimentedat
Jr., all on South Shore Dr., A. A. Visscher; second. Mrs. Rob- David Hollenbach, Helen Teer- guests in the home of Mr. and
day each month at the veterans
New Officers Elected by Sligh,
a miscellaneous shower Friday hospital.
became focal points of beauty ert Visscher and Mrs. C. Van man, Kathleen Teerman, Gordon Mrs. Dennis Slikkers, 159 East
evening at the home of her aunt,
Thursday afternoon as the Holland Tongeren; third, Mrs. Lowry and Boer, Sara Jean Emmick, Tom- 35th St., Saturday noon. Other
Gray Ladies engage in recreaFriendly* Corner Class
Mrs. James Brower.
Tulip Garden club presented its In- Mrs. Stallkamp.
tional activities in the wards and
mie Allen and the guest of honor. guests were Mr. and Mrs Fred
The
room
was
decorated
in
The Friendly Corner class of itial "At Home Flower Show” unSlikkers. Several church memday rooms. They play games, serve
Class III, Mrs. Harold Van Tongreen and yellow and various
Trinity Reformed church met der the directionof Mrs. Herman geren, chairman (books and flowbers called at the Slikkers home
refreshmentsand visit with patcolored
balloons,
which
contained
Fall Rendezvous
Friday night at the home of Mrs. Harms.
during the afternoon.
ients. Members of the local corps
ers)— first Mrs. Fred Pickel; senotes telling where the gifts w’ere
H. Derksen. Devotionswere conGarden club members and their cond, Mrs. Nelson Clark; third,
Hospital Note*
have been assisting at the local
Is Held In Saugatuck
hidden, were hung in the room.
ducted by Mrs. Ray Brondyke. guests toured each home and were Mrs. George Pelgrim.
Admitted to Holland hospital
hospital, and serve at the blood
Games were played and prizes
At the business meeting, Mrs. impressedby the wide scope and
clinic at Red Cross headquarters.
Class IV, Mrs. William Beebe,
A fall rendezvous, arranged by Saturday were Gordon Plaggewere awarded to Miss Myra BrowDerksen was elected president; artistry of the various classes. chairman (foliage with its own or Commodore-electWarren S. Mer- mars, of 257 East Ninth St., and
Persons interested are asked to
er and Mrs. John Berens. DupliMrs. W. Brondyke,vice-president;They were taken from the formal other berries)— first, Mrs. W. C. riam, was held over the week-end Phillip Lemmen, son of Mr. and
contact Mrs. Allen or the Red
cates of the prizes were given to
Mrs. T. Kuipers, secretary; Mrs. "line arrangements" to the in- Kools; second, Mrs. Beebe; third in Saugatuck with 50 boating Mrs. Donald Lemmen, of 32 East
Cross office.
the bride-elect.
G. Saggers, assistant secretary; formal "out of the kitchen;" from Mrs. E. Schneider
members of the Macatawa Bay 35th St.
A two-course lunch was served
Mrs. H. Weighmink, treasurer, bold "porch arrangements"to delDischargedSaturday were Mrs.
Class V, Mrs. William Vanden- Yacht club attending.
from a table decoratedto carry Red Cross Committee
and Mrs. C. Belt, assistant treas- icate groupings in antique contain- berg, Jr., chairman (harvest
Laurence
Schippcr
and
infant
The group arrived on boats
out the color scheme of green and
urer.
ers; from the elegant "books and theme)— first, Mrs. L. W. Lamb; Saturday afternoon and were en- daughter, route 6; Mrs. Lloyd
To Determine Budget
yellow.
Mrs. P. Elzinga and Mrs. L flowers" to the simple "berries second, Mrs. C. Lamoreaux; third, tertained at a canape party at Gunther and infant daughter, 74
Those present were the guest
Dalman were on the nominating and foliage," and a grand finale of Mrs. Fred Pickel.
There will be a meeting of the
the home of Past Commodore and East 21st St.; Mrs. Arthur Lubof honor, the Mesdames G. K.
committee. v
the colorful "harvest theme.”
bers and infant daughter, route 1;
finance committee of the local
Gass VI, Mrs. William Winter, Mrs. Edward R. Jones.
Brower, John Boorman John BorA social hour followed.HostessEach home was further beautl- chairman (porch arrangements) Dinner was served at the Tara Mrs. Clarence Vanden Bosch, of
Red Cross chapter Wednesday,
ens, Jwncs Brower, Sena Brower,
es were Mrs. F. Van Lente. Mrs. fied with artistic arrangements —first Mrs. Roy Champion and and the boats returned Sunday 217 Wall St., Zeeland; Malcolm
Sept. 29, at 4:15 p.m. in the Red
Cecil
Brower,
Harry
Hulst,
John
J. Van Hoff and Mrs. Derksen.
for mantle and dining room that Mrs. A. A. Visscher; decond, Mrs. afternoon.
Gordon, 259 West 16th St.
Cross office. The group will deBrink, Sr.. Larry Brower, Nick
conformed with the furnishings W. Miner, Mrs. Harry Wetter, Mrs
Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
termine the needs of the chapter
Brower,
Martin
Brower,
Nelson
and decorations in that particular R Van Tongeren;third, Mrs. Fred
Machilina Griep, of 172 East 37th
for the coming year and will subMin
Faith
Dan
Harder
Brower, Kenneth Brower, Miss
home. These were non-competitive Stanton; honoraljh mention, Mrs. Farewell Party Given
St., and Mrs. Quido Stcjskal,route
The engagement of Miss Faith Myra Brower and the hoatess •' mit their report to the area ofand invitationalfor previous blue G Van Tongeren.
4.
fice at St. Louis. On the basis of
Den Herder, daughter of Mr. and
For Ginger Veltman
Prom Friday’s Sentinel
ribbon winners of the 1947-48 Class VII, Mrs. Carl Cook
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. Mrs. Jay H. Den Herder, 17 East
the proposed budget the chapter
The bam owned by Bearel spring flower show.
will be given a quota for the Red
chairman (a line arrangement)—
A
farewell party honoringGin- Gillis Lankheet and daughter, 24th St., to Clayton B. Weller, Local Gideon Oificers
Thompson, one-half mile south
Those who carried out this fea- first,Mrs. Stallkamp; second, Mrs. ger Veltman, who is leaving with route 1, Hamilton;Mrs. Lowell De son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Weller,
Cross fund campaign in. March,
and one-naif mile east of Bravo ture under the diairmanship of
Attending Conference
C. Cook and Mrs. Lamoreaux; her parents for Wheaton, 111., was Weerd and daughter, route 2, East route 6, was reveajed to a group
it was announced by local officburned to the ground Wednesday Mrs. Egbert Gold were the Mesers.
t.iird,Mrs. R. Visscher,Mrs. Run- given Saturday afternoonin the Saugatuck; John Serier, 22 East of friends at an informal party
Seven
officers of the Holland
night. About two tons of hay also
dames John Good, C. M. Selby, nels and Mrs. a Van Tongeren. parlors of the Berean church. Sixth St.; Mrs. Christopher God- in the Deh Herder home thi*
Gideon camp were in Owosso towas destroyed. The Pullman fire Frank Lackie, John flouwman, J.
Judging the show were Mrs. Hostesses were Misses Marie and frey and son, Jenison park, and week-end.Place cards at the re- day to attend a state officers’
department
Sunday Topic Announced
Lang,. Chester Van Tongeren,L. Clyde Teesdale, Mrs. H. Schoon- Eva Meinsma and' guests were Mrs. Julius Liepe, route 3, Fennfreshment table were opened to conference, arranged by Coleman
Mrs. May Wyers spent Monday W. Stallkamp,Annie S. Perkins,
beck, Mrs. H. Schneider and Miss members of the Sunday school ville.
reveal pictures of the couple. Peters of Mt. Pleasant, state By Christian Scientists
night and Tuesday with her bro- Thad Taft, Claude Lamoreaux, O.
Saturday births at Holland hos- Each guest also found a corsage president.
Dorothea Tush of Grand Rapids. primary department
‘'Matter" will be the subject of
ther, William Burch.
W. Lowry, E. Heuvelhorst, Paul They were luncheon guests of Mrs.
A Mother Goose theme was car- pital include a daughter,Laura at her place,s
Attending from here were Ben the lesson-sermon in all Christian
Mrs. Vera Galbreath spent Mon- Fredricksonand Robert Viischer.
Stallkamp at her home on South ried out A feature was a "Four Gene, to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore • Miss Den Herder will return L. Van Lente, local president; Science churches Sunday.
day in Kalamazoo.
An additionalfeature was a Shore Dr.
and Twenty Blackbird Pie" con- Rycenga, 183 East 18th St.; a son, t))is week to Michigan State col- Herman Bos, treasurer; Henry
The Golden Text (Lev. 19:4) is: ;
Mrs. F. Burrows of Pullman charming tea at the home of Mrs.
taining favors for the guests. Howard Nelson, to Mr. and Mrs. lege • where she is a senior. Mr. Becksfort, testament secretary; "Turn ye not unto idols, nor make^
spent Tuesday at the homp of her
Pleasant, under the supervision of
Games were played and prizes Howard Veneklasen, 880 Paw Weller, who was in the air corps Chester Weener, secretary; D. J. to yourselves molten gods: I am^
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jenaen, Mrs. Victor Casco Pastor to Appear
were, won by Elaine Smith and Paw Dr.; a son, Gary Jay,' to Mr. during the war, also is attending De Pree of Zeeland, chaplain; the Lord your
Mrs. Floyd Jenning of Douglas. Watkins and Mrs. Selby. HonorGinger Veltman. Gifts were pre- and Mrs. Victor Van Fleet, 321 Michigan State.
At
Weekly
Youth
Ratty
John Jipping,Bible secretary,and
Among the Bible citations is
School began at Pullman with ary members of the garden dub
sented and refreshments, includ- River Ave.; a daughter, Deborah
Invited to the party were Mrs. Klaas Bulthuis, vice-president
this passage (Cpl. 2:8): "1
Bonnie Hamlin teaching the eighth poured.
The Rev. Elli$ Fenton of Casco ing a Humpty Dumpty cake, were jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Van Philip Haan, Mrs. Carl C. Van
The program listed presentation lest any1 man spoil yoii through
grade and Mrs. June Harrisonof
Corsagesworn by the hostesses will speak and play the marimba served. Assisting the hostesses Putten, 279 West 23rd St.; a son, Raalte, Mrs. Robert Bontier, and
of the new state budget and re- philosophy and vain deceit, aft
Bravo, primary teacher.
and chairmen were made by Mrs. at the Youth for Christ rally at was Mrs. Peter Veltman.
Dennis Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Har- the Misses. Jean Snow, Connie ports and plans for various Gi- the tradition of men, after
Van Tongeren and Mrs. Watkin*. 7:30 pjn. tonight in Holland Jiigh
Guests
were
Leija Lambert, cld De Jong, 166 West Ninth St. Hinga, Peggy Prins, Karyl Prig- deon activities. The closing inspir- rudiments of the world,
RATS KILL BROILERS
Winners in the various cissies school auditorium. Mrs. Ffenton,a Elaine Smith,. Denny Moore, Jan- A son, Paid Eugene, was born ge, .Mary Jfande Wege, Lois Van
ational message will be given by after Christ."
In an old wholesale poultry are listed:
soprano soloist, will sing duets ice and Marilyn Smeenge, Bonnie Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ingen and Margaret Wolffensp^r- President Peters. The internamarket in New York City, in
Class' X Mrs. C. B. Stewart, with her husband.
and Teddy WJerda, Jackie ‘ For- Slager, route 1, and a daughter ger.
tional Gideon program will be exDallod— There are
one night, rats cut the throats chairmen, (arrangementsin antiLocal talent, guitar and accord- sten, Shirley Venstra, Gayle Jan- was bom tni* morning to Mr. and
plained by Robert Ringenberg, in- ly 3,000,000
of 325 broilers, of whom the rats que containers)— first, Mrs. Thad
ion numbers, also will be infcMed ten, Ginger Veltman and Bruce Mrs. John Van' Deusen, 46^ CenThe "typical" American church ternational zone leader for .this U.
ate less than a dozen.
Taft; second, Mrs. H. M. Jensen, on the prograhL
tre! Ave.
Kuiken.
spends abou^$3,000t year.
area from Elkhart,
bride,
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Sunday School Ford Addresses
Lesson
September 26, 1948
Eunice, Lola and Timothy
Acl* 16:1-5; 15:13-15;
2 Timothy 1:13-14
By Henry Geerllnga
Timothy came into Paul's life
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At Hope College
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GOP Convention
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Holland
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Rev. and Mrs. Stoppels

Locals Will Attend

Honored at Farewell

Resort Meeting

The Rev, and Mr*. C. A. Stoppeli, who are leaving Holland for
a new charge in Sully, la., were
honored at a congregational farewell eocial Tuesday night in Beth-

Several local delegates will at-

Engaged

mMm

tend the annual two-day annual
West Michigan Tourist and Re;| sort associationmeeting at Grand
I Rapids Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
Among those planning to at| tend are Bob Homer, Harold
Vander Ploeg and W. H. Vande

an r*»M,nte revered for ,h,. aem
auto, began a story in the Satur- ester, 82 of them freshmen.EnTwenty-Three
Delegates
during the first Galatian mission,
day Sept. 4, issue of the Holland rolled as freshmen are:
when he visited the little colony
And Alternates Named Daily Sentinel published in 1915. Edward E. Adler, Jr., Robert P. el Reformed church which Rev.
called Lystra, which lay in the
He was thrown 40 feet through Albo*-*, Dewey Bakker, Gordon Stoppels has served as pastor
For State Convention
seclusion of a glen about eight
the air and landed in front of an- Barendse, Marilyn F. Barkel, Ar- since January, 1931.
New Home of the
miles irom the main road. There
Grand Haven, Sept. 23 (Spec- other machine escapingfrom be- lene R. Beekman, James R. Ben- Furniture and household effects
Holland City Newa
an earnest lad of about fifteen,
It Water. The newly appointed chairing run over after his fall by nett. Paul Bluekamp, William
ial) —Twenty-three delegates and
Pub'UhedEven- Thur»were in the process of being
_ay by the Sentinel listened to the message of Paul alternates to. the state Republican about four feet. The accident Bocks, Ronald Bos, Kenneth moved today, but Rev. and Mr*.
• man of the Chamber of ComPrintlm:Co Office 54-56 and Barnabas, which fitted so
happened last evening about 9 on Bouman,
Bremer, Jr., John Stoppels and their youngest son,
merce tourist and resort commitconvention
to
be
held
soon
in
DeWe*t Ilffhth Street. Hol- marvelouslywith the scriptural
the Park road near Dan Bertsch's Bremer, Jr., Gil Bus.-ies, Jr., Mary
troit were named at the Ottawa
land. Michigan
Paul, will leave Thuraday, The
g
tee will also attend. A man wili
lessons of his mother. It was to
C. Buttles,Molly A. Buttles,Betty Reformed congregationat Sully
County Republicanconvention residence.
|
be appointed to this office soon.
his
mother,
Eunice,
and
his
Kntered aa seconu class matt'-r at
The clergy and church heads of D. Cook. Caryl J. Curtis, Yvonne
the poet office at Holland Mich grandmother Lois, that Timothy Monday night in the court house. Holland are preparing a royal R. DeLoof, Margaret’ F. DeValois. ha* just completed a new brick
The meeting will organize
The convention address was
under the Act of Congrcsa, March 3.
church to meet expanding needs.
owed the molding of his character.
reception for Dr. S. M. Zwemer,
Joseph
J.
Dolnik,
Ivan
R.
Huy*
Thursday
Sept. 30 and delegates
irrc
given by Jerry Ford of Grand
Sully 1* 300 miles southwest of
There was never a time in his
F. R. G. S., and the Rev James ser, Dingeman J. DeWitt, James
will
separate
into individual
Rapids.
Republican
candidate
for
Hull,
la.,
where
Rev.
Stoppels
W. A. BUTLER Bualnes* Manager whole experiencewhen the maCantine, D. D., who are well M. DeVries. John Robert DuMez,
groups for a general discussionof
U. S. Representative from the 5th
served si pastor before coming t^
known as the founders of the Marian J. Eastman. Ivan E. Edjestic words of psalmist and proTelephone- News Items 31V3
resort operations,
district,who urged the great
Advertisingand Subscriptions.
3191 phet was unfamiliarto his ear.
Arabian missions, who will be in wards, Adrian C. Geenen, Doris Holland
Hal Foust, recently returned
need for heavy registration and
At
Tuesday’s
social,Elder Ed
L. Haringsma, Robert M. Harper,
correspondent for the Chicago
The publisher shall not be liable The book was no less a part of vote in the rural sectionsof Mich- Holland Wednesday.
Lam
conducted
devotioni
and
The closing meeting of the Mary R. Houtman, Muriel J.
for any error or errors in print ir.g the growing lad's daily life than igan to counter-act the strong
Tribune in Europe, will be speakand advertising unless a proof of the sky above him And the earth
"Mother's Council of 1915'' was Hulst. Donald C. Johnson, Jeral- Henry Naberhuis, vice-president
f> • er at the annual banquet which
of the consistory,presided. Music
«uch advertisementshall have been beneath his feet. He had inherited registrationin Detroit,the strong- held in the Woman’s club house
ene Johnson, Robert W. Kampconcludes the meeting.
hold of the Democratic parly in
obtained bv advertiser and returned
on Friday afternoon with a large huis, Gwen H. Kooiker, Rodger E. was provided by the Tulip City!
by him In time for correction with the religious instinct from Eu- the state.
Another speaker will be- P. J.
Four
and
by
Paul
Lucas
who
playnumlier of women present. For Kramer, Paul R. Kromann, Kenauch errors or corrections noted nice, and through her influencehe
Hoffmaster,
directorof the MichiDelegates
named
were
Charles
ed a piano aolo.
plainly thereon:and in such case it remained true to it.
the/ last two years, during July
gan department of conservation.
De Boer, William F. Winstrom, and August, the mothers of Hol- neth VV. Kuiper, Douglas R. Lemany error so noted is not corrected,
Miss Carol De Vrlee
Elder
Ben
Lemmen
spoke
for
Timothy looked for a Messiah.
men, .Don R. Lokker, Earle Lubpublishersllabllltvshall not exceed
Vance Fisher, Benton Harbor atSeymour Padnos, Egbert E. Fell,
the coniistory, Mrs. William Van
Mr. and Mr*. Peter De Vries,
land and vicinityhave met weeksuch a proportion of the entire spare Now he heard of Jesus as the
bers.
torney, will be toastmaster.
Peter S. Boter. Florence VanVuren
for
the
missionary
society,
occupiedbv the erro. bear* to the Christ. He saw the lame man
ly to discuss affairs pertaining to
JacquelineM. Marcusse, Ruth Mr*. George Eilander for the Lad- 838 Paw Paw Dr., announce the
denberg, Gerald J. Van Wykc,
whole space occupied by such adverhealed, and the excited heathen
a D . F xt.*, wu.
engagement of their daughter,
Wendell Miles, all of Holland; the home, giving considerable at- .
Uaement.
ies Aid, Rose Wolters for the
tention .0 .ho .ubjoc, Train;
priests preparing divine honors
Carol, to Boyd De Boer, son of
John
H.
Gemmen,
Hudsonville;
juniors
and
intermediates,
Merle
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lor the two visitors. He heard the
ing o. Children
'Dick Nieusma, Vernon J Preis,
William
Hyma,
Lament;
Martin
One year M OO; Six months 1125: eager remonstrancesand caught
Boes for the young people* Mr. and Mrs. John De Boer, 113
change of c-x^riences ami ideais :james Edward pnt€hard
West 18th St
three months 75c; Single copy 5c
D. Wyngarden and N. Frankena,
Christian
Endeavor society, Henry
tubacrlptlona payable in advance and the sullen mitterings of the dis- Zeeland; Scott Holmes, Nunica;
Ribbons,Eunice I. Schipper, Eu- Strabbing for the congregation
Guests entered the 'room
mothers. Under the auspices of
will be promptlv discontinuedIf not illusionedmob which culminated
gene C. Sekel, John E Spyker- and Ben Kole for the Sunday through a large diamond ring. A
F. W. Wallin, Jenison, Frederick
renewed.
the
C T. U. and the person- man, Jack E. Stegink, Marilyn A.
in attempted murder. Paul, the
supper was served by candlelight
Subscribers will confer a favor by
T. Miles, Coopersville;Neal Van
school.
reporting promptly any irregularity chief speaker was left for dead Leeuwen, Spring Lake; Fryd Ehr- al directionof Mrs C. S. Dutton Stoketee, Robert E.*Steketee, Edat a table decorated with a bouMr*.
Stoppels
was
presented
the
council
has
so
grown
that
to
‘ delivery
‘
r. Write or Phone 3191.
and thrown out side the gates.
In
ward Leroy Stickels,Roy D. with a floor lamp from the Lad- quet of white asters and blue and Soviet philasophy was explained
man. Anna Van Horssen and J.
accommodate those who wished to
But he recovered consciousness
white candles. Mrs. John Deur to Kiwanians Monday evening at
Strengholt,Dorothy Ruth Ten
Nyhof Poe!, Grand Haven.
ies Aid, a coffee table from the
attend this last meeting the Woand it is probable that the inMORE SMART THAN
their weekly m eting at the Warm
assisted.
Brink. Clayton E. TerHaar, John
Alternates are Mrs. Charles De
Missionary society, and a double
man's
jured missionary was carried to
axis building was secured.
Irene Luci,le Va„
DIGNIFIED
Games were played and prizes Friend Tavern by CatherineWilBoer, James F. White, Ruth Kcpstrand of pearls from the ChrisTomorrow the Hope
J_ yan Dahm_
were awarded to Mrs. Gordon son. Muskegon County librarian.
To the impartial mind a petty the house of Eunice and her mo- pel, Margaret De Pree, Albert church will observe the third antian Endeavor society and her
ther Lois and tenderlynursed
Zylman,
Mrs. Russell Bouwman, Miss Wilson, who was introducAlso
John
C.
Vander
Velde,
Van
Faasen,
Dr.
Irwin
Lubbers,
interchange of repartee by ConSunday school class. Rjev. Stoppels
niversary-of the pastorate of the
Thus it seems to have come about
Mrs. Jerry Raterink, Mrs. Abe ed by Dan Vander Werf. program
Randall
P. Vande Water, Jack J.
Lucien
Raven
and
Clarence
Bekgreaaman Clare Hoffman ami that the son of the house, who all
was presented with a desk lamp
Rev. A. F. Bruske.
Marcusse and Mrs. Emerson Bos. chairman,related briefly the hisker, all of Holland; Louis VolOn Labor day the last celebra- Van Dorple, Dale R. Van Dort, from the Christian Endeavor soWebb Magnor, at the recent Aero- his life showed signs of missing a
Invited were the Mesdames tory of the Karl Marx philosophy
Donald
Van
Kampen,
Jr., Carol D.
link and Isaac Van Dyke of Zeetion of the season will he given
cieties. A general purse was requip strike hearing in Grand Rap- father'scare, expanded into filial land; Henry Slaughter. Lamont;
Chris De Vries. Marvin Van Zan- which is the foundation of Rusian
Van
Lare,
Mary
F.
Van
Raalte,
at Jenison Park. The park manceived from the congregation.
ids, was more smart than dignu love for Paul and a reverence for Ben Klooster, Byron Center; Walten, Russell Bouwman. Jerry thinking today. ‘True Commuagement has arranged for a dif- Gail B. Van Zyl, Verna R. Van There also were personal gifts.
fied. Magnor is the international Paul’s Master. A few weeks lat- ter R. Campbell,Nunica; C. LowRaterink. Abe Marcusse,Emerson nism." she said, "means from each
Zyl, Marvin D. VerSchure,Roger
ferent attraction than ordinarily
The Ladies Aid society served
representativeof the CIO and he er the Apostles revisited the lit
Bos, John Dokter. Everett De according to his ability and to
ing, Jenison; James W. Scott, given and. this will be in addition L. Visser, Robert B. Welton, Elma
refreshmentsto about 400.
town to strengthen
was being questioned by the Al- tie country town
Neff, Gordon Zylman. Edward each according to his need."
Coopersville;Esther Gieseking. to the bands and the regular park J. Wolters. Rose A. Wolters, WilRev. Stoppels preached his faretheir followers.And from this
lagan congressman
She stated Russia has come a
Spring Lake; A. J. Wessel. Rob- attractions
liam L. Wood, George Zuvehnk, well sermon Sunday night before Dulyea. Jerry Kraal, Arlene SterAs reported in the newspapers time on Timothy was a Christian. ert Kammeraad and Herman Cosken, Peter De Vries and John De long way since the Russian revoJr.
Charles
B.
Zwemer,
and
Clair
Ottawa county’s share of the
a crowded auditorium. The church
the queation of the educational Paul's heart, still sore for Mark, ter of Grand Haven.
lution of 1917 when the country
Boer..
also was crowded for the comequipment of the congressman yearned for youthful companion- Delegates - at - large are Cora primary school fifnd this year Zwiep.
was living in practicallya feudal
amounts to 5113,259. The states
munion service in the morning.
and the witness came up— rather ship, and was drawn to his recent
state with no industrialismexcept
Vande Water and Adrian Ringel- tax paid by the county amounts
Rev. Stoppels was born in Mus- Allegan County Has
irrelevantly,it would seem, at convert. He carried the memory
that provided by foreign capital.
berg
of Grand Haven and Henry
to $132,080.
kegon and was graduated from
least from the point of view of of the lad with him in his absence,
In the discussion period which
Geerlings and W. C. Vandenberg. The Rev McCreery of the WesNew
Health
Nurse
the public concerned only in get- and recalledto him long years af(From Wednesday’* Sentinel) Hope college and Western Theofollowed the talk Miss Wilson asof
Holland.
Alternates are Stu- leyan Methodist church will
ting at the actual facts of the ter how the day of his serious
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Whaley of logical seminary. Mr*. Stoppels
Miss Florence Vander Woude. serted the Russian fifth column Is
art Padnos of Holland, Vera Dick- preach his farewell sermon Sunalso Is from Muskegon. Their eld
Jackson strike. “I got through injurieswas the time when their
Springfield,
III, are expected in
R.N., has joined the staff of the waiting for a depression in the
worth
and
Lawrence
Dornbos
of
day, Sept. 5.
college without the help of the path first interlaced.
Holland Friday, to be week-end est son, Charles, is pastor of
Allegan County Health depart- United States because Russia
This morning at 8- o'clock the
So remote a colony as Lystra Grand Haven and Edward Den
government," wisecracked Hoffguests of Mr. and Mrs. W. J Presbyterian church in Boyne ment and will perform services knows she can succeed only in
Herder of Zeeland.
first
bell
rang
and
at
8:30
a.m.
must
have
had
educational
disadman, as reporters quoted him.
City. Another son, Dale, is attend
in Laketown. Fillmore. Overisel, chaos. 'That is why they are
Resolutions commended the ef- some 2.300 students were in their Olive and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
"Yea," the witness shot back, “but vantages. But there is an enoring Universityof Michigan law Saugatuck, and Heath townships against the Marshall Plan and are
De
Pree.
forts of U. S. SenatorsVanden- places in the various school buildyou got your help from the rov* mous educational force in the
The Rev. Cornelius Witt of the school, while Bob is attending Miss Vander Woude is a grad- trying to get Amcrici out of Eurarnment later"— meaning that Bible. Eunice’s careful training berg and Homer Ferguson, en- ings in the city of Holland,ac- Harderwyk Christian Reformed Hope college.Paul will be a senuate of Holland Christianhigh ope. Giving Europe food is the one
dorsed
State
Sen.
William
Vancording to a story appearing in
Hoffman haa for yftrs been get- and Lois's shrewd Comments gave
ior in Sully high school.
school, secured her training at thing that will prevent Russia
denberg
and
Rep.
Henry
Geer- the Tuesday. Sept. 7, issue. All church has received a call from
Timothy a foundation which made
ting a salary as congressman
Mercy hospital school of Nursing from being successfulin world
lings and heartily endorsed the the high school teachers that the Arlene Christian Reformed
That reply by the witness was him thoroughlyequippedfor his
in Muskegon and received a communism," she said.
vigilant efforts of Gov. Kim were here last year with the ex- church but has made no decision Holland 0ES Chapter
obviously unfair. A congressman good work. There were, however,
Although only three per cent of
bachelor’s degree at the UniverSigler in his honest and able ad- ception of Miss Belcher are back at this time.
no more “gets help from the gov- certain handicaps. His father had
A son. Daryl, was born Sept. Honors Past Officers
sity of Michigan School of Public the people belong to the Commuministration. Resolutions added, for the present school year John
ernment” because he draws a sal- no objections to his learning the
nist party, Miss Wilson said the
Health in August.
"We deplore the efforts of the J. Riemersma, former Hope col- 10 to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stegary than does a CIO official who old Hebrew scriptures but he had
At a special meeting of Hoi
Four years of service in the people like what they have beattorney general of this state to lege student and a 1915 graduate enga, 157 East Fourth St., at Zeeis paid a salary by his union. The drawn the line at circumcision.
land chapter No. 429, OES, Tues Tuberculosisservice, University cause they have not experienced
embarrassand harrass the admin- of the Universityof Michigan, land hospital. Mother and son
assumption is that a Congressman The apostle felt, however, this
day night, past matrons and past hospital, Ann Arbor, two and a "our type of society and governistrationof good government and takes Miss Belcher's place as now are at home.
gives full value for the money was an unsatisfactoryposition
Dr. Abraham Leenhoutjhas left patrons of the chapter were hon
ment.’’She said Russia cannot afhe draws from the public treas- for the mission field and Timothy demand that he be deposed at the teacher of matnematics. The other for Detroit to attend a meeting ored. Guests were present from half years with the 298th General
ford to let her people, see the
hospital
in
England,
France
and
coming
state convention.
high school teachers besides Prinury. If he does, there is no cal! was circumcised. The young man
Hartshorne,Okla., Detroit, Star Belgium, and work in Huizenga standards of living in other parts
Committee
appointment
includ- cipal C. E. Drew are Harvey P. of the Michigan State Medical
for the sneer that he is getting of twenty made a noble profession
society. He has been invited to of Bethlehem chapter No. 40, Memorial hospital, Zeeland are of the world.
charity from Uncle Sam. He is of faith before many witnesses ed: Order of Business— Maynard Pettit, mathematics;Albert J. EsInduction of Thomas Longstreet
Mohr, chairman. Ruth Keppel, selstyn, physicial science; Lida membership in the newly organ- Grandville chapter No. 227 and Included In her years of nursing.
earning his way and he is under and in a solemn service of prayer
and
Eugene Chaddock as new
Nicholas Frankena, Robert Kam- Rogers, natural science; Lida ized Fifty-Year club which is op- Dowagiac chapter No. 263.
no other obligationto the govern- and dedication was set apart for
members was in charge of James
meraad, Florence Vandenberg, Anthony, English;Eleanor Haef- en to physicians who have been The ceremony of initiation was
ment He can hold his head high his work.
in practice for 50 years or more. portrayed by the past matrons Engagement News
Klomparens. Carol Jo Hemingas a self-respectingcitizen who
Timothy was now fairly started Nick Vander Slacht, Cora Van- liger, English; Bernice Masten,
Mrs.. B. R. Gibbons of Los and patrons who acted as guest
way, Alice Billington and Ann
de
Water
and
John
Ter
Avest;
German:
Maibelle
Geiger,
Latin;
Of
Interest
Locally
works for what he makes.
on his new calling.The quiet of
Angeles has been a guest in the officers. Followingthe ceremony
Hart, students at Western MichiCredentials—
Fred
Den
Herder,
Gertrude
Hoekje.
Latin;
Kathryn
But in this case, it would seem, the glen was exchanged for the
home of her sister and brother- Mrs. Earl Price presented the Of Interest to Holland friends gan college, were introduced by
the fiery Allegan congressman bustle of the road. He held a sub- Frank Wallin, Esther Gieseking, Post, history: Bertha Hubbell, hisin-law. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Wal- past officers with gifta, memen- is announcement of the engage- President Tony Last.
got about what was coming to ordinate place in the little com- Wayne Murray, Vera Duckworth, tory; Gertrude Wickes, history
William
Koop,
Frederick
T.
Miles.
ment ol Mis* Helen D. Stcgeman.
and English. Most of the tfcach- lace, 64 East 22nd St., for the toes of the occasion.
him. After all, he was the aggres- pany of four— Paul. Silas, Luke,
A social hour followed, with daughter of Albert A. Stegeman
past week.
sor, and. the witness was within Timothy— and perhaps the finest Claude Knoll and Charles Batson; ers of the grade schools have reMarvin D. Slagh, son of Mr. and refreshments served by Mrs. Allan of Ann Arbor, and L. Norris Post,
his rights to answer sneer with element in his training was con- Resolutions— Wendell Miles, Bruce turned this year. The new teachMrs. John Slagh, 222 West 10th B. Ayers, Mrs. Olin Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt G. Post
sneer. “I got through collegewith- tact with men greater than him- Raymond, Anna Van Horssen, ers in the grade schools are as fol(From Wednesday'* Sentinel)
St., has left for East Lansing to Mrs. William Slater and Mrs. of White Plains, N.Y., formerly of
out help from the government" self. After Paul and Silas were Dick Smallegan,Neil Van Leeu- lows: Central school— Gertrude
Misses La Verle and Janet
William
Warner.
enter
Michigan
State
college
as
a
w£n,
Henry
Slaughter.
Norma
Kanters, grade 2; Columbia AveHolland. He is a great grandson
left the implication that the wit- released from prison in Philippi,
Aalderink, daughtersof Mr. and
freshman student.
Lowell,
AlbertStegenga.
Scott
nue
school—
Zora
Bamaby.
grade
of
the
late
Henry
D.
Past,
local
ness did not. How Mr. Magnor Timothy remained with Luke.
Mrs. Ted Aalderink, are confined
Mr. and Mrs. John Pruis of
pioneer and Holland’s first postgot his education the report does Soon after he rejoined Paul in Holmes, William C. Vandenberg 4; Maple Grove school, Mabel G
Delores Vander Mealen
to their home with chicken pox.
Kalamazoo
announce
the
birth
of
Fisher, grade 4-2; Mary M. Hudmaster.
not say, but his youth would sug- Thessalonica as the bearer of gifts and Charles De Boer.
Mr. and Mrs John Johnson,
a
son,
David
Losten,
on
Sunday.
Is
Honored
at
Shower
son, grade 3-2 and 4-1; Maple
Miss Stegeman attended Gulf Jr., announce the birth of a
gest that it was through the G I. from Philippi, the first help of
Mr.
Pruis,
formerly
of
Holland,
Avenue school. Ida Cappon. grade
Park college at Gulfport, Miss.,
Bill of Rights. If Mr. Hoffman the kind that came to the apostle
Miss Delores Vander Meulen, and wag graduated this year from daughter, Sept. 13 at Holland
5; junior high school. Pearl is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ties
wss reproachingthe witness for in his great enterprise. Timothy
who will become the bride of Rob- the University ol Michigan where hospital.
Schoolcraft and Mary Kronemey- Pruis, 31 West Lakewood Blvd.
getting his education in that way and Silas remained in Berea
A pot luck supper was enjoyed
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Hospital Note*
ert Jacobusse on Oct. 9, was honspecial
teachers.
Myrtle
A
the Allegan man deserved to have when Paul fled to Athens, but he
she was a member of Kappa Aler;
by 80 members of the North
Mrs. John Hoekzcma of Burnips Karr, household arts textiles)
Admitted to Holland hospital ored Tuesday night at a personal pha Theta.
his nose tweaked.
sent word for them to follow
Shore Community club Friday
No one who got. or is getting, him. Timothy apparently went to was a guest at a surprise birthday room 106. high school. Dosdomona Monday were Mrs. Margaret My- shower given by the Misses ArMr. Post was graduated from evening. Sept. 17. after which
party given for Miss Jennie Hoffers.
of
394
Pine
Ave.;
Norma
Jean
lene
and
Gloria
Vandqr
Meulen
Marks. Auxiliary Department,
his education in that way at the Athens, but was sent back to
White Plains high school and atman of Jamestown recently.
Ter Haar, daughter of Mr. and at the Richard Vander Meulen tended the University of Michigan Miss Evelyn George entertained
room 101, High school.
expense of the government,is un- Thessalonicabecause of disturbwith her accordionband. MemA party will be held in the
Unexpectedly but calmly and Mrs. Almon Ter Haar of 639 residence,298 Van Raalte Ave. '
der obligation to feel that he has ances there. Timothy and Silas
where he was affiliated with Psl bers, as well as the band, with
Gifta were presented to the
been the object of governmental later went to Corinth with more IOOF hall on Wednesday. Sept. peacefully,surrounded by his 136th Ave., Carter Beukema,
Upsikm
fraternity. During the
their friends finished the evening
29. at 8 p.m., under auspices of
family— that Is how death came son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beu- guest of honor and duplicate war he served as a pilot with the
charity.He is merely getting what
gifts from Philippi and also from the M. and F. club o' Burnips.
by skating.
kema.
of
328
West
18th
St.
prizes
were
awarded
to
Mr*.
I.
to Dr. G. J. Kollen. prosidenthe has richly earned. He has as Thessalonica and Berea.
AAF’s 16th photo squadron. He is
Mr. and Mrs. Bort'StreurvisThe
Allegan County Holiness emeritusof Hope college, Sunday
Admitted
Tuesday
were
Mias
Meyer
and
the
Misse*
Daisy
Parkmuch a right to self-respect as
now a representativein Michigan, ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
His life after this is full, but Association held the first fall
Annagean
Koetsier,
route
2;
Doner,
Ruth
Mennenga
and
Helen
at 8:30 a.m. at his home on West
the congressman.
Indiana and Ohio for the Athol Bud Cook Saturday evening.
difficult to trace for a little time. meeting Tuesday afternoon and
ald Russ, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kaepermck. A two-courselunch
This little interchange of satManufacturingCo.
By inference we gather hints of evening at the Monterey Center 11th street.
A group of women met at the
was served.
On account of the broken up Neal Russ, route 2.
irical remarks was unworthy of
The couple was recently honora troubled visit to his old home Methodist church with the Rev.
Discharged Tuesday were Mr.
Those present were the guest of ed at a reception given by Mr. and Waukazoo school last week to
condition of the highway to'Lakeboth of the men involved: all th?
and a report to Paul at Syrian
tomatoes.
more so because it was ir- Antioch which led to the vigor- William Gaerhardt of Diamond- wood farm owing to. the building and Mrs. Clarence Tubergan and honor, the hostesses, the Me*- Mrs. Post at their home in White can
The Mothers club of WaukaSprings
presiding
and
delivering of the cement road, it was thought daughter,of 235 East 15th St.; dames Willard Van Den Berge,
relevant But in this case the
ous Galatian epistle and a com- the main address of the afternoon. at first that the George Getz ex-! Henry Van Voorst. Jr., route 2; I. Meyer, Richard Vander Meulen, Plains. A fall wedding is planned. zoo school held a benefit shower
reproachfalls chiefly on the conpletelyvictoriousvisit afterwards. In the evening the Rev. H. H.
for their new kitchen at the
gressman. After all, he is the
hibit at the fair might not all oe Miss Sena De Jong, 258 West 20th and the Misses Miriam Gemmill,
We hear of work in Ephesus and Kole. pastor ol the East Allegan
school Wednesday evening. A
Harriet Navis, Daisy Parker, Alma Plahhe to Receive
older of the two and should know
placed on exhibition this year St.
its neighborhood.There is evid- Wesleyan Methodist church was
short
entertainment consisting
Monday
births
at
Holland
hosMarilyn Lugten, Lois Farr, Ruth
better, and he was the representaBut some way will be devised n
Commission in Navy
ence of at least one visit to Cor* the
of two cornet solos by Duane and
tive of the nation. A certain deget all of it there. It is the in- pital include a daughter. June Mennenga, Helen Kaepemick,
Delwyn Grisaen, demonstration of
inth- Then comes a deputation
The Rev. John H. Kotesky was tention to take the Lakewood out- Grace, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Donna Meyer, Norene Brouwer,
gree of dignity might reasonably Frastiu to Phlinni anH th*
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Plakke baton twirling by Bill Helder,
be required
required of
of a
a public
public man who ; w'>h Pastas to pniippi and the speaker at the devotional session fit to Ottawa Beach and load it Harmsen, 130 West 29th St., and Barbara Van Kolken and Barbara
be
of 229 Howard Ave., have receiv- and travel pictures of the Grand
other Macedonian stations, in Monday morning at the Burnips
represents all the people.
on a scow and in that way take it a son John Wayne, to Mr. and Bolhuis.
ed notice that their daughter, Al- Canyon shown by Edith Knoll,
connection with Paul's great fin- school. He will also speak next
Holland and to the fair Mrs. Arthur Lawrence, route 4.
ma H. Plakke, lieutenant,USNR, was followed by a luncheon served
ance fund for the poor Jews. Monday.
A son was born Tuesday at the
grounds.
has been recommendedfor per- in the recently completed kitchTimothy was made representative The Salem township fire departSpring Lake
The Rev. Y. P: De Jonge of hospital to Mr. and Mrs. John
manent appointment as a com- en.
of his own city in presenting this ment of Burnips was called last
the Grand Rapids Coldbrook Fredenburg. 195 South Division
Dies in Grand Haven
at Jerusalem.
week to a muck fire on the farm Christian Reformed church is road; a daughter. Karen Beverley,
(From Wednesday's Sentinel) missionedofficer in the regular
Paul's sudden arrest blurs our of Clayton Brummcl. The crew
A meeting of the Home Econo- Navy, Because tlje number of apGrand Haven. Sept 23 (Spec.al)
placed on a trio by a similar was born Tuesday to Mr. and
pointments is limited during the
knowledge
of Timothy’s doings stayed all night.
mics
club will be held at the hall
—Mrs. Myrtie Vos. 81. Spring
church at Rock Valley, la. Rev. Mrs. Rooert Van Ess, 262 West
first two years following enactat this point. The next clear view
Tuesday
at
7:45.
p.m.
The
lesson
Mrs. Crystal Moomey and chil- De Jong is also considering a call Ninth St., and a son, Larry Lee,
Lake, died Tuesday at Hillwe get of him is in Rome, where dren were in Grand Rapids Sun- from a church on Fifteenth St. %was born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. is on "Wills and Legal Matters ment of the law making Waves
crest manor,- a nursing home in
part of the regular Navy, appointafter several years he is seen al- day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kleis yes- Kenneth Cbok, 440 West 22nd St. in the Family." Achievement ments will be offered in order of
Grand Haven, after a four months'
leviating Paul’s captivity by his
Day will be held Oct. 7 in the
Several local residents were terday celebrated their lOth wedillness.
thoughtful attentions. He was guests of Mrs. Dick Custer and
Zeeland City hall and dinner re- seniority within grade. Until Lt
She was a life-long resident of
ding anniversary. Some 25 relaPlakke receive* her regular Nivy
Seven
Parking
Fine*
faithful when other* flickered. daughters.Ruth and Marcia, at
aervations for that day must be
tives were present at the celebraSpring Lake. She was a member
appointment the will serve -on
Timothy
probably lacked genius their home in Grand Rapids Sun- tion. An anniversary supper was
made
at
the
meeting
Tuesday
of Spring Lake Presbyterian
Charged
to One Man
active duty in a reserve statu*.
but he had goodness. He could be day afternoon.
night.
served in the evening
church. She was married March
Lt Plakke joined the Waves in
counted
on
to the limit. That is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Veldheer
Dr. Chester Van Appledorn of
Mrs. S. J. Wiseman of Indian31, 1895 in Spring Lake to Eibert
December,
1942, and has been on
4 thotuand mxMm will iu* pay
loyalty
is
probably
the
fundaand family visited Mr. and Mri.
apolis. Ind., mother of A. M. Gal* 1067 South Shore Dr., pleaded
Vos.
Missions School to Be
continuous active duty since that
> onadtU
mental trait in character.
Jerry
Bos
in
East
Holland
on
Frionline, and Mrs. Claton Lantz of gUUty to seven parking violations
Surviving are the husband;
date At the present time she is
In this lesson we have a grand- Held in Grand Rapids
SERDfUa
Ft, Wayne, Ind., a sister of Mr. in municipalcourt this morning. day night.
three daughters, Mrs. Melvin Hall
attached to the Naval Air Demother, mother and a son. Theirs
John
Overway
was
taken
to
Galentine, who have been visiting He was assessed fine and costs
of Muskegon. Mrs. John Erkes of
S3 Boqtnntnq d
velopment
station in Johnsvilie.
The annual two-day School of the 1 st few days here, returned of $15. The offenses were for ov- Blodgetthospital, Grand Rapids,
Grayling and Mrs. Olin Allen of was a noble family relationship.
Pa., as assistant naval personnel
Saturday where he underwentsurertime and illegal parking.
Waahington, D. C; a brother, In the home people learn to prac- Missions, sponsored by the Grand ^ thoir homes today
U-2achory Toylw bom.
officer,
tice the ^ virtues that should be Rapids-Kent Council of Church
Monroe Brandsen. 19, of route gery Monday for a leg infection. Lt Plakke left for Philadelphia
1781
Lieut. John Robinson, graduate
Garrit C Klouw of Spring Lake,
followed in society as a whole. Women, will be held In Westmin- of West Point and brother of At- 4, paid a $10 speeding fine and
The school opened last week
and three grandchildren.
Tuesday after spending the weekWe can never have Christian at- ster Presbyterian church of Grand torney T. N. Robinkm'of this city Harold L. Post, 22, of Zeeland, Tuesday with an enrollment of 32
Ift-fialDoodftoown todflt
end With her parents on Howard
titudes, in business,statesmanship, Rapids on Tuesday and Wednes- left Labor Day for El Paso, Tex., paid $5 on a similar charge. Al
pupils. Mrs. Anna Maatman is
UU
Av«.
Exchange Club Delegate
recreation,or even in the church, day, Sept. 28 and 29. Mrs. John on the Mexican border where- he bert J. Nelk<?. 21, of Midland again teaching and Comic VanRichard Martin will represent unless we leafn them in the Wolterink of Forest Grove will has been ordered to report for Park, N. J., paid $5 for running den Bosch is, the new janitor.
M-Amancon Indian Day.
the Holland Exchange club at the home.
conduct the opening worship ser- duty.
a stop street. Gerald Nykamp, There are 10 new pupi)s, five of Dri. Thoms to Speak
national Exchange club convenvice Tuesday.
Miss Amy L. Kimpton left yes- 20, of route 3, Zeeland, and Dale whom are beginners, Bietty Bar*
Dr. W. .Well* Thoms of Knox]
tioh to be held in Wichita, Karts
First day of the school will be terday morning foi Kalamazoo Hopp, 17, of route 1, Zeeland, tels, Connie Bruhn, Bruce Vene* Memorial hospital, Muscat, AraThree-fourths pf , the world's
Sept 25-27, it was announced to- chicle comes from Mexico.
devoted to "America's Geographi- where she has acceptedthe posi- each paid $3 for failing to keep berg, Gloria Veldheer,and Mil- bia. who la spendinga furlough
#— Franc* t Willard bom
day by President Peter Krocal Frontier*," and on Wednesday tion as teacher in the public; an assured clear distance.
dred Tlmmer. There art also five meeting, at the Warm Friend
1839
mann of the local club. The ron- Farmer*, are the largest single th# study will deal with the
.
• Parking fines of $1 each were transfers, Danny and Carol Tavern. His subject will be ‘The
vantion will bring together Ex- group of automobileuser*.
theme, "China in the Asia of ToIsaac Kouw of Holland and paid by Allie Smit 89 West Eighth Loucks from Grand Rapids, Ar- Place of the Christian MissionSS— Amaneana rtoceupy
from the more than
day.” Registrations for the school Williapi Steur and J. R. Bouws St.; George Heneveld,Jr., of 285 lene and Laveme Keoiker from ary in International Relations.’
D* troll 1113 wmtm
Exchange clubs throughout
First railway locomotive reach- will open each morning at 8:45 of Graafschap are on a business West 21st St., and Emerson Tin West Crisp and Harvis Essenbtrg He will be introduced by the Rev.
ed Chicag^in 1848.
in the church. trip to Denver, Cola
from Gr%nd Haven.
Marion de Veider.
is of 276 Van Raalte Ave.
hi
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Home Front Wins Nod

Holland School

Maratbon Gas,

GOP

Grand Rapids, Sept 21 (UP)The home front Kent county Republican group, which ousted
Frank D. McKay-supported forces
from power several years ago, was

Lists Results

Of Elections

back ip the saddle again today.
The Home F renters,challenged
at the polU by the Veterans Precinct organization in delegate elections, retained control of the Republicanconvention by a small
margin of seven votes last niKht-

Home Room Officers
Chosen by Students
Of Junior High School
home room

Election of

County

In Kent

The show of strength came
when the Home Front candidate
for chairman of the Kent GOP
convention, Fred N. Searl, was

officers

took place Friday in Holland Jun-

ior high school.Following are the
results in each room, listing first elected by the 7-vote margin.
the governor, then secretary,
treasurer,senator and police.
Drooger, Mary Yeomans, Tom
Room 1, David Vande Vusse, Maentz, Barry Baily; room 27,
Elizabeth Avison, Belva NyenhuLs, Roger O'Connor, Donald Prins,
Jeane Kaepernik.David Rumsey; Philip Ver Berg, David Mulder,
room 2, Jewel Graves. Mary Van James Cook.
Dort, Beverly Dirkse, Myron HoffRoom 29, Bob De Neff, Wanda
man, Willard Penna; room 21A, Essenburg, Ronald Bos, Nick HavRobert Piersma,Vivian Visscher, Inga, Selma Newhouse; room 30,
. Paul Smeenge, George Pelgrim,
Shirl Webbert, Frances Tazelaar,

Kleinheksel.

Room 20, Barbara Beyer, Luella
Smeenge, James Elhart, Connie
Tuinsma.Ellsworth Rolf; room

22.

Judith Oudersluys, Fay Williams
and Mary Arends co-secret ariesi,
(

Marcia Vander Water, Eugene
Westerhof, Vernon Kortering;
room 23. John Teusink, Edith
Knoll, Charles Dyke, Dean King.
'Erwin Mulder.
Room 24. Ivan

nyce

by Harrison

Marathon gasoline and motor
oil are sold by Ray Harrison at
the Harrison Super Service station, 677 Michigan Ave. He has
operated the station for 12 years.
VEP motor oil also is sold exclusivelyby him. This oil has magnetic-like film that clings to vital
engine parts, preventingdamaging "dry" starts. It "stays put<*
at high temperatures and protects the bearings against corrosion.
The constant cleaning action of
the oil keeps the car’s motor
clean, valves and rings free, oil
holes and lines open. It’s triple-

4-H Club Agent

Lemmcn. Glen-

Delwyn Weener. Jack
Kirchhoff. Arden Shuck: room 25.
Paul Dozeman, Don Zwiers. Bob
Serne, Jim Pollock. Jack Kempker; room 24. Ted Bosch. Sally
Kleis.

Accepts

New Job
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REPAIR NOW!

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

Add miles of plea-

150

EAST 8TH

ST.

fill
Mfr-

• Your Bulck-Pontiac Dealer

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT

k
buy fpaltt'
war

••

«nd

WHERE

NEW ENGINE

GOOD FOOD
Decker Chevrolet, Inc.

FOR

PREVAILS

Ctl River

Ave.

I Weat 8th Street

Holland, Mich

Get ready for winter driving by
having a

%

-PLYMOUTH

DODGE

Service Department2386

NEW ENGINE

Install-

ed by factory trained Mechanlca.

•

Guaranteed 90 Days

GOOD NEWS FOR CAR OWNERS

or

4,000 Milea

State Farm Mutual Co.

Your Friendly Dodge-Plymouth

ANNOUNCES

I

AIIT

Q ATI?
Ilf! I L

•

vU

in

Lower Rates Call At

Trucker Charge

OTTAWA AUTO
SALES,

AVE.

BEN L. VAN LENTE

8-14

177 COLLEGE
PHONE 7133
Open Until 5:30 P.M Except Wedneedaye

Inc.

West 7th Street

Phone 66578
Day and Night Wrecker Service

<

NEW BATTERIES
For Nearly Every

—

Make

Priced From

Marvin Tubergan. 20. of route
2, paid $10 on a speeding count
and Lambert Schuitema.45, ol
Zeeland, paid $3.10 for not having
an operator's permit.
’ Gertude De Vries of 4
Pine
Court, paid a $1 parking fine.
State police suspendedtwo driver’s licenses Thursday. Julius
Prins, 28. of 307 West 21st St., had
hit license suspended for 45 days
and Vernon Cook, 43. of route 1,
had his suspendedfor 30 days.

PHOTOSTATIC

We

AVE.

PHONE

3196

Valuable Papers
Preserved

iIJMAMIJim
serve end conserve
things you

i

pr»

IDEAL

W

9th

St

the

Call

ua.

i

HADS

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. ind 6TH STREET

ON

-

LET US CRI88 CR088 YOUR TIRE! AT THE GAME TIME

I

BILL’S

Weat 7th

60

TIRE SHOP

Street
Holland
"We Know We Know

Phona 272t

Tlrei"

-SUPPLYINGUSED

QUALITY

PIPE

WIPING WASTE

FLUES

MILL A FOUNDRY

and

FHED’S CAR LOT

SUPPLIES

STEEL ITEMS

686 Michigan Ava% Phone 6-7221

uwb rinwa ant Ca

mm

eemmiff

Holland. Michigan

ROOFING and SIDING

&

"GOOD STEER"

—

““ST Tcl 635*

WHEEL ALIGNMENT SERVICE"

• FIT 1936 to 1940.
• FORDS, CHEVROLETS,

PLYMOUTHS, ETC.

All Car Service From Bumper to Bumper

PETER

JOHN

ELZINGA & V0LKERS,

Inc.

Complete Seta

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE

NURSERY
HOLLAND

Not a Home,

Phone 66595

$6.50 and $8.50

WAVERLY DRIVE

2

00.

Including Complete Body and Paint Shop

PHONE 7774
ROUTE

HENRY TER HAAR MOTOR SALES

SEAT

7997

NOW

Until

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Corner Michigan and 28th St.

ENGINEERING

Phone 4436

It’e Planted!

INDUSTRIAL

S

COMMERCIAL

\
FOR YOUR

\ ^

ROOFING NEEDS

RESIDENTIAL

m

CONSTRUCTION
222 River

Ave.

Phone

2284

Holland, Mich.

fa?

LAKE

MAGATAWA
Now On

$1.50 P«r Wha.1, Including W.lght.

=

SPECIAL!

LANDSCAPING

H O L L R N D
WGLDING SCRVICC

LOTS

SATISFACTION GUARANTCCD

711 Michigan Avenue

Sandwich-Soda Bar

Phons 7242

Phone 2465

.

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

Fllntkote Products

It’i

32

mS/GHTGERV/Ce

FRESH BAKED GOODS

Sale

W. Maintain
RESTRICTED LAKE

HUNTING

FRONT LOTS

miT¥-ia»om
A

ing place wltr

you with fine quality printing at

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

Street

COMPLETE PftINTINQ tCRVICI

9 East 10th

11:00 A.M. to mldnlgl^t

Sold ExclusivelyBy

,

•

phone 2326

.

HENRY OOSTING
REALTOR
Dutch Block, 222 Rtvcr Ave.

Holland, Mich.

<

Phene 2371

HOLLAND

;

TERM!

WARM

NAL

TAVERN

170 E. 15th St.

PHONE

3138

FRIEND

v

Tatty Producto

GEO.

traditional

Dutch atmosohere Opart

reasonable prices.

High Quality

Join your frlenda at Tha
Bier Kelder. Premium beer,
nationallyadvertised wines.
A convementiylocateomeet-

IN

JENISON PARK

completely equipped modern pfont that servet

v

LET US GIVE YOU A

Plan Your

and Tlmel

flV 2!

.W.V V -W-VV.W.V v

V

WHEEL BALANCING

“

CO.

HOLLAND READY ROOFING

|||

Ua and Save Labor Cotta

MICHIGAN

V.W. V

......

ESSENBURG
8t.

Phone 4405 177 Collage Ava.

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

Call 9051

CUTTING
Call

GEORGE SCHREUR

"THOROUGH STEERING OVERHAUL AND

WELDING, BRAZING

DRY CLEANERS

CARDS

critically

The Quick and Modern Way
The Welder’s Torch

HUDSON DEALER
29

CHRISTMAS

College Ave.

:
•

havel

10 East dth Street

hM

NAAN
MOTOR SALES

Persooalized

Electronic

j

j

COVERS
'

Phona 7068

Between 7th and Sth on

(DilSocUl

PHONE

and

IGNITION

SUPER SERVICE
7th it Contra!

HEATING

FOR YOUR

Old Photos Reproduced

injured in a car-truck accident on
Butternutdrive last Aug. 20, will
probably be able to leave Holland hospital by Dec. 1, his family
said today. Buis received a crushed pelvis and internal injuriesin
the accident. He is improving
slowly.

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

VHIEUNG MOTOR SALES

KNIFE’S

116 Eaet 14th St.
HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 459F4

a

Bill Buis, 36-year-old mattress

t v

.

a
«
T
j
lished until 1912, previous rubber
supplies being obtained from wild
rubber trees.

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

Specialize in

.

Mill and Foundry Supplies

COPIES

A

ROAD SERVICE

NEW STOCK - FULLY CHARGED
Old Battery - No Installation Charge

RIVER

A person must be registered to
vote in the Nov. 2 election. Other
qualificationsare:
A person must he at least 21
years of age and a citizen of the
United States.
A person must be a resident of
the state in which he votes for
at least six months before the

369 River Ave.

$1.50 For Your

DAY.

PRINTING CO.

Akron— The plantation system
of growing rubber was not estab-

Hava repairs m time to

Is.

—

$13.00 to $17.25

159

should notify the clerk'soffice in
order to avoid difficulties at the

Flax can be grown almost anywhere in North America.

of Automobile

ALL

HARRY HOOP

load of groceries.

manufacturer who was

»

1

Any person who has changed
address since the last election

Buis Improving Slowly

—

*•

7th and Central

-

-

ally qualifiedvoters who have
not registered at his office may
do so anytime during regular
office hours up to Oct. 13. On that
date, registration for the Nov. 2
general electioncloses.
The clerk's office is open daily
from 8 a m. until 5:30 p.m. except
Saturdayswhen it closes at noon.

8-7212

PARKING

0( Registration

IX)1

H. TY88E
Washington Phono

LENNOX

Voters Reminded

Dealer

It You/ Are A Careful Driver and Interested

448

m'A

USED CARS

tsriMAjE

Holland Radio and
Appliance Co.

Service Your Car

Local Court

Phone 6422

sure to your car.

HOWARD
EMERSON

may be my opponent.”
Dr. Scolten lived in Michigan

j
South American "came
home" Thursday afternoonafter
ELECTRIC
: :
being out on cruises all summer
50 Weat 8th
Phone 4811 |
In the evening a cruise sponsored In
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#
by the Grand Rapids and Holelection and a resident of the
Frank L. Tempia of Lcganon.
land Young CalvinistsLeague left
ward at least 20 days before the
the dock at 7:30. Movies, humor- 111., paid fine and costs of $18.10 election.
in municipal court Thursday afterous readings and quartet singing
wore features of the program. noon on a charge of not having a
Philadelphia — Odds against a
Michigan public service commisLATE MODELS
child in the first grade ever being
There are 27 cantons or states, sion permit tc haul for hire.
awarded a college or university
Sold With
John G. Wagner. Michigan puband 3,000 communes or counties in
degree arc about 16 to 1.
lic service commission inspector,
30 Day 50-50 Guarantn
Switzerland.
made the arrest.
Factory sales of automobiles in
Tempia was arrested while en
the U. S. during the first half of
route from C Fallon. HI., to Cal1948 amounted to 2,448,301 cars.
vin collegein Grand Rapjds with a

S. S.

WESTINGHOUSE

For Senate Again

for 18 years and Is a former Holland resident. He attendedHope
college and worked in Dr. Abra,
ham Leenhouts’ office while here.
Scolten was defeated in the recent
It is necessary to keep your car election by Rep. Margaret Chase
I
Smith, a Republican who Is servIn perfect running order, for aling her fifth term in Congress.
though new cars are being receiv- Her election in Mgine won nationed, production atill is far behind al recognition because it marked
Mr. and Mn. Jacobus Vander Wege
demand. That is the opinion of the first outright election of a
(Penna-San photo)
John Vrieling. local Ford dealer Republican woman to the United
Open house will be he'd Wed- and have lived in Holland since
He maintains an excellent ser- States Senate for a full term.
nesday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. that time. They have three daughThe Scolten generation has been
vice garage at 159 River Ave.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ja- ter Mrs. H. Kegcrrcis of YpsilGenuine Ford parts are sold at attendingHope college for many
cobus Vander Wege, 352 West anti, Mrs. V. Van Oosterhoutand
the garage and you will always years. Dr. Scolten attended Hope
20th St. The event is in celebra- Mrs. L. J Schaddelee of Holland;
get the best mechanical exper- for two years and two of his
tion of the Vander Weges 50th six sons, Peter J , James, Marine
ience, finest materials and guar- brothers are Hope graduates, the
wedding anniversary.
and Cornelius of Holland. William anteed fullest satisfactionat Rev. George Scolten of Neshanic,
The couple was married in 1898 J. of Colorado and John of LanVrieling Motor Salee. It's wise to N. J„ and the Rev. Walter Scolten
in the Netherlands. They came to sing. They also have 15 grandchilremember there’s no place like of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
the United States in August, 1907. dren.
homo for Ford service— your Ford
denier knows your Ford best. Experiencedmen will service your
Death Claims Resident
car at the local Ford garage.
A1 Bouman, who has had many
One of The World’e Largest
Of Crockery Township
years of mechanical experience,
Manufacturers of
Grand Haven. Sept. 23 (Special)
is in charge of the service departCOAL
OIL
QA8
—Ralph Smanl. 82. resident of
ment Irvin Vrieling and Ben Lan.Heating Equipment
Crockery township for the last 70
ning head the parts department
Sold by
.\ears, died at the Little Village
City Clerk Clarence Greven- where an adequate stock is kept
Rest home at route 1, Nunica, goed announced today that all leg- of genuine Ford parts.

boys.

The

RADIOS

Dr. C. Dale Barrett, Health
Officer for Ottawa county, told
members of the Exchange club at
their first meeting of the year
Monday, about the mass X-ray Dr. Adrian H. Scolten of Portsurvey for tuberculosis conducted land. Maine, unsuccessful candidate on the Democraticticket in
early this year. A total of 17,506
Maine for a seat In the United
persons over 14 years of age took
advantageof the survey, he said. States Senate, intends to run for
With the co-operationof the that office again. In a letter to
The Sentinel he writes, 'Two
public, ail new active cases can
years from now I expect to run
be found and the disease eradicated within 20 years, Dr. Barrett for Congress In the flnt district
and four years from now, I expect
told the club.
to run again for the U. S. Senate
against Senator Brewster or whoever

OUR LUBRICATION

Home

Scolten Will Try

Let Ford Dealer

A

South American

...JSf

A

He

Free Pick and Delivery Service
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Talk by Health Officer

«, o|
.

23,

Exchange Club Hears

I

years, has resigned hi^ post to acust Overway, Shirley Smith; cept the positionas agriculture
on September. He was born in
room 39, Sara Jo Kleinheksel,
agent for Oceana county. The apBarbara Klomparens, Delphine pointmentbecome: effective Oct. the Netherlands, Doc. 25, 1865. He
was a member of the Spring Lake
Schaffer, Sally Damson, Kenneth
1.
Christian
Reformed church. His
Stam; room 23A, Donna Johnson,
Elliotthas been in the Ottawa wife, Johanna, died in December,
Harry Aalderink. Peter Sloothaak,
county area for the last five 1944.
Amaryllis Siegers, Donald Dams.
years, three of which were as disis survived by four sons
trict 4-H agent in Muskegon and
John of Grand Rapids. Henry of
Sewing pattern sales in 1948 are
Ottawa counties.
Charlotte, Jerald and Ralph, Jr.,
expeted to exceed 200,000,000.
successor to the Ottawa of Nunica; two daughters, Mrs.
county post will be named by Homer Powers • of Charlotte,
Michigan State college.
and Mrs. Arthur Bradley of Grand
Headquarters of the Oceana Rapids; also brother and two
post are at Hart. Elliott, along
sisters in Grand Rapids; 13 grandIncludes
with his family will move to Hart.
children and three great grandVACUUMING INTERIOR
He has a wife, one girl and two children.

CHECK BRAKE FLUID
. CHECK SPARE TIRE
WASH ALL WINDOWS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Plan Open House Celebration

00

plus film strength means more
than three times as much protection as ordinary oil against shock
and pressure.
Mr. Harrison also sells a car
wax called Mac’s-It. It gives your
car a ten carat sparkle and toughMarilyn Witteveen. Connie Du ens the finish to last for years
Mond, Albert Dernberger; room It is a revolutionary idea in car
31, Art Arenas, Louise Kleis, protection and is made with synPhyllis Keane, Phyllis Zoerhof, thetic, resins in place of the usual
Burke Raymond; room 32, David wax base. Many Mac's-It users
Cotts, Nancy Ridley. Norma go over their job with Mac's SuLucas, Blaine Timmer, Bill per Gloss polish every 60 to 90
days. This light cleaner does not
Meengs.
Room 33, Mark de Vclder, Ray- remove the Mac’s-It finish but
mon Elhart. Brian Ward, John keeps the surfaces clean.
Masier, James Boeve; room 34,
Paul Duey, Ha Mulder, Patricia
Van Lente, Roger Wierda. John
Van Huis; room 35, Anne Appledorn, Wayne Kammeraad, Earl
Welling, Judy Rypma, John Klassen; room 37, Paul Drooger, Paul
Schieringa (secretary-treasurer),
Don Barkel, Roland Vander Veen.
Harvey Elliott. Ottawa county
Room 3^, Duane Carlson, Janet 4-H club agent for the last two
Ridley, Caroline Alexander,Aug-

Kenneth Topp; room 22A Douglas
Kuyers, Mary Moomey, Erwin Ter
Haar, Bob Van Dyke, Carrow
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X-Ray

Social Activities Begin

Two Badly Hurt
In M-21

For College Students

Crash

A round of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kuipers of
Grand Rapids were in serious
condition today In St. Mary’s hospital following an accident at 9:45
p.m. Friday in which Kuipers’
car crashed into a truck almost
crosswise in the road on the eastbound road of the M-21 divided
highway three-quarters of a mile
east of HudsonviUe.
The accident occurred as Don
Westrate, route 2, Holland, sought
to make a left turn off the eastbound road to go to his truck
loaded with onions which had
stalled earlier on the westbound
road. Westrate had gone to Hudsonville to borrow a truck from
Vande Bunte's yard to re-load the

Survey Results
Advocates Repeating
Picture-Taking Unit
Every Three Years
Dr. C. Dale Barrett, head of the

Ottawa county health department,
recently reported that 55 ca«^s of
tuberculosis

were uncovered

in

the county last spring by the
chest X-ray survey. Of Die 55
found, five were discovered before
the 17.506 chest X-rays were taken.

ules of Hope collegestudents

cent sample of the adult population, the 1948 survey was but a
demonstration and poirts the w’ay
to what can be accomplished by a
total community participation in
future chest X-ray surveys.’’he
states.
"If the survey could be repeated

annually or at least every three
years, essentially all of the active
and infectious cases of TB would
be found and the disease might
well be eradicated in this country
in 20 years or less,” Dr. Barrett
further emphasizes.
Grand Haven had 15 cases discovered, which leads the list of
cities including Holland with 13
acid Zeeland with 4. In the rural
areas there were 21 cases and

Louia Nielaon (left) and F. A. Jorgenson of the Beatrice Fooda Co.,
Chicago, owners of Holland brand butter, which was made here In
1869. examine yesterday'seditionof the Holland Evening Sentinel
during a visit
(Penna-Saa photo)

here.

Holland Brand Covers

two were non-county residents.
Spring Lake townshiphad eight;

Several

Grand Haven township one;
Crockery township one and the
balance in other townships.
There were five old cases detected all of whom needed hospitalization and these persons became voluntarilypatients and
are all hospitalizednow.
Of the total number of X-rays
taken about 500 were non-county
residents which leaves approximately 17,000 residentsin the
county that were X-rayed. Thus
34 per cent of the entire adult
population,based on an estimated
50,000 over age 14, were X-rayed.
Out of the total there were 250
suspects;153 were found with

Market Areas

approached at a time when no
lights were visible and the driver
told officers he did not s^e the
truck until he was about two
car lengths away.
Kuipers then swerved to the
right but the car hit the right
rear corner of the truck, tearing
out the entire left side of the car
and wedging the car under the
truck. Kuipers was thrown under
the truck and his wife was thrown
to the floor of the car against a
broken steering wheel.
Kuipers receivedsevere back
injuries and injuries to his left
arm. Mrs. Kuipers injuries were
not determined immediately but
she is believed to have fractured
ribs and internal injuries.
Kuipera told officen, the truck
driver got out of the cab and
ra::ed his hand but it was too late

was
who

HHS

Class Reunites

After Ten Years

began classes Thursday morning
Thursday afternoon college woAbout 40 members ol the 1938
men were entertained at the an- graduatingclass of Holland high
nual orientation tea in Voorhees school gathered at Kollen park
hall. The Women’s Activity lea- Wednesday evening for a class regue sponsored the event, which union and picnic supper.
was attended by new students and
Leon Moody of ti»c facultyspoke
their "big sisters’’ and women fac- briefly in recognition of the five
ulty members.
members who gave their lives durStudents were introduced to ing World War II. They were EdMrs. Florence French, new house ward De Free, John P. Elsenbergmother at Columbia cottage. er, James Grissen, Julian Hilbink
Others in the receiving line were and Leon NienhuLs.
Dean Emma Reeverts; Miss Peg- Facts concerning present-day
gy Prins, WAL president; Miss whereaboutsand accomplishments
Dorothy Davis, house board presi- of some members of the class were
dent; Miss Judy Mulder, YWCA read by Irving Lemmen, with the
president,and Mrs. Bertha Krone- group guessing their identities. He
meyer, Mrs. Nell Aldrich, Mrs. also read the class prophecyas it
Della Steininger, Mrs. Ethel Rob- appeared in the Boomerang 10
ertson and Mrs. ElizabethDen years ago.
Herder, house mot here.
Principal J. J. Riemersma exCollege societies began activi- plained present curriculum of the
ties this week. Sororitiesmet it high school and its activities.Plans
slumber parties held at lake shore were made to hold another reunion
»

onions.
Sheriffs offices said Westrate
attempted the Aura on a narrow private crossroad, and then
backed up when he could not
make the turn. The Kuipers car

• "Although the results of the
survey may 1* considered satisfactory as indicatedby the 50 new
cases discovered among a 34 per-

social activities

Included this week on the sched-

cottages and fraternities held next summer on the lawn at the
meetings Thursday and Friday home of Alma Geerds Thomas.
nights.

A

formal faculty reception for
all new students, includihg freshmen and transfers,will be held In
the chapel basement tonight. An
all-college mixer scheduled for
Friday night# was postponed, pending completionof remodeling at
Carnjgiegymnasium.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Bakker
(I’enna Sas photo)

Trinity Church Groups

Have Combined Meeting

Miss Esther

Haveman

Sixty men and women members
of the Men’s and Women’s Adult
Bible classes, Trinity Reformed
church, attended the combined social meeting Friday night in the
church parlors. Following separate business meetings, the two
groups met for a program.
Ray Everhart Diet
Speaker was* Karel Hanhart of
the Netherlands, who told about
At Daughter’s
his native country and also preRay Everhart. 59, died early sented two piano solos. He was
Friday at the home of his son-in- introduced by Mrs. J. Vander
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Poel. Refreshments were served
by a committee consistingof Mrs.
Fred Van Narden, 196 East 34th
Ed Barkel and Mrs. B. Vande WaSt. where he had lived for sev-

Mrs. Thomas was appointed chair-

man

of the

committee to make

ar-

rangements.

Raymond Van De Vusse was appointed to compile a list of all
class members with their present
addresses and occupations. When
completed, the list will be sent to
all

members.

Virginia Park

Womenfs

Club Elects Officers
A potluck dinner at the Marquee Wednesday night preceded
the electionof secretary and treasurer of the Virginia Park Woman's club. Mrs. Frank Hornstra,
president, presided.Mrs. Melvin
Macderom and her committee
were In charge.
Mrs. William Mosher. Mrs. William Winstrom and Mrs. Melvin
Koop are the new officerswith
Mrs. Hornstra and Mrs. Arnold

Friday, two visitors in town,
F. A. Jorgensen,of Champaign. Florence Voorhorst, Shirley Nivl- for the car to stop.
111., and Louis Nielson, of GalesOfficers planned to question
sor, VirginiaVer Lee, Barbara
burg, 111., brought with them an
Ninth Street Christian ReformMorren, Jeanette Van’t Slot, Bet- Westrate today.
interestingitem out of the past.
ty Baldus, Elizabeth Muyskens
ed church was the scene of a
Back in 1869. George W. Linn and Rachel Hosier have left for
September 14 when Miss Es
and Sons, of Chicago, began buy- Wayne university,Detroit,for the
Home
ther Haveman and Harold A
ing butter w-hich was made in first phase of their training with
Bakker exchanged marriage vows
Holland, shipping it around the the Butterworth School of Nurscountrysidefrom their business ing, Grand Rapids. After six
The Rev. Gradus C. Aalberts, bro
establishment in Chicago, thereby months they will continue their
Teusink, vice-president,
continuing
ther-in-law of the groom, offi
Thrilling
criginating, “Holland brand but- trainingat Butterworth hospiin office.
ciated at the double ring cere
tal.
ter.”
Meetings will be held every
In a story book finish, the Hol- mony read at 8 p.m. before an ar
For their trademark,the Linn
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph White, 224
month on the second Wednesday
company adopted a picture of a West Eighth St., left this week land high reserves opened their rangement of palms, ferns, candel eral months. He had been in ill ter.
at the Marquee. Women in the
New officers for the women’s
Dutch boy and girl, in Nether- by plane for Rochester,Minn., 1948 season by defeating the abra and bouquets of white gladi
Virginia Park area are invited to
group
are
Mrs.
Carl
Dressel,"
presoli.
White
bows
also
marked
the
health for two years.
attend.
suspicious cases of cardiovas- lands costume, and the slogan, where he will be under observa- Grand Haven reserves, 13-7. The
climax came in the last 25 seconds pews.
He formerly was a railway ident; Mrs. G. W. Kooyers, first A white elephant party has
cular disease,two suspicious tu- "Always fresh and sweet, try it." tion at the Mayo clinic.
vice-president;Mrs. J. Vander
The bride is the daughter of
Word was received by Mr. and as Holland’s Dick Draper tossed a
In 1920, the Pioneer Creamery,
telegraph operator at East Saubeen planned for the Oct. 13 meetmor cases and 58? abnormal XMr.
and
Mrs.
John
Haveman,
263
Poel, second vice-president;Mrs.
rays. The total X-rays was 17,506 an IlUnois corporation,bought Mrs. Albert Van Faasen of the 20-yard pass to quarterbackJim
gatuck and from there moved to Frank Kooyers, secretray,and ing.
East
10th
St.,
and
the
groom
Is
of which 16,923 were found nor- the Holland Brand Butter com- birth of a daughter,Katherine Hildebrands, who romped 25 yards
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Riverside,near St. Joseph.
Mrs. H. Oldebekking, treasurer.
pany, and marketed Holland brand Patricia,Sept. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. unmolested to score the winning
mal.
Survivingare the wife, Sylvia; Dr. W. Van Saun is class teacher.
Bakker,
route 1, West Olive.
Bride-Elect,Fiance
A definitepattern of diagnostic butter over a larger area than Charles Shananhan, former Hol- counter.
The bride, given in marriage by the daughter;a brother. George
P. Trimpe was elected president
Grand Haven opened the scorprocedures was recommended for before, extending this product land residents now living in Ft
of
Chicago,
and
two
sisters, Mrs.
of the men’s class; M. Van Ark, Honored at Shower
ing. After taking the initial kick- her father, wore an 18th century
a more precise evaluation of each about the New England states and Peck, Montana.
Earl Keeler of Dowagiac and Mrs.
bridal
gown
of
ivory
satin
styled
vice-president;James Groters,secTB suspect as found through the along the eastern seaboardas far The first fall meeting of the off, they moved down the field to
Essie Walker of Hartford; also retary and A1 Bouwman, treasur- A surprise grocery shower was
Holland Christian high school the eight-yardline when John with a bertha collar edged with two grandchildren. ^
tuberculin test, large film X-ray south at Washington, D.C.
given Wednesday night for Miss
imported lace, long sleeves exer. Class teacher is A. Hoeksema.
repeat, laboratory examinationofi 1928 brought about the con- Alumni Dramatics club will be Butcher went around end for the
Donna Brower and her fiance,
tending
to
points
at
the
wrists
sputum and patient conference solidationof the Pioneer company h«ld at 8 p.m. Friday in the high score. The extra point attempt by
Harold Brink, at the home of
with a chest consultant. (with the Beatrice dreamery com- school. All Christian high alumni John Swartz was good making the and a full skirt and train. The New Youth Center
Annual Meeting Held by
Mr. and M-s. Henry Teusink of
bodice
was
buttoned
in
front
score Grand Haven 7, Holland 0.
There have been 63 new cases pany, which later changed to the are invited to join the club.
Millgrove.
Project
Under
Way
Fourteenth Street Choir
Gray Ladies going to the VetHolland came back early in the from the waist to the high neckof tuberculosis from the county Beatrice Foods company, of which
Przies for games were kitchen
line.
She
wore
a
fingertip
veil
of
reported to the health department Nielson and Jorgensenare repre- erans hospital at Ft. Custer on second half. A recoveredfumble
gadgets which were presentedto
Work on the new youth center
nylon
held
in
place
with
an
ivoryThe
annual
business
and
social
Sunday are Mrs. Neal Tiesenga on the Bucaneer 25. led to a acore.
so far this year. Last year there sentatives.
was going anead today and of- meeting of the choir of Four- the honored couple. A two-course
were 27 new cases; 15 in 1946; 16
At this, the Holland trademark and Mrs. William Barense. Those After a series of line plays Dick satin heart-shaped headpiece. She ficials said the building should be
lunch was served.
carried
a
white
Bible
topped
with
teenth Street Christian Reformed
in 1945; 19 in 1944 and 35 in 1943. became property of the Beatrice going Monday are the Mesdames Draper skirted left end for five
Guests were Mr. an<J Mrs. John
ready
to open Oct. 1. The new church was held Friday night in
Mr. Barrett says that this in- company, and has been used on Henry De Weert, C. C. Wood. yards and a touchdown. The at- white roses and streamers.
youth center is located at 55 West the church parlors. President Brink, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs.
Chester
L.
Baumann,
couLester Kuyper, Garrett Vander tempt for extra point was no good^
crease is predominatelydue to much of their butter since.
Eighth St.
James Timmerman led opening Brink, Jr., Phyllis, Bruce and
better and more intensive case
Although distribution of fhis Borgh, Arie Weller and Don Play during the remainder cf the sin of the bride, was matron of
Mareia, and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
The partition is being torn out devotions.
honor.
She
wore
a
yellow
taffeta
finding methods and the X-ray butter "of Holland.’’ has been con- Zwemer.
game was even, except for the
Douma, Yvonne, Paul and Philof the front half of the 80 by 50
Present officerswere re-elected
gown. The bridesmaid, Miss Diane
Mrs. John Rozeboom, regent of thrilling last minute.
survey has been largely responsi- fined to a smaller area in past
foot building to make way for one for another year, James Timmer- lip, all of Hamilton; Mr. and
De
Vries,
and
the
junior
bridesble in bringing these cases to years, it still is sold in the east, Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
Carroll Norlin is handling the
Mrs. Lawrence Brower and Mr.
maid, Miss Beatrice Haveman, large room. Other w-ork include man, president; Louis Damstra,
light.
mostly in the Boston area, and in chapter, Daughters of the Ameri Holland high reserves again this
installationof a furnace and a vice-president;Miss Gayle Koop, and Mrs. William De Haan of
sister
of
the
bride,
wore
gowns
can Revolution, Mrs. William C. season.
It now costs an average of $7 and around Chicago.
Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. Teusecretary and treasurer and Bern
of aqua blue taffeta. The attend- ladies room.
per day to hospitalize TB patients
Nielson and Jorgensen are va- Vandenberg.Mrs. W. F. Kendrick,
Youth Center officerssaid the Sterenberg, librarian.Marvin sink, Rachel and Arthur.
ants
wore
silver
choker
necklaces,
which totals $2,555 per year per cationing in the mid-west, and in- Mrs. M. L Hinga and Mrs. F. E.
inside walls will be whitewashed Baas is choir director and Miss
gifts of the bride. They carried
patient. The present hospital load, cluded Holland on their list of De Weese. attended a regional Wedding Solemnized
before the building is occupied.
Gertrude Beckman is choir or- Federal School Plans
mixed
bouquets
and
wore
a
clusof 22 patients costs the taxpayers stops, as they always have been DAR luncheon and meeting at the
At
Home
in
Bumips
ganist.
ter of rosebudsin their hair.
$56,210 per year.
Congregational
church
in
Allegan
curious to see the Tulip City,
Followinga discussionon vari- First Fall Meeting
Carl
Bakker
assisted
the
groom
Wednesday.
The proper and sound approach and the place where one of their
Burnips, Sept. 23 (Special)
as best man and Jason Haveman,
ous questions, a social hour was
Paul J. Rich, who has been emto reducing our expensive hospi- brands originated.
Miss Mary Lee Miller, daughter brother of the bride, and Donald
Federal School PTA will hold
held. Refreshmentswere served
talization for each case prevented
ployed with an aircraft company
ol Mrs. Gottleib Miller of near Berkompas seated the guests.
the opening fall meeting in the
, by Mrs. Peter Beckman, Mrs,
in Hartford. Conn., during the
saves the taxpayer about $2,500
Burnips and the late Mr. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. John GVoelsma were
Adrian Westerhof and Miss Kath- school gymnasium Thursday at
summer, is visiting his parents,
per year. This saving alone is
became the bride of Loren Hart- master and mistress of cere7:45 p.m.
1
ryn Fredricks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rozeboom West
nearly equivalent to the annual
man, son ot Mr. and Mrs. Hubert monies.
Scheduledfor the program are
From Friday’* Sentinel
16th St., before returning to Harcost of a public health nurse who
Hartman of Owoaso in a quiet cera
movie "Guidance Problems for
Sign
Evangelist
Casey
Vander
Preceding
the
ceremony
Miss
vard universityfo graduate work.
is of immeasurable value to the
Local Nurse Receives
emony performed at 5:15 p.m. Myra Wjersma sang "Because”
School and Home," business meetcommunity in the prevention of Jagt of Grand Rapids will be the
The Komejan family reunion
ing and musical' numbers. Folspeaker Saturday night at the was hold Monday night at the Saturday, September 11 at the and while the couple knelt at the
the disease.
Honors at Graduation
home of the bride’s mother. The altar she sang "1716 Lord’s
lowing the movie there will be a
In addition to hospital costs Gospel tent four miles north ol Komejan skating rink in Zeeland.
Rev. Arthur Benge of Lawrence, Prayer.” Miss Mildred Schuppert,
Miss Joanne Kool was present- discussionperiod on the good and
there are incidental costs for sur- Holland on the Grand Haven road. Supper was served at 6 p.m. Rolluncle of the bride, officiatedand
ed with honors Thursday night at bad aspects of child training.The
organistplpyed the traditional
gical operations and streptomycin. The Rev. Tommy Simpson and er ikating followedand moving
graduation exercises of Blodgett program is for adults.
There are 186 persons in Ot- son, colored preacherand singer, pictures were shown by Adrian the Rev. Leonard J. Washmuth wedding marches.
of Burnips offered prayer.
Parents will have an opportunMemorial hospital held in the
A reception for 100 persons was
tawa county known to the healtn will conduct services Sunday at Komejan. Refreshments were
The briide and her attendant, held in the church parlors.ServPark Congregationalchurch at ity to meet teachers at the social
departmentwho are afflicted with 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
served at 10:30 p.m.
Miss Margaret Lohmann, Miss Mary Ellen Pas. daughter Miss Carole Leow, wore gray suits ing the guests were the Misses
Grand Rapids. Tlie citation read hour following. The room with the
TB. All but five have TB of the
and corsagesof pink roses. The Annagean Koetsier, Julia Keen.
in part, ’To a nurse contributing largest number of parents in atlungs. Of the 186, 43 have an ac- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pas, route
groom’s best man was his older Betty Postma, Reva Slagh and
the most, scholasticallyand per- tendance will be awarded a prize.
tive form of the disease,89 have Lohmann, 56 East 21st St., left 2. Zeeland, has returned to Westbrother.
sonally, to the edificationof the
Geneva Slagh and Mrs. Corme
an inactive disease and 30 are per- Thursday for Rockford, 111., where ern Michigan college at KalamaThirty guests, members of the Overweg.
.'
sons with TB whose disease activ- she will enter Rockford college zoo where she is a junior.She is
immediate families, attended the
Miss Kool expects to join the Miscellaneous Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Haak preity is yet undetermined. There are as a freshman student. She was general chairman of the carnival,
staff of nurses at Holland hos22 patients now hospitalized in graduated Irom t Holland high entertainmentplanned by campus wedding and reception after which sided at the punch bowl and Mrs.
Given for Gayle Koop
the couple left on a trip to northpital Oct. 5. She is the daughter
various sanatoria. There are 12 school in June.
Leon Dykstra and Miss Helen
organizations as a feature of
ern
Michigan.
They
will
live
in
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Schoon “freshman week.’’
of Mr. and Mre. William Kool,
additional patientsfor whom hosSanders were in charge of gifts.
Miss Gayle Koop, who will beZion, 111. The groom is stationed
route 2.
pitalizationhas been advised but and daughter, Lois, left this week
A program included group singRobert Kouw- attended the recome the bride of ‘Clarence Pott
who have refused this care. All for Boulder, Colo., where the lat- union of the 100th division.U.S. at Great Lakes with the Navy. ing led by Leon Dykstra, accomon Oct. 20, was complimented at
of this group are under closest ter will enter the University of Army, at Baltimore,Md. Mrs.
panied by Mrs. John Vander May,
a
miscellaneous shower on SepMiss Elaine De Wit
Royal Neighbors Meet
surveillanceof the health depart- Colorado as a junior. Miss Schoon Kouu. with their daughter, Bar- Farewell Tea Given
solos, "Thanks Be to God” and
tember 15 given by Mrs. Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius De Wit,
attended Stephenscollege for two bara, went as far as Philadelphia,
ment, states Dr. Barrett.
"God Bless This House," by Miss 67 Madison Place, announce the For Business Session
J. Buter and Mrs. James M. Den
years.
returningwith Mr. Kouw Tues- For Mrs. Stoppels
Wiersema accompanied by Miss
Herder. The event was held at
engagement
of their daughter, ElMiss Lillian Van Dis of East day. He served as a captain with
A regular meeting of Royal Winsumhaven, the Jacob Fris
Schuppert. Readings were given
Marriage Licenses
The Ladies Aid and Missionary by Mrs. Herman Bakker and John aine, to Johan H. Uhl, Jr., son of Neighbors was held Thursday home on route *4.
Saugatuck and Miss Theresa Van the divisionduring the war.
Warren Paul Karsten, 24. route Houw, 48 West 16th St., left
Mrs. William Wolvius, 382 societies of Bethel Reformed Vander May spoke briefly.Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johan H. Uhl, the night at the hall. The meeting A two-course lunch was served
Hague, Netherlands. Mr. Uhl re- was in charge of the oracle, Mre.
3, Zeeland,and Norma Fae La Thursday morning on a trip to Washington Blvd., Is leaving the church sponsored a farewell tea Aalberts led closing prayer.
around a table centered with a
cently returned to the Netherlands
Huis. 19, Zeelandl
|northern Michigan. They plan to city for the winter. She will spend Thursday afternoon honoring Mrs.
Joe Dore.
Out-of-town guests were prebowl of fuchsia,light blue and
William Appledorn, Jr„ 23. and be gone 10 days,
some time with the Rev. H. C. A. Stoppels who is leaving for sent from Nebraska, Grand Rap- after attending Hope college last It was reported that 30 dozen white asters and tall white tapyear.
Lois Timmer. 20; Raymond KickMr. and Mr* W. P. Sharp have Steunenberg and family at East Sully, la. All women of the ids, Grand Haven, Muskegon, Zeecookies were madt and 50 gifts ers. The color scheme also was
intveld, 19, and Hazel Kroll, 19. returned to their home in Dechurch
were
invited.
were wrapped by the group for carried out on the place cards.
Williamson. N.Y.. and then will go
land, North Blendon and North
all of Holland; Lloyd B Feriend, troit after spending several days
A welcome was extended by Holland.
the Percy Jones hospitalBattle Gifts were presented to the brideto California and Arizona to visit
25. route 1, Grand Haven, and F.
Mrs. G. Eilander, who presided. Mrs. Bakker was graduated
Creek. The tri-county Royal elect in a clothes basket decoratat the H. P. Kleis home, 265 Col- relatives and friends.
Irene Snyder, 17, Grand Haven
Neighborsconvention will be held ed with kitchen gadgets.
umbia Ave. Mrs. Sharp and Mrs.
Mrs. Jay H. Den Herder, East Mrs. H. C. Cook, general chair- from Holland Christian high
Cecil Henry Serier. 28. and Kleis are sisters.
Oct. 14, at the Woman’s Literary
24th St., returnedTuesday night man, led devotions.
Attending were the Misses
school and has been employed
Helen Ruth Harmsen, 26, both of
A piano solo was presented by as secretary to Dr. Bruce Rayclub. Royal Neighbor juveniles Marilyn Baker, Irene Boer and
The Ladies’ Aid of Ninth Street from Erie, Pa., where she attendHolland
will meet for program practice at Lei a Vanden Berg and the MesChristianReformed church will ed a reunion of her high school Mrs. A. Dirkse and two songs mond at Hope college.Mr. BakDelbert Baker, 60. and Marie attend in a body the funeral of class. She made the trip by were sung by a trio composed of
1 p.m. Saturday at the hall
dames ClarenceVan Liere, Donker is a Holland high school
Elsie Wittig, 50, both of route 4, Mrs. Gesrrit Vander Meulen on
Mrs. J. Essenburg,Mrs. W. Van graduate and is employed by the
plane.
ald Maatman, Kenneth Zuverink,
Holland; Raymond Fink, 21, andl Saturday at , 3 pjn. at Dykstra Mrs. Henry Hospers, East 12th Vuren and Mrs. R. Van Vuren
Arthur Slager and Ben Bowm astState Soil ConservationDept., at
Bridal Shower Held
Daphne Horton, 19. both of route Funeral chapel
St., is in Holland hospital where Mrs. A. Dirkse accompanied.Two Grand Haven.
er, the hostesses and the guest of
1, Marne; Harold James Kuiperj ‘ Jane E. Taylor, 350 Mason St.,
she received treatment for an readings were given by Mrs. J. x The couple left on a wedding
honor.
For Beverly Johnson
20. Holland, and Joyce Elaine Saugatuck,will enter the Univer- arm fracture. She fell in the hall- Moot
trip to the Upper Peninsula.,For
Boeve, 19, route 5, Holland.
A tea cart filled with handker- traveling the bride wore a
Tungsten is being mined on a
Mrs. Gerrit Beckman entertainsity of Chicago.The fall term way of her home.
Paul Raggl, 23. and Nellie Van will begin Monday.
chiefs and a guest book was preed at a miscellaneous shower Fri- commercial b&sis in North CaroHospital Notes
green gabardine suit with grey
SlooL-n, 21, both of route 1, West
Hospital Notes
day evening in her home on route lina for the first time.
Admitted to Holland hospital sented to Mrs. Stoppels. A green and green accessories and an orOlive; Stephen Demchuk, • 24,
3 lor Miss Beverly Johnson whose
Admitted to Holland hospital Tuesday were Beverly Woltera, and. pink color scheme was carried chid corsage.
Grand Haven, and Marjorie C. Thursday were William John Ten- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald out Mrs. Stoppels responded and They wih live at Grand Haven
Canada Is one of the most immarriage to Robert Beckman will
Arend, 24, route 1, Grand Haven. pas, son of Dr. and Mrs. Henry
portant of the world’s great wheat
take place Oct. 1.
Welters of 479 Washington Ave., gave a farewell message.She al- upon their return.
Guests were Mrs Russell Essen- producing countries.
Tenpas of Hamilton, and Dennis and Ruth Ann Lohman, daughter so led closing devotions.
The bride was feted at showburgh, Miss Marla Essenburgh,
Heavener, son jof Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence LohEgbert Bouws Diet
ers given by Mrs. John Haveman,
New Hampshire emancipatedits
Mrs. Fred Van Voorst, Miss FranRaymond Heavener, of 191 East man, route 2, Hamilton. The latter hospiUl include a daughter, Nancy Mre. Herman Bakker, Mrs. ChesAt Holland Hospital
ces Van Voorst, Mrs. John Van slaves in 1783.
Ninth St. The Tenpas younster was admitted for a tonsillectomy. Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Lowell De ter Baumann and the women ofVoorst, Mrs. Leroy Naber, Mre.
was discharged in the afternoon.
DischargedTuesday were Mrs. Weerd, route 2. Saugatuck; a son fice employes of Hope college.
Egbert Bouws, 84 who was
Leonard Fought, Mrs. Bert KorDischargedThursday was Mrs. Richard Lemmen, route 4, and in- David Christopher,to Mr. aAd
Miss
Lorraine
Victor
from Graafschap, died early Frank Brieve and infant son, 447 fant daughter; Mrs. Beatrice Hoe- Mrs. Ernest C Godfrey, foute 1; a Four-fifthsof the U. S.' exports
tering,Mrs. Andrew Slager, Mre.
Saturday at Holland hospital Central Ave.
zee, route 4. and infant son, Wat- daughter, Elaine Ruth, to Mr. and of wine normally are cleared
Mr. and^Mrs. Leo Victor, 193 Bernard Van Voorst, Mrs. Henry
where he had been a patient seven
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A daughter was born Thursday son Malott, route 2.
Mrs. GilUs Lankheet, route 1, through the port of San Fran- Howard Ave., announce the en- Slagef, and .Miss Oornelia Van
weeks. He fractured his tiip In a
29 Bast 9th
Phons ID
to Mr: and Mrs. ClarenceTuberAdmitted Wednesday were Art- Hamilton.A daughter, Kay Ellen, cisco.
gagement of their daughter, Lor- Voorab **11 of Holland, Mrs. Jahn
HOLLAND.
MICHIGAN
fall and complications set in.
g«n. Jr., of 235 East 15th St.
hur Dirkse* son of Mr. and Mrs. was bora this morning to Mr. and
raine. to Robert Stevenson, son of Volkers of Ludington, Mrs. Melvin
Surviving are the wife, Jennie:
Gllbsrt Vandsr Watsr, Mgr.
From Thursday’sSentinel
Herman Dirkse, 645 Michigan Ave. Mrs. Charles Zoet, Apt. D-l,
Most easterly part of the Am- Mr. and Mre. Frank Stevenson, Witxel of Grand Rapidis and Mrs*
several nieces and nepbewa.
The Misses Iva Vander Meulen, Births Wednesday jit Holland Beach CL
•rioan continent is Labrador.
route l ,
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Extra Roint Is

School Districts

Winning Margin

Get

For Hurricanes

From

\

By Grand Rapids

LOANS

Up

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th S treat, 2nd floor

Fund

Adv.

Sept.

23

(Spec-

Team

fumble in early moments of their
the Grand Rapids AllStar* and rang up seven points.
The Canes th^i successfully pro-

Navy Fnrkinghs
William Ketchum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd H. Ketchum of
96 West 18th SI, Is expacitd
home on leave from Great Lakes
naval trainingstationSept. 25. Ha
enlisted at the Navy recruiting

-

tected their lead and went on to
7-6 before 3,500 shirt-sleeved

at Grand Rapids

South
Tony Kutchin's plabe kick

Went wide in the third period, to
leave the Hurricanes out in front.

The Hurricanes capitalizedon a

Grand Rapids fumble soon

Local Men Get

Den

Herder received a check from the
state Tuesday for $243,530.00,representing the first of two payments of the year for primary
interest money. This amount is
based on the total number of children in the county, that is 16,865 and averagea $14.44 per 1947
census child.
The districts getting benefits
from this fund are:

game with

field.

State

Grand Haven,

Holland's Hurricane* grabbed a

fan*

LOANS LOANS

Papents

ial)— County Treasurer Fred

On Costly Fumble

wm

WANT-ADS

X

Locals Capitalize

,/

19a

23,

after

the opening kickoff. After Holland
had kicked-off to Grand Rapids,
Dick Gibson smacked the Hurri^ , canes line for three yards. On the
next play the All-Stars fumbled
and Frank Garzellonirecovered on
the All-Stare 28-yard market
Rudy Belik hit center for four
yards and M. /Uyworth picked up
five yards on two plays. On the

(First figure school population,
second is amount allocated.)
Holland city-3,385, $48,879.40;
Zeeland city-1,106, $15,970.64;
Grand Haven city-2,050. $29,602,

station in the Holland poet office July 1. Ketchum will report
to the Navy diesel engine school
at Great Lakes alter a 12-day

Holland township No. 1 72,
$1,039.68; No. 2, 249, $3,595.6;
No. 3, 109, $1,573.96;No. 4, 130,
$1,877.20; No. 5 frl., 157, $2,267.08; No. 6 frl., 167, $2,411.48;No.
7, 165, $2,382.60; No. 9 frl., 394,
$5,689.36;No. 10 frl., 74, $1,068.-

Another local youth, Jason
Cook, son of Mr. and Mr*. John
H. Cook of 129 Columbia Ave.,

leave.

will report to the U. S. fleet after a similar 12-day leave at

home.

The local Navy recruiting office announced that enlistments
56; No. 11 frl., 60, $866.40; No. 13,
in the Waves began Sept. 15. The
87 $1 256 28
first class is expected to start
Olive— No. 1 frl. (holding no
training at Great Lakes Oct L
bonds filed) No. 2. 38. $548.72;
Requirements for enlistment or
No. 3 frl., 58, $837.52; No. 4, 31,
re-enlistmentIn the Waves are:
$447.64; No. 5 frl., 82, $1,184.08;
next play, Alyworth flipped a
A girl must be between 20-30
No.
9, 71, $1,025.24.
pass to Vern Vande Water on the
A flash fire demolished the kitchen and furnishings
kitchen when the fire started, surveys the damsge.
years
of age, a high school gradPark-No.
1
frl.,
42,
$606.48;
»
PatrolmanCharles Dulyea, who owns the house,
All-Stare 11-yard line. Holland
uate, a citizenof the U. S., unIn a house at 182 West Ninth Street, Wednesda
No.
I
170,
$2,454.80;
No.
3,
99,
looks at the charred oven. Cause of the fire was
was offside on the next play, movmarried at the time enlistment
morning. Smoke dsmage was done to other dow
$1,429.56;No. 4 frl, 278, $4,014.not determined. Norma Nelson, a daughter,was In
ing the ball back to the 16-yard
and the must agree to remain
another
part
of the house at the time.
32;
No.
8
frl., 200, $2,888.
stairs
rooms.
Jim
Nelson,
whose
wife
was
in
the
line.
single for one year. The terms
Port
Sheldon—
No.
1,
23,
$332.Vande Water took the ball on
of enlistment are for three, four
12;
No.
2
frl.
(holding—
no
bonds
the "T" and tossed a flat pass to
is completed,Weller and Ackenor six years.
Don Leeuw who scampered over
head will return to London and filed); No. 3 frl., 49, $707.56.
Local recruitingoffioen anRobinson—
No.
1,
68,
$981.92;
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers
William
H.
Vande
Water
a the goal untouched. Vande Water’s
the United States by plane.
nounced that high school graduNo.
2,
31,
$447.64;
No.
3
frl., 89,
kick for the extra point was good
Admitted to Holland hoepital
ates can select a Navy school beand Holland took a 7-0 lead.
Monday were Diane Riemersma, $1,285.16;No. 4, 71, $1,025.24;
fore enlisting. Men with two year*
No.
5
33,
$476.52;
No.
6
frl,
50,
Grand Rapids scored its lone
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
of collegeare eligible to enter the
$722;
No.
7, 19, $274.36.
touchdown late in the 3rd quarter
Riemersma, 99 West 19th St., and
Naval aviationcadet program.
Zeeland township—No. 2, 112,
With the ball restingon Holland's
Mrs. Peter Stephanis, route 4.
Applications are now being takMrs. James Nelson of 182 West
14-yard line, Ronald Klampt took
Discharged Monday were Mrs. $1,617.28; No. 3, 93. $1,342.92;
en for Naval ROTC. ^Successful
Ninth,
was
uninjured
Wednesday
No.
4
frl.,
108,
$1,559.52;
No.
5
a low pass from center and bootMelvin Myaard of route 1, Hamil- Charles Zoet and daughter, apt.
candidates get scholarships to aa
ed The ball. Dick Pins, All-Star morning when the kitchen, in ton, at the Koster Maternity- D-l, Beach Court; Mrs. Peter frl., 34, $490.96; No. 7, 57, $823.08;
accredited college for four year*.
which
she
had
been
working,
was
No.
8
frl.,
61,
$880.84.
center, broke through and blocked
home.
Stephanis, route 4; Mrs. Fred GauThey receive an Ensign's commisdemolished
by
a
flash
fire.
an
organization
meeting
serve
one-year
term*
on
the
board.
the kick. Frank Wronko scooped
Pvt. Kenneth D. Koppenaal,139 their and daughter, Holland; Mrs.
sion after completingthe course.
The dining room, living room West 11th St., was recently select- James Veltman, 120 West 10th
up the loose ball and ran it over
Monday night, the Holland Cham- The first meeting of the board
Shooting
Exhibition
The local Navy recruiting ofand
a
bathroom
were
damaged
bywill
be
held
Oct.
18.
the goal for the score. The extra
ed to attend the Signal School at St.; Philip Lemmen, son of Mr.
ber of Commerce elected Charles
fice on the aecond floor of the
smoke.
Owners
of the house said Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
McCormick
will
appoint
compoint try Was no good.
and Mrs. Donald Lemmen, 32 Opens Hi-Y Season
B. McCormick president to suc- mittee chairmen in the meantime. poet office is open etch Tuesday
Each team threatened to score the ceilings would have to be reJohn Plaggemars, 48 West 18th East 35th St.; Mrs. Theodore Ryceed C. C. Andreasen who is re- Plans will be considered for the afternoon. Additional information
, at other times during the game. plastered in these rooms.
St., quietly observed his 90th cenga and daughter, 183 East
“Safety with Firearms,M a talk,
tiring after three years on the coming year.
is availableat the district recruitOrigin
of
the
fire is not known. birthday yesterdayat his home.
Most determined bid was by the
18th St.; Gordon Plaggemars, 257 and a shooting exhibition by CorBoard of Directors. Andreasen
ing station in the Muskegon poet
Mrs.
Nelson,
who
had
not
been
All-Stars in the first quarter
His brothers and sisters and other East Ninth St.
poral Coykendaliof the Rockford
served as president the past year
office.
feeling well, was working in the
when they moved the ball to the
relativesdropped in to visit with
Births on Monday included a State Police Post featured the
and as vice president during Cen- Funeral Arrangements
Hurricane'stwo-yard line. How- kitchen when she felt a dizzy spell him and to offer congratulations. daughter, June Grace to Mr. and opening meeting of the Hi-Y club
tennialyear. McCormick was vice
coming
on. She fainted. When she
Grand Haven, Sept. 23 (Specever, the Hurricanes held and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vander Pool, Mrs. Arthur Lawrence, route 4; ir. Holland senior high school gym
president and member of the incame
to, the room was in flames.
punted out from their own one17 East 16th St., left this morning and a son, Robert Wayne, to Mr. Monday night.
ial )-rFuneral aervice* for Mr*
dustrial committee the past year.
Firemen were called and stayed to spend a week with their son and Mrs. Kenneth Nienhuis, 125
yard line.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
The meeting was in charge of
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, chairman Myrtle Voi, 81, Spring Lake, who
on
the scene for a half-hour.The
and daghter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. East 22nd St.
. The Hurricanes made 10 first
Mr. and Mm. Harvey Brink and
the president, Don Hillebrands. of the Education committee last died at the HillcreatManor Nursdown* to nine for Grand Rapids. fire occurredat 7 a.m.
Earl Vander Poel, in New York
Leon Moody, faculty adviser, year, was elected vice president. ing home in Grand Haven Tues- Yvonne visited Mr. and Mr*. HarThe local eleven attempted 15 Mr. Nelson had already left for City.
spoke on the purpose of Hi-Y, the
Henry S. Maentz was re-elected day morning, will be held Fri- old Vniggink and Preston Sunday
work
and
a daughter, Norma, was
passes, completing seven, and one
Hope college Faculty Dames Two Bridal Showers
evening.
high school divisionof the YMCA.
treasurer and William H. Vande day at 2:30 p.m. at the Ringold
was intercepted.Grand Rapids in another part of the house at will meet for the first time this Honor Hazel Kroll
Mr. and Mr*. Willard Van
A full fall program is being plan- Water secretary-manager.
funeral home in Spring Lake. The
* tried nine passes and completed the time.
fall on Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in
and Willard Lot spent Sunday
ned.
President
McCormick
read
the
Rev. Russell Redeker will offlcl
Observers said there was a Voorliees hall.
three while one was intercepted.
Miss Hazel Kroll, bride-elect, Approximately150 boys of high resignationof Stuart Boyd, elect- ate and burial will be in Spring evening with the family of Mr.
small kerosene stove in the kitchand Mrs. Martin Van Harn at
Each team was penalized45 yards.
Dick Sligh. son of Mr. and Mrs.
school
age
attended
Monday
was honored at two showers reed to the board last week. The Lake cemetery.
en and an oven. Building Inspector
Zeeland.
Play for both teams was spotCharles R. Sligh, Jr., Virginia
night’s meeting. Ron Appledorn is
board named William J. Brouwer
George Zuverink said the kerosene
cently.
ted with ineffective' blocking and
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Faber of
Park, left this morning for Tabor
vice president of the chib and to this position.
About 8,250,000gallons of wood
stove could not have caused the
On
Tuesday,
Sept. 14, a shower
Vrieslandvisited Mr. and Mrs.
tacklingthroughout the second
Academy in Massachusetts. Miss
Randy Bosch is secretary-treasur- W. A. Butler, Dr. H P. Harms
fire.
turpentine are produced annually
was held at the Federal school.
Gerrit Brink and Mia*' Hilda
half. Severa. times the defensive
Patricia Sligh is attendinghigh
ed.
and Tony Last were selected to in the U. S.
No estimate of damage was givThe hostess was Mrs. John Kroil,
Stegeman Sunday afternoon. The
team was able to spill offensive
school in Grand Rapids.
en. The entire kitchen and furassisted by Mrs. Frank Diepen
latter, who live* in Holland, callrunners for substantial losses.
Miss Beth Marcus left Sunday horst.
nishings were destroyed. Firemen
Gayle Koop Is Feted
ed at the Brink home last Friday
Outstanding players for the
to
attend
a
three-day
convention
used water to put out the flames.
Games were played and dupliafternoon.
local team were Jason De Vries,
At Kitchen Shower
of Red Ooss executive secretaries
in
cate prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergea
Rudy Belik, Frank Garzelloni,
in Chicago.
Albert Overweg, Mrs. Henry Miss Gayle Koop, October
of
Beaver dam spent Sundsy eveAlyworth and Jim Schurman.
Jack Glupker. son of Mr. and Stoepker,Miss Rozelia Stoepker
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Scores of Holland fans were at
bride-elect,was complimented
Mrs. G. J. Glupker, 54 E. 21st St., and Miss Shirley Stoepker.
Nyhuis.
the game.
Monday night at a kitchen shower
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
and Edwin Van Ham, son of Mr.
Gifts were presented to the
Theological student Jansen ocThe Jacob Vander Meulen of and Mrs. Herbert Van Harn, route guest of honor and a two-course in the home of Mrs. J. D. French
cupied the pulpit here on Sunday.
on
South Shore Dr. Hostesses
22
West
17th
St. who has written 4, left Sunday for East Lansing
v »
lunch was served.
He was entertained it the home
were Mrs. French and Miss Cor
“Public Opinion" letters on Dutch where they will enroll in Michigan
Those present were the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerold Redder.
democracy is not the Jacob Van- State college. Both attended Hope of honor, the hostesses,the Mes nelia Van Voorst.
Mrs. Albert Geer* is a patient
After a buffet supper, gifts
der Meulen who formerly was college for two years.
dames Gary Overway, Cornie Ov
at St. Mary's hospital In Grand
president of Western Theological
Richard Wiggers 40 West 16th erway, Donald Veldheer, Tony were opened by Miss Koop and a
Rapids where she submitted to
seminary. Dr. Vander Meulen, St., has received an assignmentof Dorr bush, John Hamer, Frank social evening followed. She will
surgery last Saturday morning.
who now lives at Eureka park on six months as a visiting expert Meyer, William Boersma, John be married Oct. 20 to Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. G Ryn* burger and
Twehe of the city’s best horse- route 1, Holland, formerly lived and economic adviser with the
Pott of this city.
Overway, Peter Meeuwsen, Henry
children attended the 25th wedshoe pitchers will tangle in a on East 16th St.
Guests, women employes of The
United States Office of Military Overway, Maurice Overway, Rich
ding anniversary celebration last
round robin tournament this
Sentinel,i n c lu d e
Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Herm Van Dulst Government for Germany. He left
Wednesday evening of their parmonth, in a championshipflight. of Los Angeles, Calif., were Sun- Holland Monday and reported to- ard Rotman, Richard Overway, Verne Hohl, John Garvelink, John
Kenneth Redder, Albert Overway,
enta, Mr. and Mr*. William RynsAfter the championship flight is day supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Kramer,
Harvey
Bock,
Carl
C.
day in Washington in preparation William Morren, Ben Overway,
burger at their home in Borculot
underway, a second tournament Fred Sal of East Saugatuck.
Van Raalte and the Misses Joyce
for his trip to Germany by plane.
C. Van Dyke, Charles Hazebrook,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vrugwill be started for the next eight
Miss Kay Sanford, daughter Henry Weller, 577 South Shore John Stoepker,Donald Stoepker, Stokes, Seane Van Dyke, Chargink and Mr. and Mrs. Justin Waqualifying players, according to of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Gray,
lene
Streur.
Miss
Fritz!
Jonkman
Dr., left by plane from Grand and the Misses Hazel Overweg
beke are on an auto trip this week
Leon Moody, playgrounddirector. Sleepy Hollow, returned recently
also was a guest.
Rapids Saturday.He was joined
to Kentucky and other places of
The 12 men in the champion- from Sun Valley, Idaho, where in New York by Lester Ackenhead and Shirley ard Rozelia Stoepker.
interest.
ship flight and their qualifying she was the guest of her roomof C.
Stuart and Co., Newark,
On Friday, Sept. 17. Miss Kroll Mail Sorters Find
Mr. and Mra. Willard Van Harn
scores are:
mate, Miss Kay Gordon. Miss N.J. On Sunday morning they
and Willard Lee visitedMr. and
Lester Venhuizen 159; Ed Klinge Gordon accompaniedMiss Sanford flew from New York to England was honored at a shower given Variety Nowadays
Mrs. John Vander Wal last Fri149; Fred Lemmen 159; Jake home. Both now have resumed and the Netherlands on a business at the home ot Mrs. Jacob Buter,
day evening. ;
Boersma 127; James Prins 131; their studies at Wayland Aca- trip. According to a cable received with Mrs. Joe Waldyke assisting.
Recent new stamp issues proGames were played and dupli- vide a little variety for mail sortMr. and Mrs. Manley StegeHarold Haverkamp 133; C. C. demy, Beaver Dam, Wis.
by Mrs. Weller they were greeted
man attended a birthday party
Wood 142; Joe Schoiten 128; A daughter, Carol Ann, was in the Netherlandsby relatives cate prizes were awarded to the ers at the Holland post office.
last Monday night in honor of
Pete Meeusen 123; Gordon Klom- born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. and friends.After their business Mesdames John Koppenal and
Veteran post office clerks Rustheir mother, Mrs. Albert Bytwork
•John Klein. Gifts were presented
parens 133; George Overway 157;
sell V. Huyser and Harry “Hap’’
at
her home in Hudsonville.
to
the
guest
of
honor
ard
the
and Lester Kuyper 137.
Steffens kept tab on letters while
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Postma and
rest of the evening was spent
The championship flight will
they were sorting this morning.
making a bride's book. A two- They found 13 differentthree -cent
family of Wyoming Park and Mr.
pitch Mondays, Tuesday, and
and Mrs. Henry V&nder Wal and
course
lunch
was
served.
Thursdays, Moody said. They will
stamps in one hour.
Carol were entertained last FriThose
invited
were
the
guest
of
use the horseshoecourts at 25lh
The stamps commemoratedthe
day night at the home of Mr. and
honor, the Mesdames John Kopand State. The tournaments are
following: The frigate ConstituMrs. Harvey Brink and Yvonne.
penaal. John Klein, Weibe Stremunder/ sponsorship of the city
tion, Thomas Jefferson, Francis
Mrs. Effie Vniggink and Norler, Percy Newhouse, Henry Kroll,
recreation commission.
Scott Key, Clara Barton, the Oreman, Mr. and Mrs. Harold VrugGerrit Lardman, Henry Buter,

*
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Living at Overisel After Marriagi

Beechwooi Camera
Club Holds Meeting
The

recently organizedBeechwood Camera club, which is madie
up of amateur movie enthusiasts,
met at the home of Frank Weener at 210 North River Ave. Mon-

day night.
Committees wfcre appointed and
plans for the activities of the club
were discussed. Several reels" of
home movies, taken by Gerrit De
, Ruiter and Charles De Boer, were

shown.
Officers of the dub are: Joseph
Leys, president; Ben Van Lente,
vice-president;Paul Brower, secretary; and Peter Meurer, treasurer. In addition to the officers,
the membership included Gilbert

Elhart, Charles Brown, Frank
Weener, Martin Witteveen,Gerrit De Ruiter, Marvin Vanden
Bosch, Charles De Boer, and Earl
Weener.

Lodge Honor* Strear
Henry W. Streu of Holland has
received a commission from the
Loyal Order of Moose, appointing
him to the post of Deputy Supreme Governor for Michigan. .The
term- ends Aug. 31, 1949. Streur
is secretary of the local lodge, No.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Slotman
k/gll6. and ha§ been a member of
(du Saar photo)
the Moose for two years,, Streur Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Slotman i* the former Angel ine Mae Im. will concentrate on a membership
mink, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
are at home in. Overisel following
drive now underway and will serve
Gilbert Immink and the groom is
as officialrepresentative of the their marriage Aug. 27 in Ov- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Will
; supreme governor.,
erisel Reformed church. The bride Slotman, all of Overisel

Kenneth Laarman, Gordon KiekdRveld, Joseph Kleeves, and the
Misses Clarice and Nancy Kleeves, Shirley Ter Wee, Elaine
Nienhuis, Charlotte De Vree.
Gladys Kiekenveld, Donna Kragt
and Mary Tjalma.

gon Centennial, U. S.-Canada
Century of Friendship, Youth
Month, 100 years of Progressof
Women, Harlan B. Stone, William
Allen White, and the U. S. post
age stamp centenary. One of the
13 was a green meter stamp and

Mr. and Mr*. Joseph La Malre
(Penna-Sas photo)

Miss Dorothy Ribbens, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ribanother
printed three-cent bens, 199 West 19th St., and Joseph Junior La Maire, son of Mr.
stamp envelope.
arid Mrs. Johan La Maire of
Jerome Rogers Feted
Grand Haven, were married Sept.
Start Suit to Eliminate
10 in Sixteenth Street Christian
On Seventh Birthday
Reformed church. The Rev. Aid*
Mrs. Alex Rogers, 195 West Fire Hazard$ in Hou$e
rich Dusseljce read the double
10th St., entertained for her son,
ring service at 8 p.m.
Suit has been started in Ottawa
Jerome, Saturday afternoon or his
Vows were exchanged before a
Circuit Court against Gradus Den
seventh birthday anniversary.
Bleyker of Holland in connection background of palms, ferns and
Guests went to the theater and rebaskets of gladioli. Traditional
with Den Bleyker's alleged failure
turned to the Rogers home for
wedding music was played by
to comply with earlier orders to
refreshments. Mrs. Rene Bouillon
Mrs. Martin LaMaire of Chicago,
erect fire escapes and make other
assisted the hostess.
changes to eliminate fire hazards and Miss Betty Martinus, soloist,
Guest* were Reed Kuite, Robin a large three-story rooming sang “Because"and "The Lord’s
ert Ross, Robert Francomb, Nita
Prayer."
and apartment house at 13 West
Verburg, Jenny Boullion. Robert
The bride wore a gown of white
Ninth St.
Miller and Jerome Rogers.
Papers were served on Den slipper satin fashioned with a
Bleyker Wednesday. The hearing round neckline and long sleeves,
pointed at the wrists. The full
will be held Oct. 21.
Beechwood Mothers
skirt, with bustle back, extended
Officials of the fire division,
Sponsor Hot Lunch
Michigan State Police, made the into a long circular train. Her

a

.

The Beechwood Mother's club

investigationin co-operation with
the local fire department of which
Andrew Klomparens is chief.

met in the Beechwood school gym
Friday and heard that 240 children are benefiting by the hot
lunch project sponsored by the Christmas Decorations
club.
The Holland Tulip City garden
Mrs. Ted Range presided at the club has been authorized to sell
meeting. Camp Fire and Blue Bird Christinas wreaths and festoons
groups at the school will also be to the downtown merchants by
sponsored by the club.
the Retail Merchants committee
Hostesses 'for the afternoon of the Chamber, of Commerce.
were Mrs. D. Visser, Mrs. G. Mr*. Chester Van Tongeren and
Bruursma, Mrs. B. Thomas and Mr*. BYed Pickel.president of the
Mrs. B.
dubt will be in charge.

Rowan.

'

Groomsmen were Martin La

gink and Preston spent Sunday
afternoon in Holland with the
family of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Voss.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Heukelum and sons of Kalamazoo spent
last Friday night and Saturday
with their children,Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Van Heukelum.
John Kort and John Poskey attended the Allegan fair last Fri-

Maire and John Ribbens. Guests
were seated by Edward Ribbens
and Elmer Ribbens.
A reception for 135 guests was
held at the Woman’s Literary
day.
club. Serving were the Misses Wil-

ma Vander Bie, Edna

Hossink,
Catherine Knossen. Ev Van Zoest,

Betty Postma and Agnes
haak.

Sloot-

Arkaoui Driver Waives on
Negligent Homicide Count

—

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ribbens
Allegan, Sept. 23 (Special)
were master and mistress of cere- Leslie R. Jones, 21-year-okl transmonies.
ient fruit picker from Jonesboro,
Among out-of-town guests were Ark., waived examination on a
Mr. and Mrs. Martin La Maire of charge of negligent homicide when
Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. John Stroo, he was arraigned before Municipal
Sr., John Stroo, Jr., Jewel Ann Judge Ervin L. Andrews Tuesday
Stroo and Miss Pearl Vreeke, all afternoon.' He was bound over to
of Sheboygan,Wis.; Mr. and Mrs, the October term of CircuitCourt.
Harvey Ribbens of Delaven,Wis. Unable to provide $500 bond, he 1*
The bride has lived in Holland being held in Allegan county Jail
Jones was the driver of a car
two years. She was graduated
from North high school, Sheboy- in which Clyde Cam then, 40, also
fingertip veil was held in place gan, Wis. She has been employed of Jonesboro, Ark., (Was fatally inwith a tiara of seed pearls. She by the Bell Telephone Co. The jured Monday morning near Fenacarried a white Bible topped with groom was graduatedfrom Grand ville. Hie fatal accident occurred
gardeniasand roses. The bride’s Rapid* Christian high school and when Jones failed to make a
gown was designed and made by also is employed by Bell Tele- sharp tunr In the road. Glenn
her
*
phone Co.
Hubbelston, 22, alao of Arkansas,
The maid of honor, Miss Kay
Mr. and Mrs. La Maire left on also was a passenger.
Ribbens, and the bridesmaid, Miss a wedding trip to northern MichSheriff Louis Johnson said
Lois La Maire, wore identical igan. For travelingthe bride wore Jones is a parole violator from
gown* of copen blue and rose taf- a forest green crepe dress with Jonesboro and will be released
fetaf respectively, styled with matching hat and black acces- to Arkansas authoritiesafter prosweetheart necklines and full sories.
ceedings in Allegan county.
skirts with peplums and bustle
They will be at home, 820H The body of Cmuth
backs. They carried bouquets of Grant St., Grand Haven, after GL wm shipped to
roses and ast#*s.
Sept
Tyaaday

mother.

.

18.

7
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West Michigan Fann News Features Poultry Industry
Sprays Tested on

Two OM Fanning

trim

With

Effective

After Careful Check

m

mi

V*t

m\

East Lansing—Pre-harvest drop
be effectivelycon-

trolledwith concentrated applications of naphthaleneacetic acid.
So say three Michigan State college horticulturists,
A. E. Mitch-

Hamner. The

specialists conducted

Graham Experi-

ment station during the 1947 sea-

New Machine

Zeeland Loses

!V

son.

Applicationsof the hormone

•/

hours when

there was only
alight breeze. A careful check was
made on the number of apples
dropped prior to harvest by the
trees of eaah treatment, as well
as those dropped by the untreated
trees which served as controls.
Results, showed that concentrations of 37.5 and 100 parts per
million of naphthaleneacetic acid
applied as aerosols using different
types of airblastsprayers were as
effectiveas the conventional concentration of 10 parts per million
applied with the conventional hydraulic sprayer. Dry dusts were
not effective on dry foliage,but
dry dust may be applied to wet
trees or wet dust may be applied
to dry trees.
Concentratedspray applications
should save both time and labor
for the orchardist since the spray
tank will need filling less frequently. Work is already underway to develop a means of applying concentrate sprays for the entire growing season that also will
be effective in controllinginsects
and diseases on fruits grown under Michigan conditions.

Top FFA Groups

,

m

ments correctly.
Raising and depth setting are

done

QC
v;

iN-fWFrc

41

hydraulically.All discs cut

to the same depth and because
of the positivealignmentbetween
front and rear gangs, the rear
discs cut centers without the use
of special levers, springs, snub-

S3

S

QWI

bers, etc.
If shallow discing is desired all

Good Care Makes Farm
Buildings Last Longer

the Far East Air Forces at this
services planes

huge depot that

for Japan and Korea. This

first

anniversary will be celebrated by
Agriculturalengineers at Michi- a special day of everts including
gan State college say that it’s holiday meals, dances, athletic
wise to keep buildingsin good re- meets, picnics and beach parties.
pair and adequately painted.
Walter L. De Vries, son of Mr.
They cite a study in Missouri to and Mrs. Martin De Vries, 127
find out whether or not the life of West 19th St.; Ken Oosterbaan,
farm buildings is increased by son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Oostpainting.Specialists there made erbaan, 108 Vander Veen Ave.;
a survey^ of a number of wood Roger L. Vander Meulen, son of
Have you ever had trouble with buildings' and found that the ave- Mr. and Mrs. Berend Vander
tools rusting? There are few peo- rage life of buildings never paint- Meulen, 273 East 13th St.; Donple who haven’t accidently left a ed was 37 year*. For buildings ald Witteveen, son of Mr. and
saw in the wet grass over night painted only at the time they Mrs. M. Witteveen, R 4, and Laor had a favorite hammer grow were built, the average life was Verne R. Johnson, son of Mr. and
46 years. '
Mrs. J. H. Johnson, route 4, have
rusty.
Carl F. Albrecht, agricultural The real difference was in the reported to the famed Second
engineer at Michigan State col- buildings that were painted when Armored division,Camp Hood,
lege, points out that prevention of they needed it— their average life Tex., for the first phase of training under the new Army expanrust is easier than getting rid of was more than 53 years.
sion program. The men all are
K but that a few steps will help
volunteers for the one-year enbring tools back to good shape
again.
listment available to 18-year olds
in the new selectiveservice proIf just a light coating of rust*
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
gram.
has formed on the tool, the
Mr. and Mrs. John D. French of
Miss Catherine Wilson, Muskechances are you’ll be able to rub
practicallyall of it off with a rag Ypsilanti and Miss Peggy French gon county librarian,will speak
soaked in kerosene or light oil. of Albion collegearc spendingthe on the subject. “Soviet PhilosoThe oil will also act as a seal and
phy’’ at the Kiwanis club meetweek-end with their mother. Mrs.
prevent further rusting.
ing Monday, 6:15 p.m. in Warm
J. D. French, Sr., South Shore Dr.
But for the real bad ones, rustFriend Tavern.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Dethmers
ed so severely that they’re pitted,
The Optimist club will meet
and three children of Lansing,
more drasticsteps are needed. A1
Monday
noon at the Dutch Mill
formerly of Holland, were in the
brecht advises starting with i city Friday.
restaurant. The meeting will be
mild abrasive— pumice stone and
Sunday will be rally day in the devoted to the discussionof aims,
oil, for example. If that doesn't do
Sunday school of the North End ideas and projects to be handled
the job, he recommends about a
by the club.
Gospel hall, and it is expecteda
240 grit emery cloth and oil. It’s new attendance record will be
Honpital Notes
possbile that you may need even
Admitted to the hospital Frireached. Ginger Veltman will sing
coarser material such as a rotary
and souvenir buttons ill tie given day were Hilbert Barkel of 157
wire brush, then 180 grit emery to all present.At the evening ser- East 26th St., and Forrest Shuck
Cloth and oil, then 240 grit and
vice music will be provided by the Jr.. 166 East 17th St.
finally pumice and oil to complete
Van Iwaarden mixed quartet and Those who were discharged Frithe job arafi give it a smooth,
the message will be on "Christian day are Mrs. John Johnson and
shiny finish.
infant daughter, route 4; Mrs.
.efiance.”
Preventing rust Is easier in the
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Molrnaar, 361 Harvey Gebben and infant son,
long run, he says. For long time
West 18th St., left recently to visit 380 West 21st St.; Beverly Welstorage, tools should be coated
Mrs. Molenaar's sister in Ft. Lau- ters, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with heavy oil or light grease. For
Gerald Welters,479 Washington
derdale.Fla.
ordinary shop storage, see that
Mrs. A. T. Godfrey and Miss Ave.; Mrs. Anna Poppen, ' 230
tools are in dry cabinets, never
Frances Koeman have returned West 20th St., and Andrew Blysnear salts, alkalies, or acids. Keep
from a week's trp to the Upper stra, route 6.
a rag and some light oil handy to
Peninsula. They also visited with
make it convenient to apply a
Miss Mabelle Du Mez at Marlittle oil to the tools occasionally
Fraternity Brothers
quette and with Miss Margaret
Don’t forget to keep the rags
Gibbs, former Hope college libra- Guests at Sligh
In an air-tightcontainer to prerian, at Shawano. Wis.
vent fire.
Miss Frances Koeman will begin
University of Michigan fraterwork Monday aS directorof nurses nity brothers of Bob Sligh were
at Pawating hospital, Niles. She
Campaign Planned (or
weekend guests in the home of
has been a biology instructor at

Can

Be Brought Back

To Good Condition

Personals

Home

Week

4-H’ers

Polar Bear

h

At State

For the fourth consecutive year.
Future Farmers of America chapters at Midland and Alma high
schools are winners of the Michigan Best Chapter contest and will
represent the state FFA in the
National Chapter contest at Kansas City in October.
Three other chapters— Cassapolis, Sandusky and Williamston
—are also gold award winners in
the competition.
Silver award chapters, winning
$25 each and silver plaques, are
Barryton, Ithaca, Fremont. Grand

held the Chicks on downs after
the opening kickoff and then went
to work. Eight plays later they
crossed the Zeeland goal for the
first score of the game. Gordon
Reyburn made the touchdown and
Jim Westbrook plunged for the
extra point.

The Bulldogs scored again

in

5,000 Fans Jam

Park

^

To Watch bcal Eleven
Dominate Oflensive Play
Coach Bob Stupka’s 1948 edition
of Holland high footballfroze out
a stubborn Grand Rapids Polar
Bear eleven, 13-0, at Riverview
park Friday night.

The largest opening game
crowd in the history of Holland
high, estimated at 5,000, watched
the local team outclass Creston

high school.
Holland only scored twice but
the Dutch piled up 233 yards
rushing and held Creston to 28

^

yards gained by rushing.
Frank Wlodarczyk went through
center for the first touchdown
from Cres ton’s two-yard line in
the second quarter. The score was
set-up by
15-yard penalty
against the Polar Bears for unnecessary roughness. The penalty
moved the ball from the 17-yard
line to the two yard line from
where Wlodarczyk scored. Kempker’s extra point kick split th«
uprights and made the score 7-0.
Early in the third quarter, Ron
Appledorntook a lateral from
Kempker on his own 44-yard line I
and scampered all the tfay to
Creston’s 12-yard line before he
was caught Tasma bulled his way
to the eight-yard line and Wlod-

a

w«

Treatment Found

For Fence Posts
An

were

Dry Weather Increases

ple will represent

Michiganat

the

Phillips,Thumb area farm
IrrigationInquiries
forester.
Solutions containing pentachlorDamage from recent dry weaophenol in an oil solvent are used.
The equipment required consists ther is causing many farmers to
mainly of a leak-proof tank of consider irrigation.L. R. Arnold,
county agriculturalagent, has
sufficient size and strength to accommodate tlie completelysub- had several inquiries pertaining
merged material. Welded oil to this subject.
Martin Stephens.Conklin, ran
drums may be used. If a stock
tank is used, it should be cleaned demonstrate what irrigationwill
do. He has three acres of melons
cerefully before reuse.
To obtain satisfactory results under irrigation and is hanestby the cold-soaking method, the ing a large yield of deliciousmelons. He also has a wonderful
material must be well seasoned
field of tomatoes.
and free from outer and inner
Without added water neither of
bark.

A!

National 4-H club camp next
spring in Washington D. C. They
are Howard King, Tekonsha,
Branch county; Wilma Coleman,
East Lansing, Ingham county;
Donna Bouley, Ishpeming, Marquette county; and Norwin Lesser, Dexter, Washtenaw county.
t4) Top honors in the style revue went to Margaret Fuerstenau, 16. DeWitt, Clinton county, who will representMichigan
in the Nationalcontest at the 4H Club congress in Chicago in
December.
(5) A. G. Kettunen,state 4-H
club leader at MSC. congratuThe wood should be cut to
lates William Kanitz, Milan, final dimensions and all boring
Washtenawcounty, winner of the or framing should be done before
first state 4-H club plowing con- treatment. Incising aspen and
test. f6) Maurice Fox, Marshall, posts of some other species by
Calhoun county, won the beef gasning them near where the
showmanship title.
ground level will be, improves
penetration.
Smaller posts can be used since
County Heard Winners
treated posts do not rot readily.
A concentrated solution J>f penAnnounced for August
tachlorophenol can be bought The
A total of 23 herds were tested beat way to purchase it is about
by the Ottawa southeast Dairy 10 parts of a cheap distillate or
Herd Improvement association fuel oil to be mixed with one part
during the month of August. Neal of this solution.An average sized
Andre and Lloyd Heckel won first fence post costs about 15 'cents
and second place in the large high to
0
herd; Harlow ana Reisbig and William Kennedy, first and second in
medium high herd and Gerald Northwestern Alumni
Poest and Ward Keppel, first and
Plan Dinner Meeting
second in small high herd.

.

i

Honored

Grid Opener

Show

.

.J

State

Team

harrow.

Honored

treat

ssr*.

h

Spthers

the second quarter. After forcing
that is necessary is to keep the
Zeeland to punt from their own arczyk went through center to
implement at the desired depth
three yard line, Grandvilletook score standing up. The try for exwith the tractor’s hydraulic conover on Zeeland's 30-yard mark- tra point was wide and the score
trol.
er.
stood at 13-0.
Because the harrow is attached
Art Klawiter scored the secCreston
limited to 23 ofto the tractor and is carried by
ond touchdown three plays later. fensive plays for the entire game
it, all one has to do to transZeeland was picked to win the while Holland repeatedlydrove
Blanc and Cedar Springs.Winport the implement is to raise it
opener
by Grand Valley observers deep into Polar Bear territory
ners of bronze award plaques and
by hydraulic power and drive
but were held und*r check by the only to be stopped short of the
$10
each
are
Flushing,
Owosso,
away.
scrappy Bulldogs.
goal. Holland pushed to the CresWayland, Marlette and Ovid.
The "lift’’ feature is also imton seven-yard marker and a ,
“The remarkable records of the
portant at the end of the field,
'I
first down just before the' first
Midland and Alma chapters are October Bride-Elect
where turns can be made virtually
quarter ended. They worked the
based on well-developedteamon an “about face" basis as comball to the Creston two-yardline
work and 100 per cent participa- Honored at Showers
pared to the wide circular sweep
tion of chapter members in FFA.
in four plays but were unable to
required by the conventional pullMiss Carolyn Smith, who will •core.
school and community activities,"
type
*
said Harry Neaman, state FFA become the bride of Nelson DykJust before the gun went oft
Due to the rigidity and the sunema in October, was entertained ending the first half, Ron Appl#adviser.
pie functional design of the disc,
The FFA is part of the voca- at a surprise shower Friday even- dom took a lateral from Kempker
it does a superior job of pulvertional agricultural education pro- ing in the home of Mrs. Simon on his 39-yard line and ran all the
izing and leveling land. Where a
gram functioning in secondary Van Dyke. 174 East 17th St, with way to Creston's 25 before he was
flexibletype disc would tend to
schools of Michigan,he explain- Mrs. Van Dyke and Mrs. A. R. De stopped. The half ended before the
More than 1,500 Michigan 4-H ride over the high spots, the new
ed, adding that "this contest is Weerd as hostesses.
Dutchmen could advance the ball
club boys and girls attended the rigid type cuts through them in- part of a nation-wide program to
Mrs. Chester Van Appledorn. .Creston never advanced past I
State 4-H club show held at Mich- suring better leveling. A simple improve and 1%'grade FFA chap- Mrs. Ray Van Hemert and Mrs. Holland’s 34*yard line. The local
screw type adjustmentreadily ter activity."
Louis Van Hemerex assisted the team repeatedly held the Furniigan State college, East Lansing,
positions the rear gangs with reThe Midland chapter, headed by hostesses with the two-course ture City team and forced them
early this month to compete for spect to the front ones to overLynn Heatley, adviser, has 50 lunch. Games were played and to punt.
state honors. They brought 3,200 come ridging and/or trenching.
members. Its accomplishmentsin- duplicate prizes were woh by Mrs.
The final gun sounded with HolProduction now is underway on
entries including more than 1,500
clude selling $700 worth of gard- Ray Van Hemert and Mrs. Edwin land on Creston’s * 10-yard line.
four models.
en seeds, establishing a chapter Dykema.
head of livestock from 79 of the
The locals had pushed the ball
nursery, planting 3,000 trees,
Guests were the Mesdames An- from their own 20 yard line to
83 countiesjofMichigan.
earning $1,338 and recording dur- drew Dykema, Nick Dykema, the 10 yard marker on 12 plays.
(1) Delphine Ehlers, Scotts,
ing the year a labor income of Bernard Dykema, Russell DykHolland’s entire lineup played
Kalamazoo county, not only bak$761 per member.
ema. Theodore Dykema. Edwin good football and the play of
ed the best sponge cake but won
The Alma chaptrt*,headed by Dykema. A. Naber, Minnie Griep, Wlodarczyk.as guard on defense,
blue ribbons in poultry, gardening
Maynard Christensen and with 85 Gary Overway, Jacob Van Dyke, Howard Van Voorst, Hobeck,
and canning competition. (2)
njembers.has a cooperativeor- Frank Dykeman, Marvin Smith Kempker and Appledornwas outThree citations for outstanding
chard project, a pig exchange, and Miss Frances Mae Dykema ’nil standing. For Creston, Kuieck,
service to Michigan's 4-H club
inexpensive method for owns a chapter boar, planted 3,000 of Holland, Mrs. Harold Dykema, Weaver and Terpening were the f
program
presented by
George McLachlan, Jr., Big Rap- treatment of many non-durable trees .recorded a chapter income Lansing; Mrs. John Louis Dyk- better players.
of $615 and a labor income per ema, Grand Rapids; Mrs. Wesley STATISTICS;
ids, who represented the club native woods for fence posts and
Creston Holland
boys and girls. Those honored other farm uses without the use member of $424. Both chapter* De Young and Mrs. Andrew Boer10
First downs .4 ............2
were Marshall Wells, of Detroit; of heat or pressure has been de- won silver awards in the national sma, Muskegon.
contest last year.
233
Miss Smith was also feted re- Yard gained rushing 28
Ralph L. Hudson, head of the veloped.
Michigan’s198 chapters, com- cently with a shower in the form Yards gained passing 29
56
MSC farm and horse department Tests have been under way for
prising 7,532 boys, are eligible for of a dinner at the Netherlands Passes attempted ......11
6
and Milon Grinnell, editor of the over 10 years at the department
next years contest.
4
Inn. The group presented her with Passes completed 4
Michigan Farmer, East Lansing. of agricultureforest products
a
set
of
crystal.
Passes
intercepted
...
1
1
f3) Selected for outstanding laboratory, and at many other
70
Present at the dinner were the Yards lost by penalties35
achievementthese four young peo- experimental stations, accirding to

Mr. and Mrs. Chailes R. Sligh,
Hope college.
David Brower, son of Dr. and Jr., Virginia Park. A buffet supper
Ask yourself this question: Con- Mrs. J. J. Brower, and Douglas was served Friday night. A picnic
aidering the costs of fire in losses Eash, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
of lives of property, lives, and Eash, are members of the fresh- supper Saturday and a ski party
food, can pnyone afford to allow man class at Albion college this were included in the program.
fire hazards around the farm?
fall.
Delta Kappa Epsilons at the
NationalFire Prevention week
Miss Barbara Bishop, daughter*!Slighs were Bill Des Jardins,
will . be observed this year be- of Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Bishop, and Henry Strapp, Bill Moll, Chuck.
ginning the week of Oct. 3. A na- Miss MarjorieMetzger, daughter Higbic, Bill Cashbough,Phil Hardtionwide campaign for the elim- of Mi. and Mrs. R. A. Metzger, sell, Dick Barnes, Bruce . Cook,
ination of fire hazards is planned leave tomorrow to enter Michigan Pete Buckley, Bill McNab and
Other herd owners winning Local Northwestern university
for this week.
State college,East Lansing. Jim Hubbard.
^awards were Neal Andre and Har- alumni will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Fred Roth, farm safety spec- Spence Van Alsburg also will be a
Also guests in the Sligh Home low and Reisbig, first and second,
Wednesday in the Dutch Mill
ialist at Michigan State college, freshman student at Michigan were the Misses Christine Stoffer
under three years; Harlow and restaurantto hear George Shelcautions that the .best defense State.
of Lqnsing, and Patricia Harring- Reisbig and Bernie De Vries, first
don, director of admissions at the
against fire is alertness. Check
Roeg* visitorsat the home of ton and Emma Lou Hoff of Ann and second, under four years;
university.Also present from the
your farm now for possible causes Mr. and Mrs. Henry Poppen were Arbor,
Harlow and Reisbig and William school will be Jay Gerber and
I
of fire Do your part to help cut Mrs. Gathering Poppen of Pella,
Kennedy, first and second, under William King. Dr. Irwin J. Lubthe annual toll of 100 milliondol- la.; Dr. Donald V. Poppen of Iowa
five years; Buth and Reisbig and
Local
Newsmen
Attend
bers. president of Hope college
lars and 3,500 lives lost in farm City, la.; Mr. and Mrs. Paul GebVirgil Warren, first and second,
will be toastmasterand O. W.
fires in the United States.
hard of Oak Park, III; Mr. and Fair Board Dinner
over five years.
Lowry will extend a welcome.
Mrs. Kenneth R. Yager and son
Reservationsare in charge
HOME GROWN LEMONS
Jimmy of Detroit, and Dr. and
The Allegan county fair board FLAVORED HONEY
Homer Barber.
.About 50 years .. ago. three- Mrs. ClarenceJ. Poppen of Ann wa* host Friday nigjit to newsHoney may now be produced
fourths of the leihons used in Arbor.
men of southwesternMichigan at in six flavors— chocolate, maple,
the United States came from ’ Mrs. Anna Poppen of 40 West a dinner at the Ot-Well-Egan strawberry, lemon, pineapple and Three Pay Fines
Italy and Sicily. Today, most are 16th St is now a patient at the country club. State Sen. Harold
mint. The flavored honeys are
Charles R. Sligh III, 21/
frown in the United States.
Smith Convalescent home. 144 Tripp was master of ceremonies secured from bees kept in elec- route 1, paid fine and costs
East Ninth'St.
and introducedguests, including tricallyheated glass hives, and $10 in municipal court thia mornFRAGRANT BUTTERFLIES
Corp. Robert L, Hole, son of a sextet of girls who presented fed a special mix along with ing after pleading guilty to •
Some butterflies,like flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Kole, 558 several vocal selections.
pollen and a sugar-water syrup. speeding charge. Tom Titus, Jr.,
have fragrance. These smell of Lake Dr., is celebrating Air Force
Orlie A. Bishop and Kenneth Each flavor is approximatelycol- 23, of Chicago, paid $4 for runaweet grass, jasmine syringa, Day today at Japan Air Materiel Allen of the Sentinel attended' as ored except for the chocolate
ning a rbd light and Donald Van
nee blossoms or Area Air Force Base at Tachi- guests of E. W. De La no of .the and maples flavors,which require Gelderen of 321 We*t 20th §t.
kawa, Japan. He it serving with fair board.
no added coloring.
paid a $1 parking fine.

Fire Prevention

Game, Mfl

quarters.

varied in concentration from 10
to 100 parts per million and were
made during the early evening

Rusted Tools

Holland

a

ell, Walter Toenjes, dnd C. L.

their tests at the

For Firm Egg SheUs

1

Needed

—

Naphthalene Acetic

may

Can Be Placed on Farms

It

Problems Solved

Pre-Harvest Drop

of apples

Good Diet

A total of 45,000 UkrainianImIs your flock producing eggs
migrant*' will be admitted to the with firm shells? Cracked or
United States during the next checked eggs bring less money,
two years under the recent D. P. points out J. M. Moore, extension
act. L. R. Arnold, county agricul- poultrymanat Michigan State coltural agent, has received a letter lege.
inquiring about the possibilities
The specialistadvises that eggs
of some of these being placed on shells can be improved by providTwo old farming problems
ing the birds with direct sunlight
transporting disc harrows and Ottawa county farms.
These prospective immigrauti (not through glass). In the fall,
controlling the penetration or
are described as good, honest, law the birds should have plenty of
depth of the harrow in the fields abiding, anti-Communists• and fish oil or other vitamin D supple—have been solved by the applica- God-fearing workers. They are ment.
good farmers as well as industrial
Calcium carbonate as found in
tion of hydraulic power.
workers. The immigrants have oyster shells and limestone must
A national marketing organizabeen carefully selected by U. S. be present with the vitamin D to
tion fqr farm equipment today authorities for character, health
make good egg shells. Moore beannounced
new, rigid-frame, and ability.
lieves poultrymen should encourThe extension office hdfr forms age birds to eat plenty of this
lift-type, tandem disc harrow defor filling out in case anyone can material.
signed to operate with the hyfind a place for workers or for an
draulic control of the tractor.
entire family. One of the difliculThe new disc harrow eliminates ties is in finding living quarters.
Any farmer who needs a yearthe flexibilityof gangs by ataround
worker or who has a farm
taching them rigidly to a steel
for rent can fill out a form, this
frame. Disc gangs are permanentform to be sent to the stat£ headFirst
ly set at the "most efective work-*
ing angle, 20 degrees, thus saving
the field time ordinarily required
Grandville, Sept. 23— Grandville
with conventional harrows to adhigh school’sBulldogs* defeated
just discs for varying soil and terZeeland's Chicks, 14-0, in a Grand
rain conditions, and the loss of
Valley opener at Grandville Fri*
cutting efficiencyoften resulting
day night.
from failure to make these adjustGrandville started strong. They

Apple Trees (or

Acid Found

Ukrainian Immi grants

<

Mesdames D. Mouw,

Marvin

Smith, Harold Kragt, Ray

Mouw,

Gerrit

Mouw,

Cornie Overwey,

Miss Gertrude Mouw and

the

FFA Fat Stock Event
Is Set for

October

guest of honor.
Later the group was joined by
Members of the Future Farmers
husbands and friends at the home of America are looking forward to
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mouw. the date of Oct. 5 when they go
Games were played and relresh- to St. Johns for their annual fat
ments were served.
stock school and sale.
George Brown, head of the

Teachers* Club

Has

Michigan State college animal

husbandrydepartmentand Conrad
White of the agriculturaleducation division are working togethThe South Ottawa Teachers’ er on plans for the day. The FFA'
Club held its first meeting of the boys will bring their stock to the
these crops could have come season at the Federal School event where they will be judged
through as well. Stephens spent TTiursday, Sept. 16. The meeting and then auctionedto high bidabout $500 in putting in his irri- was in the form of a potluck supders. An educational program on
gation plant. It has more than per and '38 members attended.
livestockis also planned.
paid for itself in the first year of
Following the supper, an elecThe event is t be held at the
operation.
tion of officers took place with the St. Johns stock yards and a numfollowing results: Vice-president, ber of premiums are offered.
Robert Strabbing; secretary, HerCouple Complimented
bert Vander Ploeg; and treasurer,
and Auxiliary
At Surprise Shower
Mrs. Gerald Plasman. Harold
Miss Joyce Boeve and Harold Mouw, retiring vice-president,Have Joint Meeting
Kuiper, who will be married Sept. automatically takes over the of21, were complimentedat a couples fice of president.The retiringofThe Spanish American War vetsurprise shower Friday night ficers are JohrrMaat, Miss Julia erans and auxiliary held a joint
given by Mrs. Leo Interbitzen, Keen and Miner Meindertsma.
meeting Friday night in the GAR
A program followedthe meet- room at the city hall. Also attendMrs. Henry Lubbers, and Mrs.
Lambert Lubbers. The event was ing. Duets were sung by the Baker ing the meeting \\-ere the departheld at the home of Lambert sisters with Mrs. Marie Bosman ment of Michigan commander of
accompanying at the piano. Miss the veterans and the state presiLubbers at 438 East 13th St.
Games were played and nursery Jennie Kaufman, county superin- dent of the auxiliary.
rhymes were enacted by each tendent of schoools,told about the
couple. Duplicate prizes were "flying classroom" tour which she
The U. S. is the world’s largest
awarded to the winners. A two- took last summer.
consumer of sponges.
course lunch vas served.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lubbers, Mr. and Mrs. Ed*
wait! Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
ROUR'n'Li&tt
Mannes, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mannes, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lubbers,
BUY your
Mr. and Mr.-.. Alvin Lubbers,Mr.
6* U* n«ti
and Mrs. Shirley Turner, the honored couple, and the hostesses'and
First Fall

Meeting

USWV

wR,slHml

M

mum

mui

W"

their husbands.

Philadelphia — . Leather tanning
ia one of the eldest industrialprocesses known to man, probably
dating back 12,000 years.

Bogota, Col.— Balsa, trees grow
much as 12 feet the first year
and reach best marketablesize it

as

Xouiv Tillage pan Bifuft to work
for you! Aik lor a Mmoonraiioaof
0 M-E Rotary Tilltr oa your toil
yoa will bo oaataad at tba mult*.

____

It

aukhas turf act vtgmdon

dtfouttKMttilleddepth sow and
dUaugration will nan thia
fall - coAUUM through the
winter - unirt a aoft,
humus aoU mu apriaf.
Aa a molt, you around
caa ha worfcad auth
taeNr, -weeks aarltar.

50 or 60 feet in seven years.

Htl
Baltimore— In a human body,
the diaphragm is one of the most
active muscles. It completes,onehalf billion movements in an ordinary lifetime.
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R. BREDEWEG
148 North River Ph. 4287
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